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.Three More Lawsuits Now in The Works
Sanitation Men
,Ready Petition

More Sit-In
Arrests Made

Over 500 members of the
Itlemphis Sanitation department
attended a rousing meeting recently with the Teamsters officials at a church in the Bing-

tionist and men
cog in the fight
for unionization
of the sanitation
workers was the
hampton section.
main speaker
T a e meeting
0. Z. Evers, vibrant integre:I
followed the
same pattern of
meetings
the
previously held
Even
0. Z.
plus over 70
workers' wives stomping and
cheering wildly at the promises
of the union officials.
Mr. Evers said more thee 700
of the 1400 workers in the department have signed a card
stating their wishes to join a
union.
John D. Taylor of 536 Gillis To PETITION my
rd., who operates a service sta- He said they are planning to
tion at the corner of Peoples petition the city soon for unionand Ford Roads, told the Tri- ization.
CommisState Defender he was beaten, Prior to the meeting
sioner of Public Works William
handcuffed and jailed IJurday
Farris had said that the men
when he asked officers fiy they
in the department had signed a
were at his place of buSiness.
petition saying ttat they did not
had gone to get some car want a union,
parts and when I came back I Mr. Evers commented on
.eund these policemen at my this:
rvice station surrounding my "He's lining men up at all
son, John," Mr. Taylor said. "I the stations with these petitions
asked them what was wrong." and trying to force the men to FIREMEN DOUSED a flamThe businessman said one of sign. Sign up or be fired is ing cross on the front lawn of
the Tri-State Defender office
the policemen called him a what he's telling them."
'black SOB' and aked him Mr. Evers said that letters building Friday night. Quick
uhat he had to do with what are being sent to the men tellwas going on. Mr. Taylor said ing them that they should orhe identified himself as the own- ganize within the department.
He said the letters (he said he
er of the service station.
"I'm tired of you smart black has one in his possession; tell
SOBs," Mr. Taylor quoted one the men that union men don't
of the policemen as saying. He do anything but take the work- Forty - thousand more regissaid he was then hit with a er's money, smoke big cigars tered voters is the goal of the
night stick, handcuffed behind and ride around in big cars. Non-Partisan Registration Comhis back and taken to jail on a The letters are signed by Su- mittee and they began working
disturbing the peace charge. He perintendent Hugo, he said.
"He (Farris) is weakening his on that figure this week.
posted $65.25 bond.
position as a future political- The committee kicked off it.s
The service station operator leader everytime he
opens his I6*.30 campaign last Tuesday
said the officers had served a mouth to
attack the union," Mr. night at the Universal Life Insearch warrant on his son and Evers said. "When he attacks surance company's cafeteria
began looking for untaxed whis- the union he attack
labor and when about 500 precinct a n d
key. They found none, Mr. Tay- a man fighting
labor can't win." block workers met with Frank
it. said. He said the officers Mr. Evers
coordinator. The
said the next meet- Kilpatrick,
Cursed his 15-year-old daughter. ing would
be held in Mason's workers were given assignments
"I've been in this same loca- Temple and that the entire pub- and kits.
tion for three years and I have lic would be invited. "It's gonever had anything to do with ing to be a city-wide meeting
any whiskey," he told the Tri- to let the public know just how
State Defender. He said he did bad off the sanitation worker is.
not know why they would come We plan to solicit the city's
to his place of business in sympathy behind our m o v esearch of illegal liquor.
ment," he said.

At least three more desegregation suits are in
the works and will be filed in the very near future,
the Tri-State Defender learned this week. With two
suits filed last week — seeking integration of
public
schools and the airport—and with student sit-in demonstrations resuming Monday,
the course has been unalterably set in Memphis.
Suits to wipe out racial bars
at the golf course, art ga;lery
and city auditorium are expected to reach the hands of the
Federal Court clerk in a matter of days. Seven desegregation
petitions are now pending and'
11111111I11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

0Says Cops
Beat Him
With Stick

Arrested at Cossitt Library
Monday morning were Miss
Deborah King, 4545 Lawrence
Rd. of Owen College; Benjamina H. Sims, 753 Dallas
of LeMoyne; Miss Peggy
Anne Thompson, 441 Walker
of Henderson Business College, and Miss Gladys Newborn, Ripley, of Owen.
Arrested at t h e Peabody

Library Monday afternoon
were Miss Juanita J. liar
bor, 1402 Kyle of LeMoyne;
Miss Bobbie Phillirs of 697
Vance, Owen College, Miss
Gussie Jones, 541 % arce of
Henderson. and Reuben Doggett of 1089 Whitfield of LeMoyne.

11111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111111111111111
these would bring the total
to 10.
The arrest of four students
Monday at Cossitt library boosted the number of jailed Negroes to 67 since the student
demonstrations began in Memphis March 18. Five of these
were Negro newspapermen who
See THREE, Page 2

4k

work by the Memphis police
resulted in the apprehension
of three white youths who
readily admitted planting the

symbol of the infamous Ku cross just before police conKlux Klan, insisting they burn- fiscated it and took it to headed it as a "prank." This pic- quarters in sacks. Photo by
ture shows the burned out Withers.

anted.40000 New voters

The committee was formed in Rev. W, L. Varnado is chair- quarters at 236 South Welling1956 when there were approxi- man of the committee with head- ton.
mately 25,000 registered Negro
voters in Shelby county. Since
that time the registration has
been increased over 100 percent, now totaling 57,824.
Mr. Kilpatrick said they expect to have people in every Napoleon B. Williams, Ma- sistance from these sources, in
Negro block of every precinct nassas high school senior, has addition to the awards made to
in the county to ring doorbells been named a finalist in the those selected as Merit Scholurging citizens to work for first 1959-60 competition of the Na ars.
tional Merit Scholarship Corp- Williams left Sunday, April 3
class citizenship.
oration Program and..has been via plane enroute to Haverford
awarded a certificate of merit. college to be the guest of the
Williams distinguished himself school for two days. All the exby his high score on two col- penses of his trip are being
lege aptitude tests used in the paid by Haverford. He has been
competition. About six-tenths of awarded a 4 - year all-expense
one percent of the seniors in scholarship to Haverford. L.
each state received awards. A B. Hobson, principal of Manasnational total of 10,000 students sas, said he thinks Williams
Miss Josephine B. Isabel, top- owns the highest cumulative were honored.
plans to accept the scholarship.
ranking student at LeMoyne col- average of any student now en- Over 550,000 students took the
Many colleges had contacted
lege where she is a member of rolled at the college. She has test which began last April. The the youngster since he became
winners will be announced about a finalist in the National Merit
the junior class, will be enroll- a 2.61 cumulative average, an
April 27.
Program, including Harvard.
ed in the School of Medicine, over-all average of gredes she Previous experience indicates
Williams resides at the home
earned in her freshman and that the finalists will
at Meharry
be offer- of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
sophomore years and the first ed some $2.5 million
Medical college,
worth of Napoleon Williams of 2240 Claysemester of the junior year. freshman-year scholarship
Nashville, Tenn.,
as- ton.
The highest average a student
in September.
can obtain at LeMoyne is 3.00.
Miss Isabel a
Here today the tack concerns brown, or beige is liable to sug- biology
major
Miss Isabel, who is 20 and
o words and one statement gest a monument to be erected and president of
one of the most active students
. . as they relate to the ra- on that former site of one of LeMoyne's Stuon the LeMoyne campus, said:
Council,
cial situation in Memphis in par- Memphis' leading white Baptist dent
"I have been interested in medticular and the world in churches . . . a monument to joins a select
icine since my childhood days
general. And that covers more the power of speech.) But back group of stuOnce, I thought of taking up
ground than the writer has ever to the subject of the startlingly dents in this Miss Isabel nursing but made up my mind
seen . . . so-o-o, that makes pertinent statement . . . the country who are
several years ago that I wanted
him an expert on the issue. church auditorium was packed permitted to enter me dic al to be a doctor."
Dig?
. . . the thunder rolled outside schools after having complet- A runner-up in the 1959-60
Aat the outset let it be admit- to the rapid accompaniment of ed only three years of college Miss LeMoyne contest, she is
ted that nothing placed here intermittent flashes of zigzag work. She would have been a the daughter of George T. Isashould be construed as the last lightning . . . fast-paced show- senior at LeMoyne in Septem- bel, an electrician, and Mrs.
word on the subject . . . nor ers of rain kept the overflow ber.
Ethel Harris Isabel, a teacher
authoritative Crowd intact
as
accepted
and in place . . . She is being accepted at Me- at Shannon Elementary school.
source material for any third between modernized song ver- harry because of her 'excellent The Isabels reside at 582 Lipdimensional take-offs on mat- sions of old-time Spiritual
and scholastic record.' Miss Isabel ford Street. There are two other
ters of race. The only really Gospel Songs, speakers spoke. passed the Medical Aptitude children, both older than Josauthorities on race are the Here's what the aforementioned Test with flying colors last fall. ephine.
eats who've never written a reverend said:
After seeing the grade she made WHO'S WHO
line about the subject. Aw, but
on the test 'and looking over her
HUMAN URGES
Miss Isabel Is one of 10 Lehear them talk!
"If I wasn't a preacher and neapperfect transcript from Le- Moyne students accepted this
But now the "two words" . . .
standing up here in this pulpit Moyne, officials at Meharry year by Who's Who Among Stunone, better take the statement
I would say 'I'm damned tired were convinced that Miss Isabel dents in American Universities UNA VOCAL CLUB makes Mrs. Elsa Williams is vicefirst. It was a pertinently illumiof segregation' . . but I'm a is ready to start on the long and Colleges. She is a member second Stet) payment on a life president, Mrs. Earline Segnating statement. It was made
road that will lead her to the
membership in the NAACP rest, secretary and Mrs.
preacher and can't go in for
of the national honor society,
by a preacher. The occasion
and Mrs. Mary Jones, report- Frankie Finnie, assistant secM. D. degree.
cussin' . .
but I still say
Alpha Kappa Mu, and an offi- er,
as the last of the chin-hapcenter, presents check to retary. Other members inHIGHEST AVERAGE
cer of her sorority.
py "freedom rallies" held with that's the way I feel about segMrs. Maxine Smith, local clude Mrs. Eueenia Smith,
regation and outworn practices Miss Isabel, who is attending She is talented in other fields,
increasing frequency at Mt. 01membership drive chairman. Mrs. Mike Watkins and Mrs.
of racial discrimination." The LeMoyne on a full four-year too. She is a musician, a
lye
cre- At left is Mrs. Jency Mitchell, Mattie Reader. Staff
Cathedral. (Incidentally,
photo by
scholarship provided by her so- ative dancer and designs
and treasurer. President of the Hardin.
nomeday somebody in black, See SHADOWS, Page
rority, Alpha Kappa Alpha makes her own
clothes. ,
club is Mrs. Mildred Moore.

1

Miss Isabel Heads
For Medical School

Memphian Finalist For
National Scholarship

LAWYERS HUDDLE outside
the Federal Court clerk's office prior to filing suit against
Memphis school board asking
for complete desegregation of
public schools. The next day,
the attorneys took legal action
to open the airport restaurant

to Negroes. Other desegregation suits are in the works.
Left to right are Attorneys A.
W. Willis, jr., Russell B. Sugarmon, jr., H. T. Lockard, B,
L. Hooks, B. F. Jones. Staff
photo by Hardin.
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(Continued from page 1)
were covering the story.
Twenty - three students were
scheduled to face trial Wednesnesday on charges of loitering
and disorderly conduct. A state
charge of disturbing the peace
has been lodged against them
also.
Already 36 students have been
fined $25 plus costs on a disorderly conduct charge, with
the loitering charge dropped.
One newsman, Editor L. F. Palmer, jr., of the Tri-State Defender, was fined $50 plus
costs on a disorderly conduct
charge. Four other newsmen
were dismissed. All fines have
HERE APRIL 8 — The fam- ma Rho Sorority's annual Miss Linnie C. Green is a has done extensive post grad- will be the crowning of Miss
ous String Orchestra of At- "Rhomania" program. T h e member of Sigma. She receiv- uate work at Western Re. Rhomania. The orchestra perbeen appealed.
lanta, Ga., is putting the final setting is Bruce Hall, Le- ed her B. A. degree from serves and Columbia univer- formed recently at Speiman in
The Monday sit-in at Cossitt
touch on rehearsals for i t s Moyne college, Friday, April Spelman college. Her M. A. sity School of Music. One of the production of "The King
library came after Mayor Loeb
presentation of Sigma Gam- 8, 8 p. m. The conductor, from Atlanta university and the features of the evening and I."
and the city commissioners flatly turned down a plea from Nagro attorneys to desegregate all
public facilities.
The lawyers had agreed to a
two-week cooling off period in
(Continued from page 1)
GATLINBURG, T e n n. — the end of voting rights viola- marks at a three-day meeting'haps will be best worked out
exchange for bond for the secconfession of human (UPI) — John
minister's
of Civil Rights commissioners "by the people in communities
A. Hannah, tions, "in education the rem- o
ond group of arrested students.
"amens"
fervent
drew
urges
and southern educators, said where problem; exist."
Civil
S.
U.
the
of
chairman
They made it clear, however,
edy will come more slowly."
Hannah echoed the consensus
that they could only lend "what- from every corner of the church. Rights Commission, said that Hannah, in his closing re. legislation seems to be needed
to protect voting rights and of school men reporting to the
ever influence we have" to call The reverend was "talkin' that while Congress may help speed
—
rmitern.-it appears Congress will pass commission on "Problems of
a temporary halt to the demon- talk" like so many millions of
NATIONAL DEFENSE Cs- the NDCC and Luther Roberfeel it.
colour
in
chillun
such laws.
God's
schools in transition from the
strations.
However, when negodet Corps uniforms are the son of 1099 Dunlap is a second
Everywhere in Memphis NeBut wiping out discrimination educators' viewpoint." Some of
tiations
fell
through,
students
new look on local high school lieutenant in the corps. Miss
in education, Hannah said, per- them urged the federal governagreed that they were no longer groes are lending ears to the
campuses as modeled by two Massey is a senior and Mr.
heady words of free expression
to
bound
abide
by
any
"cooling
ment to exercise more energeManassas high school stu- Roberson a junior at the
on the race problem . . . a
off" agreements.
its enforcement authortically
dents. Miss Sherrye Massey school. (Staff photo by George
"We have a legitimate cause," La. Memphis. And they like
ity to help school officials and
of 1135 Tulley is a sponsor of Hardin)
of
matter
a
As
hear.
they
what
one student told the Tri-State
FREEIIOLD, N. J. — (UPI) the beach in certain types of
note
communities carry out mandaDefender. "And we are reason- fact, it might be well to
like short
Like, your honor, the squares beach clothes,
tory deseregation programs.
able. That's why we were will- that one of the major aspects
shorts.
ing to stop our protests while of the current state of race re- have no right to muffle us.
Tavern owners, fighting the
negotiations might bring about lations all over the world is The "squares", from o n e ordinance, planned to bring
black,
of
freedom
this new found
the goal we are seeking.
point of view, are the city into Superior Court Monday a
WASHINGTON, — (UP I) —
"When it became obvious that brown and beige folk to stand fathers of Belmar, N. J., who jazz expert and jazz-specializthe City Commission intended to up, ra'r back and cuss out loud. want to muffle the sound of ing disk jockey, to explain The State Department wants
WASHINGTON, — (U P I) —
do nothing at all about ending Heretofore cullud folk have jazz from beach and bunga- what jazz is, and two models $900,000 to send delegates to an
segregation in tax supported fa- had to keep quiet or at the most low parties late into the sum- to demonstrate that short international tariff conference Rep. John J. Rooney has chargat Geneva and hire chauffeurs ed that the "world refugee
cilities, we felt we were corn; "sing" their feelings to Mr. mer night. To this end they shorts are long enough.
to drive them around.
Charlie. But these years of Our
year" has been "a flop."
pletely
justified
in
resuming
our
initiated
and
plans
RALEIGH, N. C. — Pledges the meeting,
passed an ordinance last June
half
second
the
in
enclosed
plans
S.
138
U.
send
The
to
Lord
The New York Democrat,
banning jazz, jive, jam sesof support and cooperation on for making this a record break- protests.
experts and staff members, head of a House appropriations
"We are committed to a goal. of the Twentieth Century, find sions and community singing
the Southwide Youth Leadershipi[ng student gaathering.
mostly from government agenci- subcommittee which handles
Jail will certainly not stop us Sam-n-nem cussin' and carryin' at taverns and prohibiting
es, and hire 13 staffers at Gen- federal funds for refugee work,
on something scandalous. HowConference, to be held at Shaw To highlight the unity of in- from continuing the fight."
off
patrons from appearing
eva, Congressional testimony made the charge in testimony
university, Raleigh, N. C., April terest that exists between stu- Meanwhile, the Negro commu- ever, to meet and holler ain't
America's
arouse
disclosed.
made public Tuesday.
to
enough
15-17, were received from three dents and adult leaders of the nity has banded together and
The conference, aimed at lowRooney said voluntary agenciconscience!
outstanding race relations orvowed
to
raise
$1000,000
to see
community in the recent student
what
mostly
that's
ering
that resettle refugees feel the
es
tariffs
maybe,
37
among
And
particithe
ganizations working in
the freedom fight through. The
pating nations, will open Sept. so-called world refugee year
South, according to the Atlanta protests, a public mass meeting city's ministers have taken the they need. A chance to cuss
1, and is expected to last a year which started last July "Is just
office of the Southern Christian with attendance expected from lead in bringing unity within the white folk to their face or, well,
or more. The U. S. delegates a gaudy title — and that no one
Leadership Conference, s p o n- surrounding cities in North Car- Negro group. A mass meeting maybe . . . in earshot. Negroes
would not stay the whole time, seems to be serious about it."
olina, will be held in the Raleigh has been scheduled for Friday, are heard cussin"bout the tness'
soring agency.
never peep
RIO de JANEIRO — A vol- but would come and go as needThe Easter weekend meeting Memorial Auditorium, Saturday April 15, at 8 p.m., at Mason today, who used,to
ed.
above a whisper. No wonder
has been endorsed by the Con- evening, with Dr. Martin L. Temple.
ume of cocaine four times as
many white folk are almost
so
reinternationally
gress
of
Racial
Equality King, jr.,
large as that confiscated in the
HURTING YOU?
shocked into numbness. A lot
(CORE), whose advice has beeninowned leader of the successful QUARTERLY CONFAB
States, was seized dur'01,
United
that
dreamed
never
them
of
d
n
a
protest
Bus
Montgomery
linmedlafer
St. James AME church was
sought by several areas of re-I
. • .:
ing two years by Brazilian
Relief
cent protest, the Fellowship of president of the Southern Chris- the site of the Quarterly confer- Lige's boy had that in him
Jane's
authorities, specially in t h e
•few dross of OUTGRO• bring bleated
Reconciliation, and the South- tian Leadership Conference as ence held March 27-28. It mark- and certainly not An't
relief from tormenting pain of ingrown natl.
OUTGRO toughens the skin underneath this
ed the- second quarterly confer- baby daughter!
eastern Regional Office of t h e principal speaker.
states bordering on Bolivia, acnail, allows the nail to be out quad thus proLIMITS
DOCILITY
adult
Fighters
Other
Freedom
vents further pain and discomfort,0IJTGROI
ence with Superintendent W i IAmerican Friends Service Corn- .
at
presented
report
a
to
cording
is available at all drug counter.
of the South, and student lead- ham Jackson, who is in charge And that brings around the
mittee.
the Inter - American meeting
two words ... "docility limits".
Added momentum was given ers from North Carolina a n d of the St. James Sunday school,
according'
"docility',"
word
,That
cocaine traffic which was
on
to the conference plans by the Virginia, Orangeburg, S. C., presiding.
word-masters means:
the
to
held in this city.
being
Tenn.,
Tallahassee,
Rev. J. E. James delivered
enthusiastic response of leaders Nashville,
"The state of being easily mandelegation
Brazilian
The
of the Shaw-St. Augustine Stu- Fla., and Montgomery, Ala. the main sermon.
aged, teachable, easy to inI states in the report that "it is',
dent Movement of Raleigh. who will share the mass meeting Mrs. N. Dixon, reporter for
years;
*1.1 nearly itched to deathfor
not
assumed that a factory exists
the church said the parishion- struct, ready to learn . . .
after conferring wih the exetu- program,
Then!founda new wondershin creme.
handle."
to
hard
FULLER SALESMAN of the in the jungle, conducted from
happy,"cays D. Word ofLA.
five director of SCLC, Miss Ella The Raleigh Citizens Associa-, ers and pastor would like to
Here's blessed relief from tortures of,2gina1
The other day a colored citi- month, according to Mrs. H. W.Lima
, peril, or Rio De Janeiro,
1
J. Baker, eagerly assumed re- tion, will co - sponsor this meet-,wish you a most spiritual and
itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
zen said the Negro has reached Wallace, manager of the Fuller by a group of men who seem
with an amazing new scientific formula
moral Easter season.
sponsibility as official hosts offing with SCLC.
called LANACANE. This fast-acting, stairs.
his "docility limits." He's gone Products Company branch of-I to have large capital and the
less medicated creme kilts harmful bacteria
germs while it soothes raw, irritated and
as far as he can within the limits flee at 492 So. Main St. in Mem. necessary equipment. All this
Inflamed skin tissue. Stops scratching—so
of segregation. He's learned phis, is John Arnold. He is a points out to the fact that men
Speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute.
.t1.1tNAC.ANJI today at all drag stores.
all he can learn in the school consistent salesman and is hap- of wide experience in the said
of jim-crow. The firm "No" py in his work. He is also an illegal trade are in action."
which the City Fathers gave to ardent photography fan.
The reports adds that cocaine
his request to be "excused
traffic is being intensely carried LITTLE AUSIE Bernard Brooks
from class" is hardly likely to for human dignity . . . for a out from Peru to Brazil, through who celebrated his fourth birthbring a return of quiet to the chance to make a living . . the port of Iquitos up to Manaos day on March 23. This bright
classroom. Just like a city has for the right to have a voice' and that Brazil, concerned with little man is the son of Mr. arid
Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
its limits, and has to make room in their own government and this situation, decided to call Mrs. Ausie Brooks, 403 Lacoute or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, bruises. Family
for growth and expansion . . thus destiny. Selah!
it., Jackson, Tenn.
the present meeting.
antiseptic, cascs itch of surface
so the Negro's capacity to rerashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
main easy to handle under the
athlete's foot Stops scratching, so
aids faster healing. For stubborn
pattern of segregation has reach,
cases, get Extra Strength Zemo.
,d its limits.
Some concessions will have to
be made. The preacher w h o
"refrained" from cussing about
Don't Buy
segregation was calling the doof Any Kind,
Furniture
cility limits just as surely asi
Anywhere,
were the students who went to
Margaret jail for sitting down around
Mrs.
GOOD TRAINING — Parents The instructor was the school Peters,
Until You First Shop
of the Ford Road school par- nurse, Mrs. Marion Arnold. Foulkes, Mrs. Thelma Clark, town ... just as surely as those
ent and teachers association The parents taking the course Mrs. Dorothy Wallace, M r s. thousands of Africans who walkhad an opportunity to take were Mrs. Mary A. Wrushen, Flora Mitchell. Not seen on ed into certain death rather than
lessons in a course of Ameri- Mrs. Ida M. Rambert, health picture are Mrs. Ethlyn Earls, carry passes to walk the streets
can Red Cross Home Nursing chairman; Mrs. Johnnie M. Mrs. Agnes Gibson and Mrs. . . . just as surely as our ten
1359 Madison Ave.
Jessie Mae Grimes.
young Memphis lawyers who
care of the sick and injured.
t
want the logic of reason and
(at Crosstown)
;144
law to obtain for the communiBR. 5-8124
Cora
Mrs.
(Withpresident.
Mrs.
Cook,
Lillian
Lee,
Alversa
Carnes
ty good . . . just as surely as CANCER GROUP of
those less word-gifted Negroes School PTA includes Mrs. Ger- M. Williams, Mrs. Margaret ers Photo)
who nightly and daily lift their trude Owens, Mrs. Elnors Fletcher, Mrs. Lula Adams,
hands to God in prayer asking Smiley, Mrs. Ruth Brown, Mrs. Arlee Webster and Mrs. II IN II ••• II II • IN ••• II • III • MI II • 111 II I
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Shadows

See'Slow Going'To Mix Schools
Plan Jazz Lesson In
Court Fight Over Law

Units Pledge Support
To April Youth Meet

Ask $900,000
To Talk Tariffs

•

World Refugee
Year A Flop

Brazil Dope
Catch Tops
The U. S.

•

INGROWN NAIL

Woman Nearly
Itches To Death

Zemo Great for
Minor Burns,Cuts

Howard
Graham Co., Inc.

YE

'

•

ON WALLPAPER
ON PAINTS

FREE CITY DELIVERY
A SCENE of the large crowd

of some 600 who showed up
at the County Courthouse in

Tampa, Fla., for night regis• sponsoring the Campaign and
tration. J. A. Hammonds is W. C. Patton is Consultant.
chairman of the Committee

fiZatisaft

CO
&
CARROLL
.A.
405 Monroe - JA. 3-1626
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•
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ATTENTION
HOUSEWIVES
CAROLYN 0. BROWNING,
right, former North Central
Region Tuskegee alumni director and vice president of
the Tuskegee General Alumni
Association. addresses the
Chicago Tuskegee Club an anal board of directors banquet, recently, at the group's

club house. Others in the photo, left to right, are: Albert
president;
Prat t,
Atty.
Chauncey Eskridge, director;
Ella Thomas, general banquet chairman; Dora Lee
Frazier, program chairman;
Daniel J. Faulkner, Cosmopolitan Chamber of Com-

merce president who served
as master of ceremonies.
Miss Browning, a teacher in
the Chicago Public School
system, called upon Tuskegeeans to rally and develop
fullest potential for the welfare of the community and
their alma mater.

EASTER SEAL KIT — In- church and retired principal
specting an Easter Seal Kit of Booker T. Washington High
which will be used in this school; Rev. J. A. McDaniel,
year's Easter Seal Parade are executive secretary of t h e
the three co • chairmen of Memphis Urban League; and
the drive. From left are Elder Dr. Mervin Head, dean of Le.
Blair T. Hunt, pastor of Mis- Moyne college. The Easter
sissippi boulevard Christian Seal Parade took place on

Sunday. April 3, when hundreds of high school students
and parents participated in
the door-to-door solicitations
from 2:30 to 5 p.m. The project is sponsored by the Shelby County Chapter of the Ten.nessee Society for Crippled
Children and Adults.

Earn $40-$50 Per Week Serving
AVON Customers In An

Established Territory.
Work 4-5 Hours A Day.
Call BR. 2-2042

•
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•
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Sot

FOUNDER'S DAY was cele•
brated by the New Light CivI.: club of Orange Mound,
their first, recently at the Mt.
Moriah Baptist church, 2634

Carnes ave., of which Rev. R.
Norsworthy is minister. The
program honored its late
founder, Rev. Percy C. Polk.
Taking part in the program

were, from left, EUhue Stan.
back, Mrs. Ralph Lofton, Rev.
Ralph Lofton, the main speaker; Clyde Adams, president;
Mrs. M. 0. Polk, Mrs. E. M.

Dillard. Mrs. L. Hill, Miss
Mean Patton and standing behind Mr. Adams, George
Johnson. That's little Billy
Winston looking at the photog.

BTW Counselor To
•Attend Pa. Confab

CAPTURES THIRD — The
Booker T. Washington High
Hi • Y basketball team captured third place in the recent tournament at the Abe
Scharff branch YMCA after
losing only two games during

Mrs. Carlotta Stewart Wat- ; fender.
son, counselor at Booker T. ANTICIPATING
Washington high school h a s The veteran counselor is eagcompleted plans to attend the erly anticipating this convention
American Personnel and Guid- and expects it to be most enjoyable and beneficial. She hopes
ance Association which will con- she
will be able to enrich the
vene at Philaguidance program at Washingdelphia, Pa.,
ton when she returns.
April 11-12.

a

Mrs. Watson
Is a veteran
teacher at Washington and a
member of the
APGA. She received her masters degree in
guidance a n d Mrs. Watson
counseling at the
University of Michigan. She was
mong the 18 counselors anointed this year for the high
schools. Before her appointment
she served and currently is serving as Personnel counselor over
Radio Station WDIA five days
a week• She also columns
'Guidepost' for the Tri-State De-

3

the season. Winding up hi a
tie with the YMCA team and
the Manassas quint, t h e
BTW Warriors lost out to a
tough "Y" team in the tourney final. Standing, from left

are George Brown, Joseph W.
Westbrook, assistant to t e
principal at BTW; William
Higgins, William Wilks. Da•
vid Porter, Fredrick Hooks,
Roy Cheatham, John Tenort

and J. D. Springer, principal.
Kneeling, from left are Walter Hall, Jimmie Anderson,
James Reed and Walter
Hooks. That's the team's third
place trophy that Brown and
Mrs. Westbrook' are holding.

'We'll Wear Rags' To Fight For
Freedom, Sorority Women Vow

31,150 To Cop
Benefit Show

Hello,
ANSWER THIS
Picking up the cudgel of theithey enter any of the stores a banquet attended by more the "student Emergency Fund
Make yourself eonfortable We can't be certain but seemAmerican
Council on Human that discrimioate against Ne- than 100 college women on the of ACIIR."
and "string" along with our I ingly C. W. has lost interest
gros.
campus of Virginia Union uni- The American Council on Hujive •
in girls , . or is it the other Right's "Sacrifice for Eights" This announcement was made versity Saturday,
The International Harvester CHURCH NEWS
man Rights is a federation of
—
way around? Say Eugene, what campaign, Richmond, Va., col- by Mrs. LaVerne Byrd SmIth,
Mrs. Smith said members of national sororities. Its national
company and the First Nation- We know you don't have an!, are you trying
.to prove?
lege women this week declared president of the local chapter of
al Bank of Chicago Monday special place to go
therefore Are you playing soft ball and they will "wear rags" before Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority at Alpha Kappa Alpha and other office is located at 1130 Sixth
Greek letter organizations would Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.
contributed $1,750 to'the Police- you are invited to travel with trying
to hold all three bases
men's Benevolent association New
not
only boycott Thalhimers DePhiladelphia
Baptist (Fannie, Katherine, Mary) at
partment Store but all stores on
bcriefit in two separate gifts. church, Sunday, April 10, when the same time?
. . . Or are
Broad Street until equal rights
International Harvester sent they show the acceptance of the you just trying, to be jazzy???
TV SERVICE
are
won. "We have decided to
a check for $1,000 to P.B.A. invitation to Mt. Gilliam, Bap- Lorene, what would Kickman
545 1. Mallory at Lauderdale
charter
buses
enable
us to
to
NEW YORK — Jane Derby,
president, Ste nley R. Sarbar- tist church.
say if he knew about Fred?
WH 6-7133
well-known New York fashion shop in Washington D. C if
neck, 1121 S. State St., and the Since White Station is such a Does anyone know what school
Dependable TV Service
necessary,"
.
declared
Mrs.
designer,
has been designated
bank contributed $750.
SERVICE CALL
beautiful sight to see, and since Burkins and Cooper attend? Is
as winner of the 1960 Cotton Smith.
The two firms contributed to it's definitely what's swinging it Lester or Patterson? And by
DAY—NIGHT
Fashion award, given annually Richmond college women have
the association to agument sale you might prefer coming out the way, A. W., are you losing
SUNDAY—
HOLIDAYS
for the best high fashion use of not only canceled their formal
of tickets to the two benefit here to the church.
your cool?
This ad Is worth $1.00 toward service
cotton
during
year.
the
spring
dance
but
advocate "not
on any TV repair.
performances.
To satisfy your desire don't Now that there Is so much la.)
Mrs. Derby will receive the buying" any new spring clothes..
RCA Authorized Service
The Daily Defender, Chica- forget to be present at the Num- going around here Mable Knox
award officially Thursday, May "We will use our funds to fight
•
go's other daily newspapers ber One Choir's annual day pro- don't you wish you were still GARY, Ind. — (UPI) — An 12, at Gracie Mansion with May.
. I
q
Y
and a Catholic weekly publica- gram. The program will be giv- living out here? You do? Well, expelled 14-year-old student ef or Robert F. Wagner making
.g YI
; and to support the efforts of
stu-;
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
tion volunteered to sell tickets en the third Sunday evening, we go along with that.
Roosevelt High school had ad- the presentation.
,dents
who
are
so
valiantly
fightto the circus and thrill show. April 17, at 3 p. m. We'll see WEEK'S
a
mitted, Police said Tuesday,
306 Poplar, At Lauderdale
SONG
ling for rights." Guests at the'I
Tickets can be purchased in you there!
"Easy Loving" especially for that he started a $10,000 fire at zo authorities as a possible sus- banquet were Mrs. Aretha B.
Phone IA. 5-6348
the newspapers' offices or by
the school last Thursday.
Leroy and Carol.
SURPRISE!
i McKinley, Director of the Amerpeel
mail.
The boy was taken to police
- WIDE ROUNDUP
Recently a surprise birthday CITY
Council on Human Rights
The boy was expelled about
party was given for Mrs. Rosie Coeds — Margaret Sherod and by a Lake County welfare two weeks before the fire pa- and Dr. Zateila Turner, ProfesAfter 35, irregularity often beJamerson by her devoted sis- Clara Smith of Melrose. Nor- worker, Walter Coleman, yes- trolman John Wesson of the son of English, Virginia State
cornea a problem. What you need is
ter, Mrs. Clara Williams, who ma Taylor and Louise Willett terday. Coleman said he heard Gary juvenile bureau said.
I college.
something that aids nature and helps
resides at 5020 William Arnold of Lester. Sandra Pegues and from friends of the boy that the The youth said he broke into: In Orangeburg. S. C., soror- establish regularity. Such an aid to
regularity
is the daily use of uatrrsie.
rd., where the party was giv- P atricia Banks of BTW. Daisy youth had warned them that the school near dawn Thursday ities canceled all social func- Here's medical
evidence: A group of
Parish and Carolyn Wilson of the school might burn days be-[ by breaking a window pane and tions in connection with the Re. men and women took aSitUTAN daily
en.
under medical supervision. In case
fore it actually did.
Mrs. Jamerson was presented Douglass.
!unlocking the window unit. He gional Conference being co- after
case SERUTett, taken daily,
a beautiful dining room suite We know about the sun shin- The boy had been under sus- used propane gas from a tank ducted there this weekend. helped
establish regularity. So, for
by her husband, Walter Jamer- ing but hold up off the "tan" pition by police. Principal H. in a science laboratory to soak Meanwhile the National Presi- real relief from constipation after
SEIUTAN, powder or trertulnr•
until next week.
son.
N. Tatum had given his name rags to start the fire.
dents of Alpha Kappa Alpha, 35, try
Among the many distinugishDelta Sigma Theta, National Soed, invited guests present were
rority of Phi Delta Kappa, Sig"Rood if 1111ChM10111"
Mr. and Mrs. Booker Coleman,
ma Gamma Rho and Zeta Phi
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie Brooks.
Beta sororities are readying
Mrs. Annie Hokes, and a host
plays to visit troubled areas to
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
of other wishing her well.
ascertain ways and means by
Mrs. Jamerson is a member
which ACHR can be most helpof the I. Q. Social club and
ful to students arrested because
an active member of the New
of peaceful, protest demonstrations.
Philadelphia Church which is
pastored by Rev. B. 1'. DumLast week the Council estabcomplete line Bicycles & Parts
as. So lots of luck and success
lished the "Student Emergency
All work guaranteed
to Mrs. Jamerson in the future.
Fund of ACHR. All chapters
Lawn
Mowers Sharpened and •
SPOTLIGHT
connected with ACHR were urgrepaired.
We proudly bring to the spoted to cancel free formal funclight this week the charming
tions, have a fund - rasing event
21S1 Deadrlck FA 31808
Miss Lorene Cotton. She is the
instead and to send proceeds to
(Lamar at Airwoo)
loving daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Each Account Insured To $10,000
Moses Cotton who reside at 4911
Black.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
Her ambition is to become a
"Everybody Likes 'Em"
nurse although she plans to
STARTS
Root Hickory Smoked — Sias 15 to 20 Pounds
major in Home Economies.
1
.
%,0 Year Old Country Homs
Saturday
Her hobby is dancing and her
9Sc per Lb.
Six Month Old Country Horns
SOc per Lb.
5 Big Days! latest experience was participat•
On. Year Old Country Horns
90c per Lb.
ing in the typing contest reThree Year Old 'Country Horns
$1 10 por Lb.
^7.
cently held at Hamilton. So,
Real Country Hickory Smoked Sousobe 1 3 to 4 Lb. Bogs)
SSc per Lb.
boys and girls, hats off to a
Leon Hkkory Smoked Saxon (4 to 10 Lb. Slob)
55c per Lb.
very intelligent young lady.
Sliced Country Horn
$1 ss (His $1.55 Per Lb.

a

Expelled Youtif 1960 Award
Admits Role In
hool Fire

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

FORTUNE'S

flUTINTfl?

Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

SAVE NOW
AT

ERUTAN

MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend

?PLUS POSTAGE?

NE LOVE STORY
OF THE AGES!

CHIEF JUSTICE Ernest Withers, left, swears in Manassas Student Council President
Robert Simpson while E. C.
Stimbert, superintendent of

TASTE

Memphis Public Schools looks
on. Mr. Stimbert was the
main speaker for the occasion
held recently at the school.
The program was sponsored
by the student council. (Staff
photo by George E. Hardin)

WI SHIP COD OR SEND CHICK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORDER

JIMMIE SIDDENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152: Business Phone, VI 2-5141
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 let St., Bowling Green, Ky.
Residence Phones, VI 2-0152

THE

THE

GREATNESS

YUL • INA
BRYNNER LOLLOBRIGIDA
SOLOMON SHEBA
mid

\W/ ncwiicoiorIaNG kIGR I—.GEORGE SAURS
MARISA PAVAN I sio Raw who 37"..IED mow „ msviocR

Coming Next Week-Statts Thursday, April 21
"TAKE A GIANT STEP"
IF St rring Johnny Nash, Estelle Hemsley,
Ruby Dee

18354960
125 years of
Bourbon
• Greatness

MODERN BANK

of historic

OLD
-CROW
Born
125 years
ago!
Light• Mild•90 Proof

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
OLD CROW DISTIULRY CO FRAKFORT.KY.,DISTR. BY NATIONAL 01SI.PROO.CO.

FOR THE

MODERN FAMILY

LOOK 10 YEARS
YOUNGER
EGYPTIAN POMADE
SAY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Aptly
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.SO
for full results Jar.

EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS

Bra

N.E. Zqd Ave.
Miami 33, Florida

TRI- STATE BANK
•

386 BEALE

COMPLETE : COURTEOUS : CONFIDENTIAL : BANKING SERVICES
-- INCLUDING —
FREE

PARKING

•

LOWEST COST
NEW CAR FINANCING
•CHECKING ACCOUNTS
$5 PER $100 PER YEAR

ACCOUNTS INSURED
HOME IMPROVEMENT
•
UP TO $10,000
LOANS
•
NOIIIIIRPIPWL'SPOUT IMISURANCI 000POSA11001

HIGHEST INTEREST
ON SAVINGS

•

Fr. Bertrand Senior
Third WLOK Winner
WLOK Radio Station is proud in Jackson, Tenn. Alene wants
to announce that Miss Alene ito study to become a math
Norris is the third winner of.teacher.
the Teenager of the Week Con- Each week a different city
test. Alene is the daughter of or county school sends their
Mr. and Mrs. Armour Norris ballots to WLOK Radio Station
SALEM -GILFIELD
past Sunday, a well-prepared
nominating a Senior from their
of 1390 Ellistov.
Mrs. Lucendia Brown Robey dinner was served. Seen enjoyschool.
She is 17 and
will be guest speaker when the ing the tasty meal were Mrs.
a senior at FathThis week's ballots are com• Salem-Gilfield Baptist church Rosetta Ware, Miss Shirley
er Bertrand high
ing from Hamilton High School
observes Annual Women's Day, Reed, Willie Knight, Mrs. Alschool where she
and the weeks to follow will be
Sunday, April 10. Mrs. Robey, berta Perkins, Miss Alice Alis a member
in this order: Harold High, Leslen,
Miss
Birmingham,
Mildred
Douglass,
resides
in
Mrs
who
of the Yearbook
ter, Manassas, Washington and
Ala., is s member of the Green Rosetta Woods, Mrs. Gertie W.
staff and ThunWoodstock.
Liberty Baptist church, a grad- Wells, J. L. Robinson, Harold
der staff, a n d
colTeacher's
Douglas,
Miss
Barbara J. Hall,
uate o: the State
holds the office
lege of Montgomery, Ala., prin- Miss Pritchett, Bona Cheri
of vice presicipal of Dudley school, a mem- Wells, J. L. Robinson, Hardent of the Naber of the Zeta Phi Beta Sor- old Douglas, Miss Barbara J.
tional Honor So- miss Norris
ority, and a member of the Hall, Miss Pritchett, Bona Cheri
ciety. Alene is
NAACP Chairmen Committee Wells, Miss Laverne Bonner,
active in Collins Chapel C?&E
church where she sings in the
on Administration of Young Mrs. Ruble Douglass, Ja co b'
Women's Christian Association. White, Miss M. B. Wilson,
Junior Choir. Skating, reading
She is also youth directress of James H. Perkins Will Felton GzIAND FESTIVAL — A Matthew Baptist church, 707 Katie Newborn. Standing, and Mrs. Dorothy Spearman. and typing are Alene's recrea- SMITHTOWN, N. Y. — (UPI)
— Floria and Bill Long h a d
the Alabama Christian Move- Mrs. Gertrude Foster, M r s. grand musical festival and N. Second st. PictureJdJ are from left are Mrs. J. B. Webb, Rev. J. B. Webb is the pastor. tional activities.
Blanche Cooper, Mrs. Hannah King and Queen revue was some of the participants. F sponsor of the program; Wil- The program was given in the
planned
to get their three little
ment fo^ Human Rights.
Alene received many wonderMembers and friends will Hunt, Mrs. Cora Hudson, Mrs. held April 1 at the Greater St. left seated are Cleve Jordan, lie Lee Gary, Carol Jackson, interest of Men's day. (Staff ful gifts for being the Teenager girls back Monday and start
gather at sanctuary at 3 p. m. Myrtle Johnson and Mrs. Lu- Matthew Baptist church, 707 chairman; Mrs. Marcella Jor- Charlie Lemon, Mrs. Cora photo by George E. Hardin.) of the Week such as a Futura anew a life as a united family.
to hear popular and charming cille Clear. Others seen were held April 1 at the Greater St. dan, George Newborn, Mrs. Meeks, Charlie H. Jackson,
Transistor Radio from the mak- When Gloria, 27, was hospitaMrs. Alberta Thompson, Mrs.
speaker.
ers of Royal Crown Hair DressMrs. Attee Smith is the gen- Kathleen Cawley, and Miss
ing, a portrait courtesy of Bry's lized with pneumonia in Feberal chairman. The publicity'Claudia Bernice Walton.
Portrait Studios, Bry's Depart- ruary, the Longs were forced
chairman is Mrs. Vivian Wash- The excellent food service was
ment store, a beautiful pearl by stiff expenses to give up
ington.
rendered by Mrs. Bessie Harnecklace and beauty kit from their home and send Patricia,
Rev .A. L. McCargo is the ris, Mra. Minnie Lee Walton,
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras — strict freedom of research and Long Aid and Bleach and Glow, 5, Margaret Jo. 4, and Mary, 2,
pastor.
Mrs. Laura Butler and Mrs.,
The appointment of several to impose a line that runs and a wonderful selection of al- to live with their grandparents.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Mary Wilks.
bums from WLOK.
Mrs. Long was fully recovered
United States professors to the counter to the yearnings of our
Two dynamic speakers spot- Limuel Horton was chairman
If Alene should be named last week and Long was able
Autonumous University of Hon- country's Emancipation, an unlighted Annual Young People's of the dinner. The co-chairman'
to rent another house near
duras, has created a conflict derdeveloped country by the Teenager of the Year, she will here. The family was to move
Day at the Mt. Nebo Baptist was Charles Wilson.
receive
a
generous
scholarship,
between the students and the calculated design of American
church recently. Rev. W. M. William Yates wes general
that will come from the WLOK in Monday.
economy faculty.
monopolies."
Brown of the New Friendship chairman of Men's Day. Earl
Friendly Neighbor Scholarship A fire, apparently caused by
mesBaptist church brought the
Students of the "university It is said that the dean of the Fund, which Teenagers of the faulty electrical wiring, Sunday
Bogan Sr., was co-chairman.
sage at 11 a. m. At 3 p. m., The Church of God in Christ
reform front" have declared economy faculty on the basis Week sponsors such as Long destroyed the home of Mr. and
Rev. B. L. Hooks of Greater of the Apostolic Faith held its • "But if the salt has lost its ple will bring about tainted fla- they are ready to "resort to of the Point Four agreement Aid and Louis Letters are sup- Mrs. William Long sr. The elder
Middle Baptist church, spoke. dedication services recently. savour." Anyone familiar with vors. As long as the salt fails every means, including the asked the American embassy, porting. This scholarship will Longs escaped, but the little
Music was furnished by the The Church of God in Christ of the Bible knows that only a to see things in the real per- strike, to prevent admission to to supply the professors, un- enable Alene to further her ed- girls and aunt, Sarah May Long
Greater White Stone Baptist the Apostolic Faith was founded few moments before Jesus had spective all that it touches will the economy faculty of profes- known to the students or to the ucation at the college of her 34 who tried to
choir and the Greater Middle and organized by Minister N. pointed out the fact that those also be out of focus.
sors that would attempt to re- university reform front.
choice, which is Lane college were killed.
Baptist choir.
Jefferson of 1659 Rayburn, Mem listening to Him were the salt The world today is out of foThe chairman and co-chair- phis, Tenn., on Sunday, March of the earth. He goes on to ad- cus because those in responsible
man of the memorable occasion zu—, 1960 The dedicatory serv- monish them that if the salt places are out of focus. In the
were Mrs. Georgia Ishmael and ices were held at 1888 S. Park- loses it savour it is thenceforth home we have parents who are
H. L. Hunter.
way E.
good for nothing. It is at this so wrapped up in the idea of
Rev. Roy Love is the minis- The church is presently locat- point that current world dis- modernism that children are no
ter.
ed at 1332 Florida st. Officers order takes place. The salt has longer being exposed to the
CASTALIA BAPTIST
of the church are Elder Wil- lost its savour.
higher moral and spiritual asThe youths of Castalia Bap- ham Turner, Elder E. Taylor,
pects oi life. In the school much
As
we
look
at
this
world
today
tist church of 1540 Castalia st., Mrs. Rosie Lewis, Mrs. Florlacking in terms of discipline
is
we
see
people
who should be in
will celebrate Annual Young ence London and Mrs. L. Hatand industry. In the churcha
position
to
render
leadership
April
Sunday,
People's Day,
chett.
sadly lacking in this capacity. es the young people see and
10. A most inspiring day of
-- London and Mrs. L. Hatchett.
The men who should be in a'hear so much in far too many
services has been planned.
Forth-coming at the Riverside position
to make- a positive -no" cases that leads them to
Of especial interest will be the Baptist church is Annual Men's
hypocrisy that these instituyouth concert featuring M g g Day. It will be celebrated Sun- or "yes" concern themselves
tions hold nothing for them. In
more
with
doing
what
is
popular
p.
at
3
Gibson
Jacqueline
m•H:lay, April 24.
any culture where we witness
Miss Elsie Lewis is the chair-, W .Blount is the general chair- rather than what is right. In
breakdown of these instituman. Rev. C. Mims is the pas- man. Mrs, Charlene Dandridge speaking of 'savour' Jesus had a
tions there is nothing much to
reference
to
that
ability
to
tor.
is the church reporter. Rev. 0.
bring out the best in man. In which we can look. These inTRINITY BAPTIST
D. White is the pastor.
every instance where salt is stitutions, the home, church,
The Red Circle and Sunshine
used a better flavor is produc- and school are the characterBand will hold installation Sunany society
ed. In short the world will building agencies of
day. April 10. A program has C
all else fails.
be better only in proportion that — when they fail
been planned.
institutions are the salt of
Miss Carol Ann Franklin is!
people of responsibility will live These
or any day.
day
our
up to what is expected of them.
president ant! Miss Gwen Sewlooking at these
Jesus
So
r
s.
secretary.
M
the
ard is
.;ot only does good salt bring
Johnny Ross and Mrs. Louise !
out the best in the line of flavor weary, tired, hungry, frustrated
Rainey are the advisors.
but it also has the power to people told them that they are
The Young Matrons of the
preserve. To have someone in the salt of the earth. The world
church will meet at the home 'J'()D
our midst who stands for some- will be no better than you make
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Chamthing does much to keep many it. World conditions today are
pion of 312 Decatur this Wed- ,Often a neighbor or friend of us from doing some of the — contrary to much thinking
nesday, April 6. The meeting Will mention some little favor- things that we otherwise would exactly what we make them as
will begin at 8 p. m. Mrs. ite cooking trick she uses to do. Therefore it is imperative individuals. Therefore it beJames Rainey is president and make a standard recipe a little that in all instances we live hooves all of us to live as noMrs. Roy Fitzgerald is the sec- easier to prepare, a bit tastier life at its highest level. Con- bly as we can.
lor somehow special in her own sciously or not all of us live In light of the forementioned
retary.
lings to serve with that veg- 1 tsp. chopped chives
Yes Madame,
preservation and flavorRev. J B. Jones is the pas- way.
Sift together dry ingrediunder constant watch of those facts of
etable dinner tonight. They
Here is a simple trick. When- who have taken us as examples. ing none of us can afford to
tor.
cookwhen
ents,
add chives, then
good
just
.as
are
Bright with t h e April
ever a recipe calls for bread Many young people today falt- live better than the best that is
HOPEWELL BAPTIST
stew.
scalding water to
lamb
enough
in
ed
salwhole
garThe
sunshine,
showers and
"Quite a day" was the past crumbs add a dash or two of er largely because those who expec,..A of us.
Annual Men's Day at the Hope- your favorite spices, perhaps have been taken as an example vation of the world is in our
dens are popping up on evTry them and you will say make a thick gravy mixwell Baptist church of 334 Ash- some parsley or herbs to give have somewhere down t h e hands. As we •look about us
ery vacant lot — radishes, "so simple but oh, how ture. Spoon into boiling turland st. Appearing as guest the crumbs a flavor all their line faltered themselves. In pro- we see only our handiworks. We
nip green liquid; cover and
and greens are first good'"
onions,
speaker in the stead of Rev. own which they imparted to the portion that we falter not only see what we have done through
cook for 15 minutes. Serve
to
the
their
way
uttermake
to
and
actions,
deeds,
S H. Herring was Rev. Webb. dish created.
do we falter ourselves but we , our
DUMPLINGS
MEAL
CORN
immedwith vegetables, as bread of
supper table. For something
He delivered a most enlighten- Now, there is packaged bread lay the ground work for some- an-es. Those who come
will
us
with
day. Let me know how
the
contact
in
iately
crumbs that come already flav- one else to falter. The current
ing address.
different but odd as the 1 cup Jack Sprat Cream
you like them.
walk, talk, think, act
eventually
Participating on the program, ored.
corn
meal
Style
times, try using the most
status of world conditions is
also, were James Payn e, There are a few more in- traceable only to the status of and react like us. Therefore,
Bye for now,
wodderful meal — Jack scalding water
less
do
can
us
of
none
Charles Johnson. John Gray, gredients in t h e prepared the salt. Much of the salt today
powder
baking
tsp.
16
corn
style
cream
Sprat's
Jana Porter
Jewell Albright and the pastor, crumbs than in the simple has partially add in some in- than live the best life of which
meal and make corn dump- vs tsp. salt
Rev. L. M. McNeal.
homemade ones, 17 to be exact. stances totally lost its savour. we are canpable. This is what
,
The general chairman was 0. Some of the most important No longer can we lay claim i Jesus meant when He looked at
JANA PORTE*
J. Armstrong. Assisting him ingredients in these flavored to the fact that the presence' the people and admonished
was J Johnson.
bread crumbs are imported of salt does not alter the flavor , them: "Ye are the salt of the
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
cheeses which are specially of the world. Tainted salt or peo- earth but if the salt has lost its
savour it is therefore good for
Annual Missionary Day will made in Italy for use only in
nothing."
be held at the St. ftephen Bap- this formula.
tist church Sunday, April 10. With choice imported spices,
Mrs. S. A. Owen of Metro- parsley, rare herbs and Accent
politan Baptist church will be these bread crumbs are a wojaA new club, the Memphisonthe principal speaker. She will derful addition to any recipe.
ians, is meeting regularly each
be introduced by Mrs. E. J. And in these days of foreign
second and fourth Sunday of
Campbell, Mrs. Essie Neal of sounding scientific ingredients
" the month, at 4941 South ParkEbenezer Baptist church will be in everything you buy, it's reway, and is still soliciting hew,
mistress of ceremonies. Music freshing to find a product such
members.
will be provided by the No. I as this which contains no ada11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ifital11111191M1
and II choirs of the church.
ditives or fillers.
The program begins at 3 p.m. What's more, stale bread is
Rev. 0 C. Criven is the pas- not used in the making of these
tor.
crumbs, but enriched fresh
Directly following the Annual bread is toasted and rolled into
Men's Day at the church, the crumbs.
ATHENS, (Ia. — (UPI) —
"lou all," the Southern
idiom, may eventually win
REV. E. V. McGHEE will be nation-wide acceptance.
The Georgia review, literthe main spaker on Palm Sunpublication of the Univerary
day for the Gilbralter Chapter
No. 36, ()ES, April 10, at the sity of Georgia said it is preany time. Big Star feels that from the number of promis
.11 ST LOVED IT — This fine looking group of students
Greater Mt. Zion Baptist church, ferable to such forms as
You
Guys,
You
"Youse,
ing young folk who appear on the show will come many
appeared on the Big Star radio show recently and enjoy1414 Davis St. He is the church
entertainers of tomorrow. Pictured above are
You
Folks
and
outstandjng
Fellows,
'nu
moment
of
the
occasion.
presenting
Big
Star
is
ed
every
Love,
worthy
M.
Mrs.
S.
pastor.
from Central High school, Hayti, Missouri:
guests
special
Chaps."
young
talented
the show to give
people a cfiance to apmatron. All are cordially invit—Charles Kuykendoll, Gary Williams, Sarah Vann, Mrs
citizens of the Mid-South. The program
the
pear
before
ed to attend.
11 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Dorothy Harris, Claudell Elliott, Henry Newman, Miss
is broadcast every Saturday over radio station WDIA.
Alma Welch, Jesse Dunn, Willie Wilson, Donald Dorden,
Genial A. C. Williams is the Master of Ceremonies. If you
Miss Ann Smith, Charles Philips, and Lloyd Boyce.
would like to appear just contact WDIA for an audition

Fire At Kin's
Home Kills 3

• 411

Students Rap U. S. Teachers

THOMAS PAIGE

Home Makers SAVE
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps Than Any
Kind.

rumbs
Add n
ash
ishes

Favorite Gift Stamps Of
This Entire Section
Of The Nation.
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Club Seeks Members,

'You All' Winning
National Favor
Over 'Youse Guys'

Be SPEASific...Always Ask for
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Welcome Gray Ladies
To Meharry Nursing
The first group of 18 Gray ices, presided over the capping
Ladies were welcomed to hie- ceremonies.
harry Medical college and Hub- The 18 Meharry - Hubbard
bard Hospital Nursing Service, Gray Ladies included: Mrs.
last week.
Bernice Thomas, unit chairman;
"Some 800 on-the-job volun- Mrs. Naomi Crockett, Mrs. LouNASHVILLE, Tenn. — Spring student group.
HUBBARD Hospital's Nursing the first grow) of Gray La- lege and Hubbard hospital Red Cross volunteers were leer hours have already been ise Fletcher, Mrs. Velma Goodfinally got in a few days before CAMERON HIGH SCHOOL
Service director, Mrs. Elean- dies for Meharry Medical col- last week, when the American welcomed to the Nashville contributed by these dedicated win, Mrs. Pauline Hayden, Mrs.
,larch left us and I am sure also comes in for their share
ladies," commented Dr. Harold Etha Henderson, Mrs. Virginia
or Winder, caps the last of
hospital.
we are all grateful for it. I of praise in presenting a disD. West, as he welcomed the Johnson, Mrs. Florenlia Jones,
am compelled to say that there tinguished son of Nashville, Lt. .N1t1111U11111111111111111111111111111111111t1111111111111111111
18 American Red Cross volun- Mrs. Willie M. Kimnfini, Mrs.
Homemakers
who
prefer
this'
has been a lot of "Marching" Col. George A. Roberts to speak
•
leers, their friends and famil- Marie Manlove, Mrs. Bertha
type ham should look for Virduring the month. It is signifi- to the honor socieities on their
ies to the capping ceremony, Moore, Mrs. Fannie M. PullTennessee, Kentucky or
ginia,
cant to the extent that all the third Inspraton Day program
ld at Meharry Public Health en, Mrs. Bertha Randolph.
he's
Smithfield hams. They are so
Mrs.
wurld knows i tend much of he Each year they bring home a
Lecture
Hall.
Riles Tarleton, Mrs. Frances
called because to pass Federal
population of the world is join- product of the Nashville PubMeharry's
Nursing
Service di- Taylor, Mrs. Willie Ward, Mrs.
meat inspection, the ham must
ing in the March."
By
rector, Mrs. Eleanor Winder, Mary Webb and Mrs. Ethel
lie- Schools who has achieved
have been processed in the geoMEETINGS: Many important national recognition. Colonel
capped the 18 Gray Ladies, as White.
graphical area with which it is
GRACE WILLIAMS
meetings are being held and Roberts as a long record of
labeled.
SPRINGS,
HOT
Ark. — The ing room of the National Bap- Mrs. J. Collins Thurman, ARC By the end of March, MeharI have been on the go attending achievements as a career of- .1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t11
After selecting the ham that 12th annual meeting of the tist hotel-Bath House, along volunteer field consultant, pre- ry college and Hubbard llospitquite a few of them. Rev. J. F. ficer. He, his wife and daughter
sented the Gray Lady pins, and al Nursing Service may boast
Have you selected vour Eas. best suits the family's need, ml- Southwest Medical, Dental and with members from Texas, Ok•
Grimmett called the executive are presently residing in KaisDavid Steine, chapter chairman,'of nearly 70 volunteer aides,
ter ham yet? Before you do, lady, then turns her attention Pharmaceutical Association was lahoma, Tennessee and Arkancommittee of The Nashville erslaughtern, Germany. He will
Nashville - Davidson Count y4 when an additional group of
you may like to know the ans. to the glaze. The glaze adds held here reeently under the sas.
United Negro College Fund to be the speaker on this auspic•
wers to these questions—should luster, and gives ham a festive direction of president G. U. The Negro professional men Chapter, ARC presented the cer- over 50 Gray Ladies, now awaita meeting this week where they ious occasion as well as be hontificates. Mrs. Mary Leonard, di- ing their on-the-job training,
I get it sliced or whole; a butt look. There are many glazes, J a merson. jr.
were told to continue the nadecided to hold the Annual ored by the school.
or shank half? What is the dif- but for a simple rapid opera- Dr. Dudley Turner of Gary tional organization, which has rector of ARC volunteer serv- will join the first group.
Drive from April 1 to May le.;
attended the meeting in the din- made a great fight to pave
St. Anselm Community Cen. ference in ready-to-eat and a tion, try this:
with a goal of $12,000.00. The
ter, an extension of Holy Trini. tenderized ham? Is there an ad- After having removed the
\+ays for fellow members to be
Rev. Mr. Grimmett is to be
rind from a boiled or baked
ty Episcopal Church of which vantage in having it boned?
integrated into their respective
highly congratulated for taking
Father James E. Williams is Armed with the answers to ham, and trimmed the fat neaton this task for the third con- the
minister, is now open and these questions you will be rea- ly, so as to leave a thickness
Doctor T. J. Collier, sr., was
secutive year. He and the Comrendering a most helpful and dy to select the right ham for of about a scant half inch on
master of ceremonies. Others
mittee will certainly need the
examples,
For
family.
your
the'the
proceed
as
ham,
follows:
4E`
wholesome service to the compresent included John T. Givsupport of all the Citizens who
munity. I was guest at lunch homemaker who csambines a
§prinkle granulated sugar or,
•
ens, Norfolk, Va.; C. A. Whitbelieve in freedom in educecareer
homemaking
with
will
brown sugar evenly all over the'
there the other day and it was
aker, San Antonio; Jesse Leach,
tion.
want to select a "fully cooked" surface of the prepared ham,
a most enjoyable occasion.
Flint, Mich.; and H. M. Profham. It may be eaten as is or and set the pan in a very hot
The League of Women's VotWASHINGTON — (UPI) —
ers held its Annual Meeting also VISITORS — Mrs. Edward heated to serving temperature. oven (425-450 degrees F). The The Internal Revenue Service fitt, Helena, Ark.
Maddox
of
Selma, Ala., has been If she hasn't developed skill in
and many of our women are
su
s.t.agnatriywill mingle and melt in. has officially adopted tougher
very active in this organization. a very attractive visitor to our carving a ham she can ask her
It must really be Spring.Peo- with Hudson Services in charge.
with the fat, earmeliz- income tax regulations to re.
city.
A
charming
student from butcher to bone it, making it linThe meeting was held in the
ple are so busy they haven't She was born and lived in Giband enrobing the duce expense account tax cheatonce
g.
at
Ball Room of Hermitage ho- Knoxville college was my guest easier for her to slice,
golden dark-brown, ing by corporations, businesshad time to call in any news. son County until 1958 when she
0
with acoating.
men and employes.
tel and the luncheon followed in on the week end, Julia Fisher Our homemaker with a job hani
appetizing
What we have is only from moved to Chicago to live with
wrote to a
me if she could may have a small family and
Starting next year the IRS
The Iris room.
observation from afar, and if her children. She leaves her
come to Fe,: for a few days a small food budget. Then, she And now, for a quick "make will require more information
there are corrections don't husband, Leroy Johnson, four
Women's Civic Forum, anoth- in order
to meet Mrs. Arne Bon- would choose the shank half of a head", garnish, fill orange on business' tax returns about
blame us. We don't know the sons, Willie Johnson, sr., of
er integrated Women's Group temps
pineapple
with
cups
sherbet
and Mr. Robert Hayden, a ham. The shank half sells for
expense account allowances.'
inside. On the Religious side Trenton, James Johnson, Ben
held their monthly meeting at
ham
arrange
the
around
and
butt
price
lower
half,
than
two outstanding authors. She a
the
Its object is to crack down on
we are happy to see Rev. D. E. H. Johnson and Willie L. Johnsalad greens.
Central YWCA where the was thrilled and
two kinds of tax gyps:
so was I to which contains less bone and on
Bridgeman at his post of duty son, all of Chicago; three daugh.
.scussion
he
was directed to the meet such an enthusiastic
sherbet-filled
The
cups
orange
yfelds
little
meat.
a
more
—Excessive
deductions
for
young
at Fairview Baptist church Sun- ters, Mrs. Mattie D. Ivy, Mrs.
problems of The Mature Work- poet.
Another of my young Long-cured hams, to many, it'can be made several days entertainment and other exday.
Edna Harris and Mrs. Fanchion
er." Mature Women are re- friends
freezin
stored
your
penses which do not qualify as
has charmed us with a ham in its epicurean form. It:ahead and
Gentry,
all of Chicago, 14 grandminded that there are many visit.
time.
serving
The
until
er
sermon
delivered
was
by
like
of
much
is
those
earlvery
"ordinary and necessary" busiCarol Henderson, a stujobs available for them which dent
the Rev. E. C. Cole, who has children and 10 great grandprohams
when
days
were
I
"A
Eating"
ier
Good
Guide
to
outlays.
ness
at St. Mary's Sella°
. 1 in
BOSTON, Mass. — Mrs. Law- been
'will not interfere with retire- New Hampshire
acting pastor for quite a children as well as a host of restayed with me cesseci mainly for ke eping is a service provided to read- —Failure of taxpayers to re- rence D. Steefel of Minneapolis,
while during the illness of Rev. latives and friends.
ment pay, if they are interest- two days in
quality.
Tri-State
These
Defender port as income generous exhams can be held era of the
order to look us
She also leaves two brothers,
ed and qualified.
over while making up her mind for some time without refriger- 'through the cooperation of the pense account allowances, va- Minn., was recently appointed Bridgeman. In the afternoon
Messrs.
Robert Herron of Trenthree
Deacons
Memphis
Council.
Dairy
require
They
ation.
Mrs.
soaking
were
ordained.
becations
other
and
things
of
1964
National Campaign ChairMeharry Community Council about a Senior college. She is
ton and K. P. Bradford' of Humin its Monthly meeting voted the daughter of Jake and Fred- fore cooking, and are usually Williams is a teacher of Home value from an employer which man for the Unitarian Service They were Messrs. Rufus Johnson, Olice Fields and Marvin boldt and a sister, Miss Lail,
cooked in water before being Economics at Manassas High are really part of the taxpayto sponsor the Nashville Citi- dye Henderson of Atlanta.
Committee, Inc.
Nolan. The sermon was deliv- Bradford of Humboldt.
" school.
er's salary.
zens Drive for Meharry and
Mrs. Gladys Martin, wife of baked.
Beston attorney, Laurence M. ered by the Rev. V. C. Smith. The funeral of the late Miss
Hubbard hospital. The hospital acting President of Hampton InBetty Ruth Avery will be anes. It is hard to believe that Channing, USC board president, Other visiting ministers were
Is launching a three year drive stitute left us hurriedly after,
power can be used for good. who made the announcement, the Rev. Cole and his Deacons nounced later.
to raise 20 million dollars for according to her own statement
. . unless we add "for he stated that Mrs. Steefel is the from Newbern, Rev. J. D.,
enlarging and equipping the she had really enjoyed the time
. . unless we add "for the first woman to hold this im- Thomas and congregation of
present facilities and building of her life visiting Mrs. Glohands of the wise it may or portant post.
Humboldt, Rev. B. E. Patteradditional ones.
ria Massie and friends in Nashmay
not
be
a
fine
Men
thing.
son
and several Deacons from
The Nashville Communitso ReA
cum
She rushed home to meet
laude graduate of Radlose their heads over gold, but cliffe college, Mrs. Steefel will nearby churches. Rev. W. C.
lations Conference is going a her husband and they will leave
they lose their spiritual sense be responsible
Aft-tep forward in presenting to immediately for The Virgin Isfor heading and Rogers was there from the
over
power.
a two day Confer- lands where Hampton has an
directing the development of CME church.
Dear Carlotta: I have been fund raising campaigns across Dinner was served in the Anence on Nashville 1960, Its Prob- extension school.
married for 20 years and now the country. She has served as nex of the church and Fairview..
lems and Potentials. Large au- MOST
CHARMING VISITOR
my life is miserable. Lately my State and National Vice Chair- made the day one for their hisdiences were present both ev- was the sister of
Mrs. Charles
•
husband has become jealous man for the USC, a non-sectar- tory book.
enings to listen and participate S. Johnson, Mrs.
Russel Harris
.
of all my friends, both men and ian social service agency, headMrs. D. E. Bridgeman held
In lively discussions.
of Chicago whom e a11 ad re
women. He does not want me quartered in Boston,
a session with the young perCONGRATULATIONS to Na- having visited us. Affectionate- Dear Carlotta: I am worried. for those around him.
Mass.
sons of the church after regupier Elementary school for such ly known to
However, the parents of which to go anywhere. When I have The USC receives
financial
her many Nash- I seem to be all off beat. When
a forward outlook in planning ville friends
with parents you are speaking may be ap- company he eavesdrops. We support from people of all faiths lar services.
out
I
ever
am
as "Billy," she enOur sympathy is extended to
they seem to be talking about proaching security from the have two girls, ages 10 and 11. for its work in relieving human
its programs. The play "Calve- joyed herself
and we enjoyed
our former pastor of the CME
security for their children. I am negative side. Many parents I am so worried, I don't even distress without regard
cade (4 America" presented by seeing her.
for race,
wondering if they mean they are afraid their children may:go to church any more. He nags creed or color.
the Fifth grade and directed by
In 1959 the cam- churches in this area. the Rev.
Not so many SOCIAL AFso
I
almost
that
him.
dislike
become
insecure.
everything
for
They
in-I
buy
see
to
going
are
Mrs. Alice W. Thomas, their FAIRS now. Most
J. C. Hullum, who lost his sisof the groups
Should I try to stay with him paign goal for voluntary contriter this week in Fayette Counteacher, would do credit to any are pooling their money for as- them. If they are going to make security as a sign of poor adbutions
went
over
top
the
by
"mama's boys" out of their justment . • bringing with it,or leave and try to starte
CAMERON SPEAKER — Lt.
F12.3/19. The $314,194 total was ty.
sistance in the raising of funds sons. I worry about discipline, difficult behavior, lack of con- anew Worried.Airs. Lexie Johnson of Chi- Col. George A. Roberts will be
an
increase
."ARE YOU SUCCESSFUL?" for Attorneys fees. I am really
of
21
percent
over
and how much discipline, and if fidence, anxiety, and a general- Dear Worried: I would ex"ARE YOU HAPPY"
proud of us. We do come through I am doing it in the right way. ly unhappy, restless and dis- haust every effort to find happi- that of 1958. Fifteen percent cago, formerly of Trenton, died'the Third Inspiration D a y
The secret to abundwhen it becomes necessary. What do you have to say. Wor- satisfied state that they want ness, before considering di- of voluntary gifts were received March 24 She was 75 Services speaker at Cameron high school
ance, security. achievewere held Monday at 2 p.
of Nashville, Tenn. Col. Roberts
Small house parties, yes, but ried.
to avoid at all cost for their vorce, or breaking up the home. from non-Unitarians.
in Martin Tabernacle C. Al. E. is Post Quartermaster, KaiserREAD!
READ!
READ! no big swing outs.
children.
duty
have
sacred
both
You
a
Dear Worried: I think parchurch; Rev. A. J. Buckley, slautern post in Germany and
Mrs. Ann Welch, Mrs. Mable ends cling to the word security Dear Carlotta: My son is driv- to the young children. Does he piness is a simple thing. It is
the pastor. Interment was in is a native of Nashville, Tenn.
Love and Dr. Gladys Forde are because it represents an atti- ing me crazy. He is always have reason not to approve of usually the people who get mixThe book that has helued hundreds
McDearmon
the
to success. Send only 11.00 for cost
cemetery His Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al.
friends?
women
your
apDo
you
having a Baby Shower f o r tude, a frame of mind., and harping about his allowance.
of material and mailing (no C.O.D.)
ed up. Unconsciously we someIbert Roberts, reside at 1402
limited supply.
a co-worker, Mrs. Simona Al- they feel it is necessary far the, When I was a child, my fath- prove of his men friends?
times expect too much and gfve
Hawkins st. The Colon, a grad.
may
you
possible
that
It
is
len.
This is the first for the mental health of their children. er gave me 50 cents a week
ANTHONY'S BOOKS
Words
of
the
Wise
uate of Pearl High, entered the
too
little
cultivating
you
What
need
by
is
breach
a
the
close
P.O. Box 2622-Asheville, NC. Aliens and we are all very proud Parents can achieve both goals'for my spending money, and I
I never resort to a pre- Army as an enlisted man Jan.
of all of our young expectant more readily if they look close- was glad to get it. Today chil- some mutual friends. It is possi- new method for finding conpared script — anyone who 1941. lie graduated from ()CS
—
ly at both ideas — security and " dren are ungrateful and need ble that after 20 years you tented living in the home.
does not have it in his head at Fort Lee, Va., and was com33 WAYS TO MEET - mothers.
grantfor
him
taking
begun
have
to do thirty minutes' extem- missioned in Nov. 1942. The ColBEAUTIFULLY DRESSED: discipline — to see what you old fashion lashings. Dad.
I have found this. the freshdangerous
WOMEN
poraneous talking is not enSo many lovely ladies in Nash. really mean in the lives of chil-' Dear Dad: You are really.old ed. If so this is a
est
and
most
astonishing method
onel has been awarded t h e
fashioned. Times may have gesture. A man does not want
titled to be heard.
ville are so well dressed on ev- dren.
A
Bronze Star Medal and the
for
successful
attention
living,
more
peace
getting
ofl
anyone
were
o
u
changed
y
since
—(Bishop
Fulton
S.
Sheen)
ery occasion. This week I wish As you know, a sense of Sewith
Commendation
Ribbon
even
.
not
.
.
gets
than
he
mind
and
contented
spirit-Keep
Folio
the
wants
take
boy
to.
boy.
If
to comment on Mrs. Thomas curity is that feeling of self-re- a
metal
pendant.
going
to
Resume
friends.
your
E. Poag whom I saw at a spect and confidence in one's a girl to the movie and buy her church. It is the place where the heart free from HATE: the
Chock
mind free from ENVY and exConcert one night last week and own power which enables an i n- a hamburger and a malt after- we find Faith and Strength to
pect LITTLE AND GIVE MUCH
on 50 cents.
Full
especially did I like her beau- dividual to meet what each day wards, he can't do it
Fill your life with love for your
cost of living has gone up. endure.
tiful Persian lamb coat. Mrs. offers with interest and cour- The
Of
Power, in itself, can Try having more family get fellowmen; scatter sunshine,
Musing:
experience
Algier Boswell was beautifully age and to use his
be an immoral force. It may togethers. Have a TV party in forget yourself and think of othPractical
dressed at the Bridge Brunch constructively for himself and
corrupt everything that it touch- the living room. Finding hap- ers.
given by Mrs. Edward Maxwell
Ideas.
shirt
to
last week and as always Mrs. In blue with a blue silk
George Redd. She was beauti- match.
Have "Dates" Every Day!
ful in her own home when THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:
—Send S1.00—
she entertained The Links and "God keep my senses clear so
ANN JONES
III. she wore Separates in a Casual that I may discriminate between
Box 7762
Chicago,
white wool skirt embroidered the paltry and the great."
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BEYOND JORDAN

Straighten your hair
Jne

GUEST at the Bridff,e Brooch
given by Mrs. Fressie Maxwell for a group of visiting
Club Members of The Em, 'nation ("bib fro mMantgoni• ery. Ala. There were RO wonten present who enloyed a delicious southern breakfast at
brunch time and engagegl in
bridge after which 12 prizes

fp

were given. Standing from
left to right — Mrs. J. A.
lenbinsont Montgomery, Mrs.
Job. Hope, Nashville and
Mrs. Arne Bontemps, Nashville. Facing the camera from
the rear, Mrs. Alfred Galloway, Mrs. Alta Turpin, Miss
M. D. Shane, Mrs. Dennis
Cowan and at the front table,
Mn. Anne Cheatham, Mrs.

Wilhelmenir Walker, Mont;comers, and Mrs. S. P. Massie., Nashville. Decorations
were of Tulips and fruits with
many vases of spring flowers
all around the three large
rooms. The visitors enloved at
least seven parties, dinners
and sightseeing tours while
here on the week-end.

at HOME in
easy application!

Now you can have the longer looking, straight hair
you've admired. The easy, Silky Strate home method
gives you professional-type results, leaves your hair
easy to manage, ready to style as you desire. Your
hair stays straight longer, won't go back even in hottest,
humid weather. Easy-to-follow directions, money-back
guarantee in every package.
—

SUPPLEMENTARY highlight
of the Meharry Medical College School of Dentistry's observance of Tin.* Memorial.
Day was the student table
clinic program, at which time
some 14 dental clinics were

demonstrated. Dr. J. B. Sin- pense paid trip to Los Angelgleton, professor of oral surg- es. Calif., to attend the A.D.A.
ery and anesthesia, presented annual
meeting: Detroiter
the clinic awards to (1 to 1) Robert L. Ellison, second
Boston hometowner Maston A. prize winner: and Rufus Loud,
Nelson, jr.. first place winner Jr., of Bainbridge, Ga., third
of an American Dental Asso- place award — Photo by Gunciation • sponsored all-ex- ter.

GENTLE strength for women and
children's longer, finer hair.
REGULAR strength for men's shorter, coarser hair.
BIG TWO OUNCE JAR
$125
*On Neutralizer
Complete Horne Kit SI 98
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Above P•oplo, Plow
AM Problems
By FRANK J.. STANLEY

Circulation Metteger

LOUISVILLE -L- The close of ton), Lawrence Lankford (Cathe HMO Kentucky General As- wood), W. Otis Lovins (Murray).
sembly provides an opportunity James W. Lyons (Raceland),
for evaluation. Already it has Ben Martin (Drift), James R.
been heralded as Kentucky's Miles (Paducah), Carence R.
Published Evers' Marsden be the En.State Defend*. Publishing Co Entered es • Second
most progressive. It made re- Miller (Louisville), R. P. Moloforms. Led by Combs and Wy- ney (Lexington), W a it e r R.
Clots Mattes et the Memphis Post Office March 20 I v52 Undet Act of Morels 2 1-879
att, it voted for better schools, Moorman (Hardinsburg), Fred
TRI-STATE
AREA
THE
IN
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES
more and bigger highways, ex- Morgan (Paducah), Luther F.
J tended health services -.- in fact, Morgan (Shelbyville), Henry C.
Neel (Henderson), Kenneth Noa truly greater Kentucky.
(Rothwell), TM It. Osborn
Ian
Kentucky
Thep
of
a
creation
,
Commission on Human Rela- (Lexington), Eugene A. Ostertions with a budget is a credit tag (Fort Thomas), Louis T.
to Governor Combs, Lt. Gov- rehiStOO (New CastI0, Matthew
ernor Wyatt, and their support- B. Quinn, jr., (Louisville), edera in the General Assembly. win A. Rusch, sr., (Louisville),
The old Negro has long become But even this array found tough Thomas L. Ray (Fairdale), Dan
The wave of cross-burnings throughthe Human J. Roberts (Walton), Clarence
out the Deep South is a cowardly at- more of a myth than a man. He vim a sledding in getting
Relttions
bill
It. Robinson, jr., (Preston.
passed.
debate
and
historical
creature
of
moral
tempt at intimidating the young Southa burg), Mason Slusher (Beverly),
up
in
First
it
was
hung
ern Negroes in their grim struggle for controversy. So for generations in the n
lfiouse Committee solely because Albert C. Smith (Monterey),
recognition and equality. Lest we are mind of America, the Negro has been
dice. Then, brought out Virgil Smith (Princeton), H.
:- faded to get a ma- Roland Stacy (West Liberty),
— n....iu
mistaken, cross or no cross, the deter- more of a formula than a human being-' for
vote, it
mination to attain t h e full stature something to be argued about, condemn- jority (51). Only a slick parlia-'Albert Steiger, jr., (Louisville),
mentary move by Representa- Charles L. Summe (Covington),
of citizenship will not be altered by ed or defended, to be "kept down" or "in
tive Thomas Ray, which was Joe W. Treas (Fulton), A. E.
place."
his
threats implied or actual.
House Speaker Tucker (Bowling Green), Harry
The wash and rush of the new tide sustained by
The South is today dealing with a new
Lowman, gave the bill a second W. Wood (Milton).
Negro; one who is impatient, bold and on the beach-line of the South is to be life.
Earl Carter
Republicans:
fearless. He will no longer be lulled to explained primarily in terms of a new Eleven opponents seemed (Tompkinsville)
Marlow W.
sleep by vague promises of ,pies in the vision of social and economic freedom, enough to block passage. Itow- Cook (Louisville), R o g e r E.
sky or by the vaporous words of the of a spirit to seize, even in the face of ever, a determined administra- Qualls (Olive Hill), Hobart Rayheavy toll, a chance for the improve- tion and hard-working co-spon- burn (Vanceburg), W a y I a n 0
advocates of gradualism.
soring Representatives William Render (Centertown), Robert
The Negro has waited nearly eighty ment of conditions.
In a real sense it is the rank and Childress and Dick Moloney, Spurrier (Falls of Rough), John
years for the fulfillment of those conunregistered but boy- E. White (Manchester).
file
who
are leading, and the leaders who plus some
stitutional provisions that were supposal lobbyists save the day in the Representatives Voting Against:
ed to give him unrestricted emancipa- are following. A transformed and trans- House.
Democrat: George J. Ellis,
tion from political and economic pro- forming psychology permeates the mass- In the Senate the going was
jr. (Glasgow).
scriptions. The ebb and flow of events es. Each generation has its creed, and almost as rough in spite of skillMARCH 17, SENATE VOTE
prove that he has waited in vain. When that of the present is the
by Lt. Governor
belief in the ful direck4on
Senators Voting For
eighteen Senators.can snarl legislative efficacy of collective effort, in race co- Wyatt and majority leader Sen.
George B r a n d
Democrats:
Covington
James C Ware of
procedures long enough to prevent affir- operation. This deep feeling of race is Reported
Reportedly one Louisville Sena-.(Mayfield), *Bernard J. Bonn
Craft
Archie
mative action on a civil rights bill, there at present the mainspring of Negro life. tor violently opposed the meas- (Louisville),
in committee, and another (Whitesburg), Charles H. Davis
is little to recommend patience and for- It is the outcome of accumulated grievances, of the reaction to proscription Louisville Senator, Gates F. (Jackson), Martin J. Duffy, jr. "The first time I was in love," ple. "I do not want to go home folks broke it up.
bearance.
Young, voted against it. Again (Louisville), Cabell D. Francis said Simple, "I was in love to Joyce with whiskey smelling "I had nothing, neither did
When a Negro is lynched and the and prejudice.
full administration support (Stanford), Richard L. Garnett real bad, because I had it, and on my breath. Joyce is my wife, she. So her mama said, 'Let
only
It is radical in tone, but not in purPresident of the United States refuses
effective lobbying got it (Glasgow), Lambert Hehl, jr. it had me, and it was the my life, my one and all, my my daughter be.' And my Aunt
min
to condemn the atrocity even on Moral pose and only the most stupid form of passed in the Senate.
(Fort Thomas), B. E. Hicker- most! When I look back on it first to last, and the last I in- Lucy allowed as how I were too
grounds, to say nothing of the obvious opposition, misunderstanding or perse- Although the Assembly w ill son (Lebanon), Durham W. Ho- now, she couldn't have been tend to-clasp! But sometimes I young to be going steady anybreach of constitutional right, hope of cution could make it otherwise. Fortu claim this measure as one of ward (Pineville), Paul Jaclson good looking. And when I look do think about that first little how — that I must be getting o bills, the real (Versailles), Ed J. Kelly (Flem- back on it now, I must have old girl I were in love with too big for ray britches, telling
a remedy through normal channels be- nately from some inner, desperate re-- ictr
sed
"iptro
gg
oreessst"
sourcefulness has recently sprung up
Gov. Comb, who ingsburg), Alvin Kidwell (Spar- been very simple — which I down in Virginia when I were her I knew my own mind. About
comes a foolish dream.
the
simple
for it publicly ta), Shelby C. Kinkead (Lexing- were.
expedient
spoke
up
of
not
only
nothing but a boy. She were old- that time they sent me to stay
prejfighting
What is happening in Dixie today,
(Smiths ,,But then I did not know er than me, but only by a with Uncle Tige out in the counLogan
ton),
Rex
A.
doors,
but
he
caucus
behind
and
udice
by
passive resistance,
'wilts bound to happen. There are unmisYear. She were darker than me, try, so I did not see Lorna Jean threw the full weight of his of- Grove), Burnis T. Martin (Pres.
takable symptoms of a new order. The
A realization in ever increasing flee behind it. Likewise, great tonburg), C. W. A. McCann what I know now. At that time
anymore anyhow until I were
too, if that be possible.
betrayed,
I
had
Sot
been
beat,
new Negro, tired of being subservient, measure of the great discrepancy be- credit is deserved by Lt. Gov- (Louisville), Strother Melton,
mislead, and bled by womens. "And she were sweeter than Passing through Richmond on
tired of being a mendicant, tired of see- tween the American social creed that ernor Wyatt, respective assem- (Paducah), Tom Raney (PikeI thought then if I just had that a berry on Ile vine. My Aunt my way North, running away
ing himself in the distorted perspective shouts "All God's chillen got shoes," and bly leaders, supporting depart- vile), James C. Ware (Coving- girl for mine and she had me Lucy did not approve of her be- from where I ain't been back of a social problem—takes his case him- the American social
commissioners, select ton),
for hers, heaven would be on cause her mama had been put since. At which time, I were
practice that denies mental
determined
earth:,
WilHubcitizens
and
Republicans:
Sam
R.
out of church. But I loved that only interested in getting North.'
self before the bar of public opinion and equality of opportunity, is fanning the
towho not only bard (Russell SPringsl
re
presses for action on a mass level rather fire of discontent. For "All God's chil- lia m Childress,
•• Scott • "Why and how come do you girl! I'll tell the world I did!" Now here I is this evening,
birth- .
umpteenth
support- Miller, jr. (Louisville).
my
night
on
it,
but
overintroduced
won
. choose to recall all that tonight "I gather the romance came
than wait for individual leadership to len" ain't got shoes "to walk all
day, remembering a girl I have
ers.
Senators Voting Against
in this Harlem bar?" I asked.
recover from its lethargy.
heaven."
not seen in twenty years, and.
Because the Human Relations Democrats: Frank Bassett, jr. "Because it is my umpteenth to naught," I said.
,so I "Now she weighs two hundred who I now hear weighs
Bill is certain to be a forerunner
H. Stanley Blake birthday." said Simple, '
twos
and ten pounds and has been
to future civil rights measures, (Carlisle), James R. Hamilton am looking back on my youth- married twice," said Simple. hundred and ten pounds and has
been married twice, but w h o
it is important for us to know (Georgetown), George E. Over- hood which do not seem as long
"But she were the first one were once the moon, sputnik,
and remember who voted--for,
Richmond
W.
(Murray),
E.
oy
ago
as'
it
were.
Twenty
years
South Africa is deeply stirred and
America's position on this racial and against.
(Owensboro), Everett W h it e can pass like five, thirty like who made me feel like some- heaven and earth to me. I wonbody wanted me in this world,
shaken by the latest race riots which question is, of course, vulnerable. Unless MARCH 10, HOUSE VOTE (Russellville), Gates F. Young
ten, and when you get to be up Everybody else was always tell- der do Lorna Jean ever think
Representatives Voting For (Louisville).
put into sharp focus a problem which enlightened public
near to forty, you remember ing me, ,I am your mother, but of me as I think of her?"
opinion is so oriented
Democrats: James T. Ale.."You are slightly high, senti- •
is now agitating the conscience of the as to bring massive
Bishop
when."
Republicans:
Fred
F.
pressure on the seg- an
your father went off and left mental, and inclined to be ma- (Versailles), Len Batesdr Barentire free world. There is a parallel be(Clay), Ulysses G. Byers (Brec- "How old exactly are you?" you on my hands.' Or else, T
regationists in the South, the situation ton (Mayfield), Ralph
'- udlin this evening. If you do not
tween the march of events on that segkir:ridge), Mrs. J. Harry Davit I asked .
am your father but your mother drink your be
BaumE.
Charles
and go home,
(Frankfort),
here
may
degeneiat
e
into
violence.
(Grayson).
ment of the African continent, and the
"I am going into my some- ain't no good.' Or, 'Your Poor it will soon be midnight, and
gardner (Louisville), Thomas
sit-down movement in America.
thing-or-others on," said Simple. old Aunt Lucy loves you Jess, your birthday will be over."
- There is no question but that coloni- M. Brizedine (Franklin), J. D.
•
While South Africans are striking alism and colonial rule,
"Tonight is my birthday, and if but your papa and mama ain't "Then I' will be one day and
wherever they
you,sre my friend, you will buy sent a dime here to feed you one year older after midnight
for political independence, the Negro in are practiced, are coming
Caudill
Harry
M.
(Whitesburg),
to an end. Alsince last March.'
me a drink."
the South is insisting on his rights to though the present
(LouisChildress
than I was yesterday," said
‘lam
H.
South African govville) Vernor 0. Cottengim NEW YORK — Larry S. Pro- "I have bought you so many "But this girl ain't never said Simple, "but I still got a few
racial equality. This is a challenge to ernment seems unaware
of that fact, (Covington),
'
,
Dr. Mitchel Bert- vo-vice
internal policies of great nations not and the white folk in Dixie
president and comp- drinks on nights which were not nothing like that. She just said, extra minutes."
yet deter- ram
(Maysville),
Denham
troller,Chi
Chicago and North West- your birthday! So what'll it be 'Jesse B., you was meant for "So what?" I said.
only as these affect Negroes but as they mined to retain the old
order, pressure Frank Zeke Dexter (Danville), ern Railway company, a n d —beer?"
me.' I said, 'Baby, let's get with "Let's drink to them extra
affect relations of the great powers with of world opinion will soon
or late force Russell Dobyns (Louisa), C. E. Clarence W. W. Smith, vice "Same old thing," Said Sim- it.' And we did, until the old minutes," proposed Simple.
independent Negro states.
a revamping of those absurd racial poli- Dowell (Horse Cave), William president and controller, Wilson
, The U. S. State Department's un- cies. You simply
cannot equate white F. Edmunds (Hopkinsville), Jones company, both of Chiprecedented rebuke to the Union of supremacy with the tenets of democ- John W. Farmer (Louisville), cago, have been elected to
South Africa for its recent massacre of racy.
Herbert F. Fern (Ewing), Fin- membership in the Controllers
nell L. Fie:ds (Brooksville), Institute of America.
helpless natives may signal a change in
..
Thomas P. Fitzpatrick (Coving- Established in 1931, the Inattitude of significant import for the
The Africans who died in the recent
ton), R. Douglas Ford (Owens- stitute is a non-profit managefuture of race relations. It mearts that riots, have not died in vain. Their blood
bon)), Melvil Hardin (More- ment organization of controllers
America will have to get down to the will enrich the soil for the full flower- head), George F. Harris (Sa- and finance officers from all
task of removing the mote from its own ing of the tree of democracy every- lem), William H. Haley (Win- tines of business — banking,
chester), W. K. Henry (George- utilities, transportation, etc. —
eye.
where.
town), John J. Isler (Coving- total membership exceeds 5,100.
LAGOS, Nigeria — Stories in- There seems to be no clues- about the practice of lashing or
caning criminals in the Moslem
volving human cruelty and bar- tion about the fact that every
dominated
$11111191111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111911111111111111MIIMM11111 barism in,African society which now and then a true story CoMes
Nigeria. The Daily Service isf
The struggle for simple human rights, reflects a complete break
get such a big play in the for- out of the Nigerian hinterland campagning against it and last
with
some
rights and dignity which is being waged the past.
eign press are annoying to
involving an incident of can - Saturday they front-paged t he
Over half-million dollars a year
of the more sophisticated Niger- Wiliam. These stories are just following story from the Northwith grim determination by young
d
are spent by these sororities on social
tans.
as shocking to many of the Ni- ern region of Bauchi. The item
Southern Negroes, got a hefty upward
One such story came out of gerians as they are to us.
functions alone. Think, what it would
read:
push from the American Council on
last week and was car- Practically all of the incidents
London
mean if such a sum were utilized in the
"The Junior Alkali of Bauchi
ried by the International news of barbarism which are so re- has sentenced one Usman Yola
Human Rights when it directed its afpromotion of a common goal, in the
ocsiartietduailns
network of Reuter. The first yoking to uwsithare
reliagaisou
to 80 strokes of the cane for
filiates to relinquish their plans for
two paragraphs of the story some way
service of public welfare, in the advancedrinking beer. Usman was the
formal social functions.
witchcraft
read as follows:
• or juju, the name for
third person ordered to be given
ment of the race as a whole!
This is no ordinary request, though it
"A conservative member of in this part of Africa. Human 80 strokes of the cane for ofThe Council wisely suggests that
-Parliament, Capt. Henry Ker- sacrifice and other forms of fenses connected with beermay seem so on the surface. The affilby, Announced totianIat he in- savage behavior have historical- drinking since the beginning
iates are five major college Greek-letter some personal sacrifice be made to sustends to ask in the House of ly been a part of religious this week.
sororities whose principal function has tain with substantial contributions the
Commons how many cases of practice among all s races in "Before the judgment the Al.
cannibalism have occured in their early cultures.
kali explained to Yola a sec- ,
been for years the featuring of annual "Student Emergency Fund of the AmerNigeria in the past five years. With Africa on the march into tion of the Holy Koran which he
ican
Council
on
Human
Rights."
Various
social dances that absorb most of the
"In a question addressed to the 20th century, of course, said enjoined Moslems not to
dues in the coffers of these organiza- proposals toward" that end are advanced.
the Colonial Secretary, Mr. lain these incidents of inhuman be- drink beer."
Among them is a fund-raising function
Macleod tabled today, Captain havior, cannibalism and cases These Moslem courts which
tions.
the proceeds from which would be used
Kerby said there was a recent involving slavery, make sense- exist side by side with the EngSome of these sororities, here and
tional copy for the press. They lish courts interpret offenses
:
lausdeinign Nigeria
a
to pay fines, bails and to give aid to
there, may have a scholarship drive to
priestinebeingnin also provide ammunition for the against the Holy Koran as the
iujuju ofn
charged with the murder of Europeans who are desperat- - English courts against the writ-,
help deserving students. On the whole "students arrested or harmed because of
three men and with eating two by trying to prove that the Afri- ten ordinances and the English,
peaceful,
demonstrations."
protest
their prospectus has been heretofore
of them. He is asking the Min- cans are not ready for freedom. common law. The British prac,,
Since the Council's primary objective
limited to frivolous, insignificant social
later what advice he is giving It might also lie argued with tiee of indirect rule in Northern
is
discrimination
racial
elimination
of
to the Federal Government almost as much'logic that t h e Nigeria has permitted Moslem
objectives.
there 'with a view to checking whites of Mississippi are not law to °persica f o r decades
In recent years, however, a reorienta- through education and direct social
the revival of cannibalism.'."... ready for demoeracy or self gov- and there is considerable critiortion, though gradual, has taken place. action, the steps suggested to the affiliThis dispatch, which was car- ailment because of their p ee- cism of it from the Christian
ned in the Nigerian press, caus- Um of bmc ng human beings iented. regions of the, FederaA sense of their responsibilities to soci- ates are quite in keeping with the basic
sometimes imag- tion.
ed comment becalme some felt with little
ety has permeated the atmosphere in purpose of the organization.
that Captain Kerby was being Jittery Yravac lions. The big dff- Europeans tell wierd tales of
Such an action program, undertaken
, is that the man's inhumanity to m a n
which the sororities thrive. They have
particularly malicious. The me- fondle*, of
their ances- among Africans and some of
and
Live behind the move was en- lifiosissfPPf
veered from the superficial and casual in these critical days, deserves enthusiexposed
to west- them have a basis in fact .Nevplained
in
the
story
by
Captain tars ha"
Interest in community affairs to the astic support not only of Greek-letter
Christianity
for ertheless, these are stories of a
Kerby who was quoted as say- cell eau*
ars,
dying order of society and the
essential and vital problems of national sororities, but of all organizations of
tug that he put the question "be. a thousand
of revolting behavio
instandes
governments
are
can
cause of the fact that Nigeria is
whatever character or purpose. For, it
scope and purpose.
out the are rare today. Young Nigeriang
wipe
to
speedily
to
be
accorded
independence
her
Thus the Council's mandate directing is only through consolidated, persistent
and itreedom and the prospect of poe
Of barbarism in their read about them with the same
Its affiliates to pool their financial re- efforts will the monster of race preiher joining the British Common- midst Ad they mean business. sense of detached amazement
there is lout' protest as we do.
wealth later this year."
Mourn and support the fight formqual udice be finally crusha4 to the ground.
"Wender whet channel that
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AN ASARDONED CAW IS ONE OF 114E WORST HATAROS
KNOVIN!CHILDREN GOOK,100E0 FROM SpCMOOL...JUST
CAN'T REStSI PLCIYiNC) IN
ALL THE LOOSE REFUSE
15 COLLECTED uNDERNIAIWTIHIAT ISN'T SANITARY
AT ALL!%144F AN OFNEN USED N'O-OUT FOR 'NIEVES
AND BUMS.-WIC EYE -SOQE...CAN SPOIL.
BEAUI`i
OF AN ENTIRE BLOCK!IF 1WEREIS ONE- 114 YOUR
NEIGNBORWOOD...CALL YOUR NEAR ES'T POOCE
IATION AND INV( WILL. VIANt 11 REMOVED!

Dear Mme .Chante: 1 would exchange photos with anyone.
like to correspond with young Age does not matter, as long
men between 21 and 28 years of as there is sincerity. Kenneth
age. I would like him to be 5 Stewart, 601 Belmont Ave., Apt,
feet, 11 inches or over. 1 am 10, Youngstown, Ohio.
•• •
20 years of age, tall and considered attractive by many. Abows Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am inall 1 would like to hear from terested in corresponding with
servicemen. Especially those young ladies. I am a pleasant
who are lonely and wish a young man with a nice job,
friend. Miss M. R. Fulton, 3558 Would like to make friends with
Cottage Grove, 2nd fl. Apt. 19, those who have been hurt and
know what it means to have
Chicago 53,
real friends. She can be divorcat NEAR VRANGE. NOISES....
•* *
SouNIDS LAKE SOMEONE'S
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in- ed with children, just as long
terested
IIVING
in becoming a mem- as they are nice, clean and neat.
'
'10 GE'
WELt....
v/AA-C
ber
your
pen pal club. 1 am Would prefer that the lady live
of
c—/
40U
WANT
inches
tall, 200 lbs. in Chicago. However, I shall
feet,
39, 6
5
ME1)1
-co
I have a pretty good job and a answer all letters. If possible encar. Looks, color and race do close phone number. L. Harris,
not matter — but being sin- 5244 S. Ingleside, 1st floor, Chicere does. Please send photo in cago, Ill. C-1 O. M. Baker.
•• •
first letter. Mr. S. Son, 2445
Chante: Please
Mme.
Dear
Temple St., Muskegon, Mich.
help me to find a mate. I'm
•• •
42 years of age, have a steady
Dear Mme C.hante: 1 am a
job with good pay. I desire to
lady 34 rears of age. I hope
hear from women between 25
that through your column, I
and 45. 1 shall answer all letshall be successful in finding a
exchange photos. Finus
gentleman who does not smoke ters and
Johnson, 408 N. 3rd Ave., Sagand is seeking a wife. The geninaw, Mich.
a...AAA\
tleman should be between 35 and
• ••
49, light or light brown complexion, neat and around 5 feet, Dear Mme. Charge: I am a
traveling businessman, 45 years
10 inches tall. Please enclose
old
and would like to correspond
photo along with information
about yourself in first reply. with a sweet - tempered womMiss J. W. Wesley, P. 0. Box an. Age and color do not matter. I sometimes travel to for9132. Chicago 90, Ill.
eign countries. Have a good ed• ••
cuation.
I. Goldenberg, 3542
Dear Mme ,Chante: Would
you please print my letter in Carroll, Chicago 24, 111.
your vvonderful column. I ail) a
young man of 30 and unmarred, a TV technician. Would
BOSTON — A former African "It was," he said, "like an
like to meet a professional
By NEIL SMITH
capital of 20 years ago that openly.
herdboy, who did not attend
woman who is at least a high
one
of
richest
the
states
in
Afoffer from Divine Providence."
school until he was 10, is preMONROVIA, Liberia — (UPI) looked as though it were all on NEED MORE SCHOOLS
school graduate. I am not conrice.
the
wrong
side
of
tracks,
the
is
.-The Cinderella of West Africa
paring for a career in medicine Mahaka did not, meanwhile,
sidered bad looking and would
T o o much money is being
at Boston university at the age sit idly by, waiting for this
—Liberia — is getting ready for becoming a bustling little met- spent
on gradiose luxury proof 34.
the ball. It should be quite a ropolis with glass and concrete jects rather
stroke of good luck. By the time
than badly-needed
buildings
as modern as tomorcoming out party.
he had received the scholarship,
Albert
Mahaka
of
the
Federschools,
hospitals
and housing
Ever since its establishment, row.
ation
of
Rhodesia
and Nyasa- he had already devoted 15 years
projects.
Monrovia's
heart
Liberia has been one of the sad- Rubber plantations are being
land,
born
of
a
warrior
father of his life to enriching the spirbursts
with
pride
at
the sight
dest corners of Africa. Founded extended by several companies.
itual and cultural life of his peoin
a
Bandy
reference
primitive
cards
mud-h
tellut
village,
of its $4,000,000 resort hotel, its
ple.
of hope, it soon slipped into a Great mining projects are opening
is
what
a
man
to
do
with
in
case
a
of
mission.
acci$2,000,000
its
capitol
building
seedy rut of disease, poverty ing up the little-known interior.
dental
Intensely
poisoning
and
The last of 14 children, Mahaaware
how
of
to
the
prob.
For the first time money is and palatial $1,500,000 Marble
and corruption.
lems that face the African peo- ka was one of three members
prevent
such
emergenci
es
have
City
hall.
Yet
out of a total
Founded as a home for freed pouring into the country.
been made available by I h ple, Mahaka has devoted most of his family to become Chrispopalation of 2,500,000, only
American slaves, it became a The change has caught many
American Medical Association. of his adult life to improving tian. He is a member of the
72.000
Liberians
are
at school.
classic case of putting the po- Liberians unaware. Monrovia
The cards reflect a growing the condition of his people by Congregational church.
this
spending
litical cart before the economic is still in the transition stage, Undeniably
awareness of the magnitude of working as teacher, youth leaduncertain
whether
it is the cap- splurge is a sign of better days
horse. The first Negro settlers
the problem, according to Ber- er and preacher.
mechanics, laborers, cooks, tal of a "rubber republic" or to come. It will take a few
nard E. Conley, Ph.D., secre- Now, feeling that the need for
modern
a
state.
Policemen,
years
yet, but the present decamstresses, nurses, wash
tary of the A. M. A. Commit- doctors in his country is critical,
dressed like New York cops, ade could transform the counwomen — arrived in 1
he is nreparing for a new
tee on Toxicology.
and petty officials accept bribes try from one of the poorest into
They were simple, God-fearing
Statistics show that 1,422 per- career as a freshman in prefolk, who had long since lost
sons, 355 of them pre-school medicine at the University's Coltheir ties with Africa.
children, were killed in one lege of Liberal Arts.
BLACK COLONIZATION
year by packaged chemicals, "There is," said Mahaka, who
Their settlement was not so
such as detergents, cleansers, comes from Mount Selinda in
touch a return home as a
and other household cleaning Southern Rhodesia, "a very
straightforward act of colonizaagents, while thousands were great need not only in the Federtion, with black instead of white
ation hut all of Africa for docinjured.
A report on this week's meetcolonists. They fought their own
"The first aid for poisoning tors. The African people are ea- ings of the United Nations Secolonial wars with hostile tribeschart serves as both a remind- ger to benefit from the techni- curity Council on the subject
men and extended an uneasy Amphetamine, a commonly ports that lawbreakers take
er
of the dangers of accessible ques of modern medicine, with of racial relations in South Afsway over 43,000 square miles used stimulant, can have both "thrill pills" to bolster their TURPIN MEMORIAL DAY, who was a classmate of hon- poisons
to small children and the result that many of the hos- rica will be broadcast on "Pera good and a bad effect on an courage to commit crimes and sponsored by the School of oree Dr. Donley II. Turpin,
of territory.
pitals are filled to overcrowdas a help in meeting poisoning
spective — U. N." over the
When the settlers formed their individual's social behavior, a pointed out that the same type Dentistry and the Omicron the former School of Dentising."
emergencie
s,"
CBS Radio Network Satrday,
Dr.
Conley
said.
Kappa
Upsilon
Honorary
Independent republic in 1847 study indicated recently.
Den- try dean: Mrs. Alta M. Tur•
of pills are believed to be in
"Its life-saving potential may Although magic in healing has April 2, at 9:30-9:45 a.m. EST
they took as their motto: "The The conclusion was based on widespread use by students, bus- tal Society of Meharry Medi- pin, widow of the distinguishbeen
resorted
to
for
centuries in (WCBS Radio, New
be equated with its value in
York at
love of liberty brought us here." a study involving athletes given inessmen, an dother noncriminal cal College, featured (left to ed and dedicated dental surgeAfrica, most Africans today
educating
the
11:15 - 11:30 p. m. EST.)
public
what
on
right)
Speaker and Meharry on, Dr. Turpin: and Dr. W. H.
The name "Liberia" was in- the so-called "pep pills" a n d citizens.
eventually go to a modern hosvented by a white American asked to describe how they felt "In the present investigation," alumnus Dr. Marcus R. Hutto, Allen, presently dean of Me- to do when poisoning occurs." pital, according to Mahaka. He The meeting was called at the
As another means of pre- added, "Magic
request of 29 Asian and Afrimissionary, the Rev. Robert before and after by filling out they said, "increased feelings of D.D.S. '18, of Bainbridge, Ga., harry's School of Dentistry.—
is still widely
venting poisonings, the A. M. resorted
Gurley. Colonization of the coun- an 81-item check list.
Photo by Gunter
mental and physical activation,
to but generally it is can United Nations members
A. is supporting a bill, now be- used
states to look into the situation
try was sponsored by the Amer
elation,
boldness,
when
and
friendlia person desires a
Writing in the current Journal
fore Congress, that would re- promotion
brought about by the South Af'n colonization society which of the American
ness
were
the
or
main
effects
a piece of good
of
Medical Assoquire
household,
rican
incident.
commercia
l
lped freed Negroes in a still- ciation, Gene M. Smith,
luck."
Ph.D., amphetamine on mood and phyand industrial products to car- Mahaka
The
broadcast will also give
slaveholding America to migrate and Henry K. Beecher,
sical
states.
has
wanted
to preM. D.,
ry labels listing their contents. pare for medicine
to the new land.
effects
since 1952. a U N. background to the poliof the Harvard Medical school, "The increase in
The cards, suitable for at- However, it was not until
cy of separate developments of
COUNTRY CHANGES
last
said there has been considera- classified as boldness an
races
— or apartheid — by the
taching
medicine
to
cabinets,
Today a bewildering change ble interest in the question
friendlines
January
s is pertinent to the
that he was given an
of
may be obtained free of charge opportunity to do so. The Wake- Union of South Africa. T h e
has come over the country. whether amphetamine produces issue of antisecial behavior;
from the Committee on Toxi- field
Mental images of Liberia form- temporary alterations in per- perhaps the increased checking
First
Congregational program will go back to 1952
when the issue
cology. American Medical As- church in Wakefield,
i
was first brought
ed only 10 years ago are al- sonality which might
drunk
of
and
impulsive
also,
is
MARSHAL
L,
Texas
Mass. before
— The group returns to campus April
facilitate
the U. N. and trace desociation, 535 N. Dearborn St., chose Albert Mahaka from
ready hopelessly out of date. antisocial behavior.
since increases in these two of- famed Coleridge
- Taylor Chor- 27, it will have covered more Chicago 10, Ill,
The ramshackle wood and iron The authors referred
list of 19 possible candidates to velopmente leading up to the
to re- fects may imply a reduction in al Society of Bishop college will than 4,000 miles, which will take
self-control,"
attend an American university. recent violence.
begin its annual tour Mon- them through Oklahoma,
KanThe athletes checked the day, tee)
days after presenting sas, Nebraska, Iowa, Illinois.
"bold, boastful, cocky, self-con- Theodore
DuBois' "Seven Last Indiana, Pennsylvania N e w
fident, playful, and domineer- Words of Christ"
on KSLA-TV. York, Washington, D. C., Ohio
ing" categories more and the The program
was also present- and Missouri.
"insecure" category less when ed on campus at
the Founders Previously the
under the influence of ampheta- Week observance
choral group
Friday.
has traveled to the West Coast
mine, the researchers said.
According to the director, J. on an extended tour, which
cov- QUITO,
Harrison Wilson, before t h e ered last year more than
Ecuador—(PL)—The
6,000 mountain that
began forming
miles.
last Sunday, in the neighborthan seven years, report on op- Soloists for the presentation hood of Jama and Venado
were Mary Taylor, junior mu- beaches,
An educational experiment of ciples of the late John Dewey
Manati
portunities in Africa for qualiprovince,
sic major from Daingerfield, amid
a r-reaching importance will be have almost wrecked America's
earth movements and
fied Negroes.
Tex.; Harold Adkins, sophomore sulphur
unched In the nation's capital public schools.
emanations, kept its
The Rev. W. E. Sanders of music major from
next Fall.
Bay City, peculiar growth this week.
The emphasis on retaining the
the Cincinnati group cited the Texas and James Wade,
junior The most recent
The District of Columbia pub- sound features of modern meth- DAYTON, Ohio — A joint
reports
American Negro as a branch from Omaha, Neb. The
group mention that the phenomeno
lic school system will open a odology will appeal to progres- session of the Dayton and
m
Cin- of the African tree — "the high- was accompanied
by
elementary
Laurette
new
school which sive educators, who believe that cinnati divisions of Universal
began with the emergence of
est branch" — and linked the Thompson, junior from
will try to combine the best mod- their critics are bent on throw- Negro Improvement
/et a r- elevations of about 40 meters
Associa- South African riots with the cur- shall, Tex., and
William Best, in height, in a belt about two
ern teaching techniques with an ing out the baby with the bath- tion heard E. S. Roberson,
a rent sit-in demonstrations in well - known
organist from the kilometers long and 300 meters
old-fashioned emphasis on fund- water.
resident of Liberia for more the South.
faculty.
amentals.
ride.
'Superintendent Carl E. Hansen hopes the school will point
tiAA5443E SO ..SUI...IF YOU
..:•tOLI'LL BE.1'00
the way toward a solution of
WAIT MUCH t.0140E12 lb
OLD 1'coo.eci ‘
the increasingly bitter national
BINGO...DADDY-o...
-rt.te.
Controversy between exponents
of "basic" and "progressive"
education.
A
Washington's pilot school, to
be called the Amidon School,
will offer "An educational program centering on basic subjects."
Rut it will not try to "turn
back the dock to pre-Dewey
days." It will use the "best
in teaching methods now known."
STARTS CAREER AT 34—Al- former teacher and deacon,
ill The emphasis on systematic
bert Mahaka of Southern Rho- examines culture on a slide
nstruction in fundamentals will
desia, 34-year-old freshman at under watchful eye of William
appeal to the advocates of basic
Boston university, is beginning Krueger, 1234 Commonwealth
thducation, who believe that die37
the long tack of preparing for ave., Allston, teaching fellow
a career in medicine. Mahaka, in biology at the university.
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Cub Scouts
Get Airing

•

Fashions For Fun
THESE SIX Bennett College students model the attire which they
don for their favorite sport, left to right foreground, Misses Sylvia
Smith, Of Franklin, Va.; Ingrid Wynn, Philadelphia, Pa., and Flora
Hall, Prentiss, Miss. Background, Shirley Dismuke, Vandergrift, Pa.;
Countess Collier, Cleveland, 0., and Bay Henry, Greensboro, N. C.

De Gaulle Triumphs On Britain Visit

DEN NO. 1, Pack 352 of
the Lake Shore District
Cub Scouts get ready for
recent helicopter flighi
over the city, following an
earlier visit to the office
of Mayor Richard J. Daley.
Shown with the boys on
back row (left to right)
are Mrs. Dorothy Gibson,
Father Anthony Voder of
Holy Cross and Den Mother Mrs. Lorraine Jones.

Ike Sounds Major '60 Campaign Theme

Floods Rout Thousands In 2 States

Fla. Sailor Killed In Honolulu Wreck

Rampaging rivers swollen by heavy rains and melting
HONOLULU — (UPI) — Paul Edward Renner, 34, a sail
LONDON — (UPI) — President Charles De Gaulle of
snow drove thousands of persons from their homes in flood from Gainesville, Fla., was killed early Saturday when his car
that
Britain
the
to
France returned in triumph Tuesday
rammed into a bridge abutment on Kanehameha highway.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower was ex- ravaged Nebraska and Iowa Wednesday.
sheltered him as an obscure and dejected brigadier general pected to sound a 1960 Republican campaign theme Monday in
Police said his car veered off the roadway ad skidded sideHail, the size of golf balls, 60 mile an hour winds and
belt.
ways for 100 feet before crashing into the brige. Renner's body'
20 years ago.
a major speech to the party faithful at a GOP "Jumbo Jam- tornadoes added to the misery in the flood
The worst floods in a half century submerged whole com- was thrown to the pavement.
The 69-year-old French leader began a four-day visit to a boree."
Another sailor, Stanley Marchand, 29, told officers he was
in southeast Nebraska where the rampaging Plate
munities
a
for
reserves
normally
it
welcome
a
out
rolled
that
cabinet
country
The President, Vice President Richard M. Nixon,
following Renner. The right rear wheel of :Marchand's car passover hundreds of square miles.
surged
river
visiting monarch.
members and Republican Congressional leaders were to appear
ed over Renner's head before he saw the body, he said.
Neither he nor the French people has forgotten that Bri- at a giant box supper and rally at Uline Arena here. No live
tain gave him a base of operations for his free French forces TV-radio coverage was planned.
LILLE, France — (UPI) — Anti-Communist demonstrators
Eisenhower's address was one of the highlights of the eighth
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — The Wisconsin AFL-CIO announcafter the fall of France in 1940.
annual Republican Women's Conference. The four-day con- met Nikita S. Khrushchev Wednesday with a 10-foot banner ed Monday it was making its own investigation of an advertiseblithely
leader
Soviet
the
but
Budapest,"
of
"Assassin
ference drew thousands of delegates from throughout the na- reading
ment containing an apparent religious attack on Sen. John
ignored it.
tion.
Kennedy
(D-Mass.) in the state's presidential primary camcamRepublican
Potter.
Lee
I.
—
(UPI)
WASHINGTON —
The banner, which also depicted a hammer and sickle drip- paign.
paign chief for the south predicts that seven southern states
ping blood, was displayed outside the Lille prefecture where
The advertisement, which appeared in weekly newspapers
will vote for Richard M. Nixon for president next November.
spent the night.
Khrushchev
throughout
Wisconsin, bore the name of Charles H. Schultz,
Potter told a GOP women's conference forum Monday that
It was the first sight to meet his eyes when he stepped out vice president and head of its committee on political education.
accused
Monday
Union
Soviet
The
—
(UPI)
—
GENEVA
and
Kentucky
Louisiana,
Florida,
Virginia, Tennessee, Texas,
on the porch of the building for another day of travel through
Schultz later repudiated the ad and resigned as chairman of
the U. S. of seeking international controls only over weapons
North Carolina would go Republican.
provinces.
French
the
"Fair Deal for Humphrey Committee," which purchased
best.
second
is
America
in which
the ad.
Potter also predicted the Republicans will unseat between
disarm10-nation
the
told
Zorin
A.
Valerian
delegate
Soviet
six and eight Democratic congressmen in the 12 southern
ament conference that was the reason the U. S. proposed outstates.
GENEVA — (UPI) — The Soviet Union offered to unhook
lawing miter space weapons of mass destruction.
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) — Vice President Richard Nixon
four-year timetable from its general disarmament plan in an won
the
reby
rebutted
quickly
Eaton
M.
Fredrick
delegate
S.
nomination on the first baNllot of a mock republican naU.
spokeswestern
but
concession to the west Wednesday
tional convention at the University of Wisconsin Saturday.
minding Zorin that no nation had yet put a nuclear weapon into apparent
deadlock.
arms
the
crack
to
a
nothing
told
did
it
Eisenhower
said
men
President
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Nixon polled 932 votes, 265 more than needed for nominaouter space.
A Soviet delegation spokesman told newsmen the four year tion. Gov. Nelson
GOP rally Monday night he was thinking of running for the
Rockefeller, of New York, received 372 votes
"is
Khrushchev
time limit first proposed by Premier Nikita S.
and Sen. Thurston Morton (R-Ky.), GOP national chairman,
legislature in his adopted state of Pennsylvania. But it turnbut that there eventually must be some got 31
negotiation"
to
open
votes.
ed out he was only joking.
rigid timetable.
Eisenhower was grinning broadly when he injected the
laid
has
China
Communist
"interesting"
KATMANDU, Nepal — (UPI) —
A western spokesman said the statement was
remark into his speech and newsmen asked assistant white ciaim to Mt. Everest, highest mountain in the world, the Ne- but no real concession.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) — A Naval reserve plane crashthe
whether
out
find
house press secretary Anne Wheaton to
palese government disclosed Monday.
ed and burned shortly after takeoff from the Memphis air stapresident was serious
tion Saturday night, killing three crewmen. Four others surPremier B. P. Koirala said the Chinese claim to the 29.002reported.
After checking with Eisenhower. Mrs. Wheaton
(UPI) — Generalis- vived.
foot Himalayan peak was formally presented during his recent
—
Spain
MATA,
LA
DE
NAVALMORAL
was carried
Official said the plane, a PV-2 submarine hunter, reported
'He said it was just a facetious remark — he
visit to Peiping, along with claims on other stretches of fron- simo Francisco Franco may have agreed to recognize the claims
tier territory long considered Nepalese.
away with the enthusiasms of the campaign spirit
of the House of Borbon to the Spanish throne in his meeting an engine fire shortly after it left the air station. The pilot
attempted to turn back, but the craft lost altitude and plunged
Koirala told a press conference here he "strongly denied Tuesday with Don Juan of Borbon, informed sources said.
Cinnrettp Tnx
the Chinese claim to Everest."
But the sources said it was unlikely that Franco recogniz- into a cotton field, shearing off tree tops for 100 yards as it
new
ed the pelsonal claims of Don Juan of becoming a future king went down.
LONDON — (UPI) — Britons groaned today about a
The plane burst into flame on impact, but four of the crewofand
prices
cigarette
of Spain.
already-high
increased
budget which
men miraculously managed to stagger out.
meetfirst
his
for
estate
country
remote
a
to
went
Franco
taxes.
fered only token relief from heavy
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — It's a bird . . .it's a plane ing in five years with the pretender to the throne. Don Juan,
Taxes increased the price of a pack of non-filter cigarettes
son of the late King Alfonso XIII, has lived in exile in Portugal
12.5
... no, it's a Marine private.
CHICAGO — (UPI) — The National Association of Broadto 57 5 cents and the levy on corporate profits from 10 to
Golden Gate bridge, 526 feet since World War II.
the
on
tower
a
atop
sat
He
casters opened its five-day, 38th annual convention Saturday'
per cent.
the cars and 746 feet above the water, grinning down at
with an expected 2,500 members of the broadcasting indus
Chief concessions to the taxpayer were reductions of 4 above
buddies.
three
his
in
attendance.
a
cents
cards
42
and
playing
cents a pack in the tax on
Pfc. Dan E. Smiley, stationed at Concord. Calif., ammuniSANTA MONICA, Calif. — (UPI) — French-born actress
The convention, to run through Wednesday, was schedule
quart on wine — not a popular beverage in Britain. The tax tion depot, said he and his buddies were walking across the Corinne Calvet was awarded a divorce Tuesday from actor Jeff to
feature
such key speakers as secretary of state Christian A.
on movie tickets was also abolished.
graceful suspension bridge Sunday when one,of them dar-d Stone on her testimony that Stone's conduct was ruining her Herter, newly-appointed Federal Communication Commission
health.
him to climb the tower.
chairman Fredrick W. Ford and Whitney North Seymour
Prnhe
prim
Everybody in town knew he was leaving me before I did," president of the American Bar Association.
said the shapely actress. She said he screamed at her. "It
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.)
Clair R. McCollough, president and general manager of
made me so nervous I had to go on what you say .. . tranqui- the Steinman Stations, Lancaster, Pa., will make the convenhopes to get his long-stalled investigation of drug prices back
tion keynote address at the formal opening ceremony today.
on the track next week, it was learned.
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) — Wisconsin's eighth congression- lizers."
Miss Calvet, previously wed to Actor John Bromfield, was
If the Senate finishes work on the civil rights bill, Ke- al district will probably hold the answer to the twin questions
support for her 4-year-old son Robin
fauver will resume hearings Tuesday with testimony from a of crossover and the Catholic vote in the presidential primary awarded $150 monthly
BUENOS AIRES — (UPI) — The Argentine army Saturday
Jr., and 10 per cent of Stone's earnings over $20,000 a year. The
long list of practicing physicians who feel drug prices are today.
blamed more than 15,000 terrorist acts during the past two
1955.
in
married
was
couple
central
east
the
on
counties
The district, a cluster of nine
too high.
years on ex-dictator Juan D. Peron.
Separate hearings on the pricing of diabetic drugs and an- border of the state, is the most Catholic and one of the most
An army report called Peron the instigator of the acts of
tibiotics are tentatively set for later this month or early May. Republican areas in thc state. How will Catholic, Democratic
intimidation registered in the country since June 9, 1956, the
A
—
(UPI)
—
Calif.
BASE,
FORCE
AIR
VANDENBERG
Protesagainst
here
fare
Sen. John Kennedy of Massachusetts
day of an abortive uprising aimed at putting Peron back in
tant Republican Vice President Richard Nixon and Protestant two-day strike by 3,000 civilian workers at this operational in- power. Peron had been ousted after a 12-year rule the pretercontinental missile base ended Tuesday, allowing work to
Democratic Sen. Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota?
vious September.
TOKYO — (UPI) — President Sukarno of Indonesia is on
on the face of it, would appear to be out in the resume Wednesday on Atlas and Titan launching pads.
Humphrey,
The report said Peron, now on vacation in Spain, from his
deadlocked
the
had
with
and
union
the road, again, leaving behind a troubled nation
become
talks
Philco said
cold here. The fight is between Kennedy and Nixon.
Trujillo exile, masterminded the subversive campaign
Ciudad
with
shown
has
history
recent
travels,
And when Sukarno
the disputed workers were being withdraw n so vital work on
through periodic directives, transmitted by confidential couriers
the intercontinental ballistic missile pads could be continued.
great consistency that the home front has a tendency to beand messengers.
come restive, sometimes in the extreme.
Sukarno, who will visit eastern Europe. Africa, Portugal.
LONDON — ( UPI) — Britain has at least temporarily veWASHINGTON — (UPI) — Three Republican senators
NAHA, Okinawa — (UPI) — U. S. military and Ryukyu
Latin America, San Francisco in the U.S. and Tokyo, will be planned Monday to introduce legislation to broaden the program toed a plan which would in effect have made the Atlantic Pact
government
police raided the American-operated Barclay ci
gone for two months
a nuclear power in its own right, it was reported.
for federal aid to dependent children.
pany in a crackdown on its slot machine operations.
Diplomatic sources said Defense Minister Harold Watkinson
They are Sens. Hugh Scott (Pa.), John Sherman Cooper
A spokesman for the U. S. civil administration of the
will tell his pact colleagues in Paris this week that Britain has
(Ky.) and Winston L. Prouty (Vt.),
said a "number of Barclay employes" were suspected
Ryukus
un•
,turned down the plan, which would have involved the surrender
Said Senate investigators had found instances in which
DAR ES SALAAM. Tanganyika — (UPI) — Julius Nyof customs and tax violations.
was
°this
because
to
nuclear
arsenal
the
the
of
away
15-nation
control
run
British
fathers
the
of
Union
were
to
forced
employed
National
African
erere, president of the Tanganyika
Police also raided the home of Barclay Vice President Alalliance.
the only way they could get food for their hungry children.
had demanded immediate independence for Tanganyika.
Pough and Barclay Games Manager Bruce Eckert, who is
len
The plan had been attributed at least in part to U. S. Air
Nyerere Monday presented U.S. ambassador Mason Sears,
of Service Games inc., Tokyo.
Lauris Norstad, who as Supreme Allied Commander a representative
Gen.
Force
chief of the U.N. mission visiting here, with a memo saying
had
have
direct
charge
turnnuclear
of
forces
would
in Europe
so much has happened in African trust territories recently that
ed over to the pact.
KUALA LUMPUR — (UPI) — The body of the late king ot
SANTA MONICA, Calif. — (UPI) — The estranged wife of
Independence for Tanganyika is imperative.
Malaya will be driven through the streets of the federal capital
television western star Jim Arness of Gunsmoke was taken to
today amid the solemn pomp of a state funeral procession.
Santa Monica receiving hospital Monday apparently suffering
GETTSYBURG, Pa. — (UPI) — President Eisenhower and
The king, Tuanku Sir Abdul Rahman IBNI Almarhum
from an overdose of barbiturates.
Minister
Harold Macmillan ended their Camp
British Prime
Tuanku Mohammed, 65, died early Friday in his sleep.
semi-conscious
a
in
found
was
38,
Arness.
Virginia
Mrs.
PNOM PENH, Cambodia — (UPI) — A medical bulletin
David talks Wednesday and motored back to Washington toThe funeral procession will go its way to the railway station
her
by
home
Palisades
said King Norodom Suramarit, who died Monday at the age of condition in the bedroom of her Pacific
gether.
where the body will be placed on a train for Seremban. Another
she
said
woman
trouble-plagued
told
the
police
maid
The
maid.
weather
rainy
64, succumbed to a heart ailment.
cancelled out plans to return from from Seremban railway station to the royal town of Serml
Overcast,
they were.
the Catoctin mountain retreat by helicopter.
The bulletin said the king was attended to the moment of had taken 15 pills but did not say what kind
Menati where burial will take place Tuesday, which has been
Mrs.
of
because
Police listed it as a suicide attempt
his death by heart specialists as well as Queen Kossamak and
a public holiday.
declared
Arness's previous try at taking her life.
Prince Sihanouk, their only son.
BERLIN — (UPI) — Farmers in three East German vilWASHINGTON — (UPI) — The state department said Saturlages rioted Sunday over Communist attempts to spur collectivization, it was reported.
day there was "no substance whatever" to Nikita Khrushchev's
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Senate Democratic leader LynThe reports, brought to the west by refugees fleeing from claim that a seperat Russian place treaty with East Germ..
The swollen Mississippi river rammed through sagging
don B. Johnson (Texas) says the U.S. plans to make "freely
levees in Illinois Monday and sent ten feet of water swiriling th, Communist east, said the riots occurred in Burg, Preilack any would leave the west without rights in Berlin.
available to the world" the information received from the Tiros
The statement was in reaction to remarks the Soviet Pre.
and Haasow, all within a 40 mite radius of Berlin.
over 80,000 acres of rich farmland.
I weather satellite.
The farmers beat up local Communist officials who had mier made in a speech winding up his visit to France.
Volunteers in Iowa and Missouri worked around the clock
Johnson made the statement to the Senate Monday as the on 50 miles of other water-weakened levers to hold back what called a rally aimed at getting them to give up their private
Khrushchev was quoted as saying that if Russia and
the (western
sntellite was photographing cloud cover above eastern Russia could be the greatest flood in memory.
land and join collectives. Automobiles were overturned and a Germany entered into such a separate pact,
and northern Red China, much of the U.S., the Pacific Ocean
big three) governments which have garrisons ill Berlin will loss
The breakthrough came at Meyer, Iii., a tiny community number of Communists chased out of town, the refugees said.
their rights to maintain such garrisoni."
Eight farmers was reported arrested.
and Central America.
northwest of Quincy.

Khrushchev Meets Anti-Red Crowd

Union Probes Religious Blast At Kennedy

Soviets Will 'Negotiate' On Timetable

Nixon Wins Mock Election At U. of W.

Sees Nixon Win In 6 Southern States

Says U.S. Wants Controls For Weak Spot

Ike Jokes About Seeking' Pn. Senate Seat

Red China Lays Claim To Mt. Everest

Three Die In Naval Reserve Plane Crash

France May Honor Juan s Claim To Throne

Britons Groan Under 11,1w

Marine Climbs Golden Gate Bridge

Broadcaster's 38th Confab Underway Here

Divorces Jess Stone 'To Protect Health'

Kefauver Faller To Resume

Price

Wis. 8th District Key To Kennedy Hopes

Army Blames Peron For Terrorists Acts

Strike By 3,000 Ends At Missile Base

Indonesian President Tours. Asia Watches

3 Republicans Plan Federal ADC Bills

Britain Vetoes Plan For Nuclear Power

U. S., Okinawa Break Up Slot Machine Ring

Demands Inclenendence For Tnnqanvika

Cite Suicide Trp By Jim -Arness's Wife

Malayan King's Body In Procession

Ike, Macmillan Return To Washington

Says Heart Ailment Fatal To King Norodom

German Farmers Riot Against Red Move

Johnson Says Tiros Pictures For World Use

Miss. Floods 80,000 Acres Of Farms

Russia-German Pact Leaves U. S. Unmoved
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Full Text Of Lawyers'Appeal To The City
S

ABRAHAM LINCOLN'S
GETTYSBURG ADDRESS
"Four score and seven ytars
ago our fathers brought forth
on this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty and
dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created equal
. . it is rather for us to be
here dedicated to the great
task remaining before us—
that from these honored dead
we take increased devotion to
that cause for which they gave
th last full measure of devotion — that we here highly
resolve that these dead shall
not have died in vain — that
this nation, under God, shall
have a new birth of freedom—
that the government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, shall not perish from
the earth."

14TH AMENDMENT

Base Petition To Open Public Open Letter To
Facilities On U.S. Constitution Mayor Loeb

All persons born or naturalized in the United States and
subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, are citizens of t Ii e
United States and of the State
wherein they reside. No State
shall make or enforce any
for the record, the Tri-State Defender herewith
law which shall abridge the
prints full text of the prepared statement which Neprivileges or immunities of
gro lawyers presented to the Mayor and City Corncitizens of the United States,
nor shall any State deprive missioners at the recent meeting growing out of stuaay person of we, liberty br dent sit-in demonstrations. Every reader of the Trproperty without due process State Defender is urged to study this document thorof law, nor deny to any per-' ourhly in order to become completely familiar with
-11311 within its jurisdiction the
equal protection of the laws. the basic issues involved.

We need only look to the Supreme Court of Tennessee for the proposition that the supremacy clause Mayor Loeb Speaks his mind the countrY and where such
of article 6 of the United States constitution binds line.. Judge Boushe holds the laws are designed to stultify
the judiciary Of the state of Tennessee to recognize The Commercial Appeal of the very soul of the oppressed,
the decisions of the United States Supreme Court as Saturday March 26, 1960 car- In case of a slight infraction
the supreme law of the land, including Tennessee. Our ried portions of a letter frenn it should not be too difficult .to
Mayor Henry Loeb, written in find an extenuating factor as a
state Supreme Court in the case of Roy vs. Brittain, answer to a letter from Atty. common point of departure
297, S.W. 2nd 72, in speaking of Brown vs. Board of A. W. Willis, jr., requesting a from which all concerned might
meeting with the City commis- work to rectify the evil. It
To this appeal, the Mayor and City Commission- Education of Topeka, amid:
sion. Atty. Willis is one of the serves no good end for the ad"Regardless of what we may think of the sound- Negro lawyers defending the vantage group to continue to
ers answered with a flat and firm "no." They emphatness
of the foregoing decision, we are bound by it un- young people involved in the extoll and attempt to justify
ically reaffirmed their intention to keep Memphis a
PLEDGE TO THE FLAG
a corrupt and oppressive syst segregated city despite the constitutional rights in- der the supremacy clause of the federal constitution." recent sit-ins at the Public Li- tem.
brary and the Art Gallery.
I pledge allegiance to the
EQUAL VALIDITY
The purpose of the request The Mayor urges that here
Flag of the United States of volved.
America and to the Republic
This observation by the Supreme Court of Ten- for the meeting was in an at- in Memphis we keep the peace
Defender
Negro
lawyers
told
the
Tri-State
after
DECLARATION OF
to bring about a meeting and obey our laws. But Mayor,
for which it stands; one na- the meeting with the city fathers that the only ra- nessee applies, of course, with equal validity to
other tempt
INDEPENDENCE
tion indivisible, with liberty
of the minds of the Negro and please be advised that having
We hold these truths to be
course now is to the courts. They backed up this state- recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court white communities of,Memphis.. comes before keeping. Accordaid jestice for all,
self - evident, that all men
ment by immediately filing two suits, one to desegre- which make it clear that state segregation laws in the The Mayor, in answering his ing to the dictionary we have
are created equal, that they
quotes Mr. Willis as never had peace here in Memare endowed by their Creator
gate public schools and the other to desegregate the area of public facilities can be no longer legally sus- letter
saying
that "the treatment of phis or anywhere this evil syswith
certain
unalienable
tained in the state of Tennessee.
airport. Other suits are on the way, they say.
these young people has shock- tem prevails.
THE AMERICAN CREED
Rights, that among these are
We submit that segregation of the races cannot ed the conscience of a large For among the definitions
To the Mayor and Commissioners of the city of
Life, Liberty and the pursuit
I believe in the United
of our community." that the dictionary gives for
of Happiness.
now be justified'on the grounds of preservation of the segment
States of America as d Gov- Memphis:
The Mayor's answer in part is, peace it, lists the absence of
ernment of the people by the
We appear before this honorable body, the Mayor public peace. We further submit that the policies, cus- and I quote, "The actions of mental agitation or anxiety, and
people and for the people; and Commissioners of the city of Memphis, Tennessee, toms, usages, and traditions of a community must these young people in attempt- what you and others have either
whose just powers are derived
ing to take the law and cusDWIGHT EISENHOWER, 195 from the consent of the gov- as counsel for sixty-three (63) Negro defendants who yield to enunciated constitutional principles. There- toms of generations into their mistaken for, or accepted in
lieu of peace, has been the unerned; a democracy in a refore, the refusal of the city to make publicly supported own hands in groups, endan- challenged dominence of the
"Suffocation of human free- public a sovereign Nation of have been arrested, and some fined, for attempting to
'dom among a once free people
use the library and visit the Brooks memorial art gal- facilities available on a non-segregated basis to Negro gers the public safety, does not white race. The Negro has been
many sovereign States; a perfollow orderly process a n d eternally discontented with seghowever quietly and peaceful!:
fect Union one and insepar- lery, both public facilities. We appear also, as lawyers, citizens deprives them of equal protection of the laws. shocks a far larger segment
regation and all of its attendaccomplished, is more f a r able; established upo those
reaching in its implications principles of freedom, equal- who have been projected into a position of leadership This is law in every area where public facilities are of the community—namely a ing evils. Why do you think the
majority of our citizens.
and its effects on their future
slaves sang "Nobody Knows
ity, justice and humanity for and responsibility in this movement for freedom in involved. Therefore, the issue is solely one of compli- The Mayor further said that
And with
than the destruction of their
ance
with the law of the land. Our clients and the en- he was much concerned about The Trouble I See?"advantages
which American Patriots sac- Memphis.
homes,.industrial centers and
the unfair
of
all
rifice, their lives and fortunes.
All of us have a passionate and longing desire for tire community look to you for leadership in bringing another aspect of the demon- written into your laws it is
transportation facilities. Out I therefore believe it is my
of rubble heaps, willing hands
law
and
order, and peace and harmooy, if it can be about forthwith an end to forced segregation of the stration. Said the Mayor, "I mockery of the spirit of justice
duty to my country to love it
know and the demonstrators
can rebuild a better city, bu to support its Constitution, to
harp about both sides must
achieved while according justice to all people, re- races in public facilities in the city of Memphis, Ten- know that they are generating to
out of freedom lost can stem obey its laws, to respect its
keep the law. Who has to be
only generations of hate and flag and to defend it against gardless of race, creed, or color. However, we do not nessee and we respectfully state that you as the elect- publicity which is hurting our made to keep a law in which
bitter struggle and brutal op- all enemies.
believe that equal justice under law should give way to ed officials of the city of Memphis have an opportuni- country. The demonstrators evi- so many of their prejudices are
dently have a complete disre- written? Further more Mr.
pression."
expediency or to majority prejudice for the sake of ty to perform a great public service to all the people gard for the weelfare of our Mayor, it is superfluous for
peace. While we believe in majority rule, we do not of our city and likewise have the primary responsibil- country". Well • . • it is refresh- you and the other commissioners to keep reiterating your apbelieve in majority tyranrr. awl order wit"-"f, law is ity for this accomplishment. You may regard this duty ing to know that the Mayor
and certain other people still proval of the way ihe police
as difficult and unpopular, but it is your duty none- consider Memphis a part of the force handled the situation.
tyranny.
United States. Especially when They did what they knew to
theless.
DO NOT AGREE
remembers that in the re- do, but a little keener moral
one
It has been said that our clients, by attempting LAW ABIDING
cent election some candidates sensitivity in some other quarWe further believe that a majority of our citi- felt free to campaign on the
to exercise their constitutional rights, as declared by
ters would enhance their effithe Supreme Court of the United States, have and zens, both Negro and white, are law abiding and will platform that even though cer- cienty. It is not very flattering
things became the law in to the intelligent and law-abidare generating publicity which is hurting our coun- obey the law regardless of their personal feelings. tain
Memphis, if elected they would ing Negro citizens of Memphis
Dear Editor; I wish you good might know a great many of try, and that they have a complete disregard for the The Negro community stands ready to assist in what- defy the law of the land. for anybody to say by implicaluck in this thing. We may not us are sincere in this effort and welfare of
our country. With this we do not agree. The ever way it can to help bring about an orderly transi- It is significant that in recent tion that the only way to deal
be there but you can bet your
I am sure that I voice the sen- persistence on the part of local officials in applying tion, and we feel other citizens are equally willing to days the word "custom" has with the Negro is by brute
life we'd like to be. What can
been given unusual prominence force.
•
people do around here? Many timents of many when I say erroneous and outdated principles and their enforce- lend their assistance in the effort to bring about equal
in down-town Memphis, name- Astute statemanship would
"we
are
willing
to
go
into
the
want to help but don't know how.
protection of the laws as interpreted by the Supreme ly, the Courthouse and the May- countil that we are facing a
Send me some word if you can darkness of death that Liberty ment of same contrary to clearly defined constituor's office. Where there is un- problem now that night-sticks
stay out of jail long enough.— and Justice might live." Ho_ tional principles is in fact and truth the injury done Court of the United States.
equivocal commitment to the will not crack C.ertainly it is
Mrs. Claire Hurst, Rochester,
Therefore, we respectfully request that this hon- Impartial administration of justo the image of our city in the eyes of the nation and
ward Dewitt Cash, Memphis.
no easy task to change inN. Y.
•
•
•
body desegregate forthwith all public facilities tice it is not expected that such trenched customs but right is so
orable
to the welfare of our country among the peoples of
•• •
should be given the often harder to do-and less conDear Editor: I would like to Dear Editor: Last Tuesday the whole world. Citizens in the exercise of constitu- and permit Negro citizens of Memphis to enjoy the prominence
word or the concept of custom venient, never the less it is the
congratulate the crusaders who morning March 22, 1r130, I tionally guaranteed rights can never be
considered existing public facilities without interference atid on over against law, especially noble and rewarding thing to do.
faced the South with aplomb by awoke a simple
mother of a irresponsible demonstrators. There has been much the same basis as now enjoyed by all other citizens when that custom plainly , nedemonstrating their fight f o r
Leaders in both church and
gates the spirit and essence of
equal citizenship and freedom. simple law abiding college boy talk about potential or possible violence because of of our city.
who know what time it is,
state
the Constitution of the United
These crusaders are fighting known only by a few friends
that tp be ,content with
know
defendants
Attorney for
this controversy. We state to you in all sincerity that
States, as it relates to basic
for what they believe in. That and colleagues. Within a few
efficiency is to dismechanical
custom
Estes, Hooks, Horton, Jones, Lockard, human rights — even a
of course is first class citizen- hours I was a proud mother if there is violence it will not come from the Negro
constituency. The
their
appoint
ship. Citizenship is the enjoyMurphy, Sugarmon, Wilbun, and Willis that is two hundred years old. times are too perilous for anycommunity.

•

Letters
To The Editor

of a proud law-abiding jail bird
molt of the rights and privilegNo. 74677 known the world
es of a citizen. But "hat nrivil'over. I am so proud I would
eees have we? Are we allowed
like for his picture (and all othto go, sit, eat where we please?
ers that will agree) to run in
No, we are not.
your paper with the number
A citizen owes allegiance to its
across his chest.
government. But with what allegiance does the government The only thing he was artreat us when we fight for what rested for was attempting to
we believe in? Integration is in- view art. Some were arrested
evitable and the white man for attempting to read.
knows it. He would rather we I have been paying taxes 26
sue him before he admits it. years and the only thing I have
I am pleased with the way received is having my garbage
In which our race is going into hauled.
this crusade for freedom. I am I have never heard of one
sure we will win because the being arrested for buying fur
Grace of God and support of the coats, furniture and appliances
people are with us. •- A con- but one is arrested for buying a
cerned citizen.
cup of coffee.
• ••
I shall look to receive more
Dear Editor: As I was read- for my tax dollar. — The proud
ing an article by Wesley Pru- mother of a proud jail bird.
den jr. in the March 19th edi- Mrs. Ruth Anderson, Memphis.
tion of the Commercial Appeal
Negroes
headlined "Dozen
Stage Sit-In;" "McLellan's on
Main Closes" I had a thought
I should like to express.
I make special reference to
police commissioner Claude Armour's statement warning that
"this department will not tolerate this type of unlawful demonstration. Our men have been
Instructed to be firm but fair
and to enforce the law."
Now the thought struck me:
How can you enforce the law
without being unfair to the Negro when your Jim Crow Laws CAPETOWN, South Africa —
here in the south are in abso- The "Group Areas Act," a law
lute violation of the guarantees passe( by the South Afri.un
of the Constitution? All laws Government in 1957 which banconcerning Americans are sup- ned whites and non-whites atposed to be in keeping with the tending the same theatre toguarantees of the Constitution gether, was capsized last week
and when laws are made in di- in a test brought by a theatre
rect opposition the laws should owner who did not heed the law.
Isaac Barenblatt was heavily
be void.
After all Commissioner you fined last year when he allowed
are not dealing with a set of colored persons to sit in his
fools and your talk not only theatre with whites. Barenblatt
borders on the foolish side but owns the Rialto Kinema (Pty.)
should convince a lot of people Ltd. at the Strand. He appealthat last August a serious mis- ed his conviction and won a
take was made. You are too legal point on a technicality
small and prejudiced to advance when his view was upheld by a
with time. The things that are higher court.
happening are inevitable a n d ",ast March 14, the Chief Juscertainly you have sense enough tice dismissed the case on the
to know that even Claude Arm- grouni that the charge had
our isn't big enough to handle been made under the wrong
time.
put of the Group Areas Act.
Now that the Commissioner Ti' Rialto now caters to both
and all who think like him rates.
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Upset Ban On
Movie Mixing
In African Suit
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Whir,

WHEN MEMPHIS college students joined with their collegiate sisters and brothers
across the Southland, they
became a part of a massive,
peaceful resistance movement
segregation. From
against
the tip to the toe of Dixie the
faces differ but the objective

is the same. In photo montage above, shot and produced
by Tri-State Defender photographer George Hardin, Alabama State college students
are seen, center, at a mass
rally. At top right two Shaw
univirsity students prepare
sign for their picketing fel-

low students. The three adults
pickets shown are patrolling
in front of Thalheimer' Department store in Richmond,
Va. Adults walk picket lines
in Richmond during week days
to permit students to attend
classes. The collegians take
over on weekends.

In defending the city code and
thing less than social justice,
the Southern custom, Judge
and the world is too small for
Boushe was quoted as saying
anything abort of brotherhood.
rethat it (custom) was like a
order of the day is to make
The
ligion with him. This statement
history,
but communities are
coming
correctly)
(if quoted
chaos when their
into
thrown
from the judge raises a very
to settle for a readominous question, namely, how leaders try
history.
responsible and how competent ing of
Dr. D. W. Browning, pastor
is he to administer even-handed
of Mt. Pisgah CME Church.
justice when his prejudice and
sectional bias assume religious
proportions?
One suspects however that, in
taking this position the judge
epitomizes the Southern concept
of justice where the civil and
human rights of Negroes are
involved including the three
fingers so prominently displayed on the editorial page of Sunday morning's Commercial Appeal. The defendants in question
are accused of demonstration
because they want to avail
themselves of the services for
which they and their parents ALBANY, N. Y. — (UP1)--A
are paying and will continue The New York State Assembly
to pay. They were accused of Friday passed a bill outlawing
disturbing the peace of some racial or religious bias in the
other people who were enjoying sale or rental of private housthose services who had for them ing throughout the state, but
in the same way, and on the the measure appeared headed
same basis as the defendants. for certain death in the Senate.
It is no secret that the col- The Assembly acted after a
ored library here in Memphis dramatic 11th hour appeal by
is REALLY colored • For the Gov. Nelson Rockefeller. RockeSouthern connotation of the feller said he was deeply disword is reflected in the inferior appointed in the failure of the
facilities provided there. It does Senate to act in the closing
not even qualify under the old hours of the legislature.
separate-but equal law as a liThe vote on the Assembly acbrary for the community that
tion was 131 to 17. Only conservit is supposed to serve.
ative upstate Republicans voted
The Mayor puts his foot down
against the measure. Rockefelland says both sides must keep
er said that failure of the measthe law. A BECOMING UTure to carry the Senate was a
TERANCE FROM ANY GOVdefeat
for the Republicans ''not
ERNMENT OFFICIAL. B u t
only
in
the state, but in the
suffering
and
how much human
nation."
injustice and down right brutality are harbored behind such He cited the rioting in Africa
official window dressing of out- and the sit-down demonstrations
ward respectability can only be in the South as proof that such
hinted at by the Universal a law was needed.
ground swell of protest coming
up from oppressed people 14TH WARD TO MEET
The 14th Ward Civic Club will
around the world.
Lawlessness per se is inde- meet at LeMoyne college at 7
fenesible but in a society where p.m., Monday April 11. Importhe prejudices of a dominant tant business will be discussed
group are so conveniently and Chairman Odell Dotson has
written into law, and where urged all members to be prethose laws are clearly in con- ent. Lonnie Cobb is president of
flict with the Cfnstitution of the club.

GOP Opposes
N. Y. Anti-Bias
Housing Bill
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It Happened In

WALKER
HOMES

By KATHERINE TAPPAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover
Music was rendered by the
has criticized what he called PTA
school chorus.
road
Ford
the
PTA
of
The
the courts' "powder-puff" treatschool sponsored a fashion NO. 2 CHORUS
ment of persons carrying conit
show Sunday evening, March The No. Two chorus of the
I
cealed weapons.
27. 5 p. m., in the school cafe- Riverside MB church was the
•
it
He said such treatment was torium Beautiful fashions were guest of Mrs. Joan Golden on
•
at the Hipin
one of the causes for the con- on parade. The stage was col- the Breakfast Party
podrome, sponsored by the
orfully
decorated.
tinued high level of crimes of
Miss Bettie J. Wilson mod- WLOK radio station.
violence in the U.S.
eled a beautiful blue formal The choir was under the di"Not until we have stringent dress and pink shoes. She and rection of Master James CritThe `King of Sports' lured es (Porter Junior High) dressenforcement of the laws relat- her escort were the stars in tenden with Freddie Tappan at
scores of Memphians to the ed for a party last Friday night
ing to the unauthorized carry- the tea for two.
.th piano. Some of the numtrack at Hot Springs, Ark. . he presumed he and his wife
ing
of
concealed
bers rendered included solos by
by
weapons
the
by
presented
was
skit
A
end enjoying a brief vacation
were going to a party of one
persons with evil intent and parehts of the PTA entitled, Miss Ernestine Harris, and Masin that lovely cosmopolitan
realistic prison terms meted Burning Candles for our Eight ter James Crittenden, several
city in the Ouchita Mts. while of their mutual friends, little
out by courts will we see the Point Program. A dance was selections from the group.
going out to Oaklawn track. did he gnow that he was really
terror in our streets diminish," presented by Judith Evelyn The following are members of
Plus he fun of seeing friends'being steered to his own surJohnson. student at Ford road the chorus: James Gardner,
Hoover declared.
anci acquaintance from all prise birthday party, given in
school Thirty-five models were Lee Arthur Mack, Willie Jones,
In
an
in
the
FBI's'
editorial
I.:
oser the country . . . were Dr. Lula
Betty Wilson,
honor by his wife at the
r
April Law Enforcement Bulle- on display, for the latest fash- William Clark.
and Mrs. E. Frank ' "Universal Lounge.
ions for Spring. They were at- James Crittenden, Vivian Allen,
he
tin,
said,
"the
appalling
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis, sr.,
MISS HAYEe AND GUESTS and Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes, Pierce, daughter of Mr. and
tired in after-five and formal Leon Allen, Joe L. Townsend,
and Miss Allison Vance, Dr. Bit to his amazement and. —Lovely Miss Tommye Kaye jr., in‘ited Tommye's friends Mrs. John Pierce of Little number of murders, robberies, wear, sportswear, streetwear, Willie Dodson, Gloria Winfrey.
and
assaults
found0
other
aggravated
and Mrs. W. H. Young, Mrs. chagrin on entering he
and lounging attire.
Hayes, teenage society writer to their 1329 So. Parkway E. Rock, Ark.; and Miss Joanne
Also Bertha Henley, Leola
Jennie Tarpley — who teamed that he was the honoree. With for the Tri-State Defender, is home March 26. Left to right Merry, daughter of Mr. and crimes of violence committed This affair was one of the
Henle,, Ernestine Harris. Lauan
this
dailv
in
are
country
inup with her daughter-in-law, all of Josephine Anderson's seen admiring her tirthday are Miss Evelyn Phipp S, Mrs. Joseph Merry of Jackhighlights of Walker Homes.
Brooks, Bobbie Jean Dendex to the number of deadly'The occasion was well attend- rie
Mrs. Buddy Tarpley and Mrs. club members, The J-U-G'S
Mary Polk, Dorothy S. Tapcake and gifts with three of daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Har- son, Tenn. Needless to say the
ton,
0. B. Braithwaite . . . Mrs- all of the members of The Loaf. her out-of-town guests at the old Phipps of Pine Bluff. Ark.; party was a gay affair with weapons which are carried by ed and everyone present seem- pan. Selma Knox, Miss Bettie
and irresponsible, ingly enjoyed the show.
John Arnold and Mrs. Bennie ers Club . . plus more than 50
Wilson who assisted in the disurprise birthday party given Miss Hayes, Miss Gloria scores of Miss Hayes' friends criminals
G. Williams and Mrs. Bob Rob- other friends and well wishers,
individuals."
unauthorized
the
entranced
Ayers
Evely.i
(Withers
present.
Advisors are Mrs. Ida
Photo)
Mr.
recting.
parents.
her
recently by
erts . . . Mrs. C. C. Sawyer 'twas a gay and fur-filled party
audience with a beautiful solo.' M. Rambert, Isaac Steverson
and her mother, Mrs. Min- to be sure.
The narrator was Miss Doro- and Mrs. Katherine Tappan.
spectively, gave the audience
r.ie Smith . . . Mr. and Mrs. A plentiful bar, tasty food
Ewell, a member of the After the program the young
thy
a evening of beautiful music.
Oscar Simpson, Melvin Conley, served by Jana Porter's retiMagnolia school faculty. Mrs. ladies and men enjoyed a skatThe special attraction for the
Lester Snell, Dan Hancock, B. flue, scads of gifts, dancing to
Mary Ann Wrushen, presi- ir_; party. Miss Bertha Henlry,
occasion was the crowning of
G. Olive. jr., Miss Elsie Robin- hi-fl music .
dent, Mrs. Johnnie M. Peters, president of the chorus and Miss
and a magMiss Junior Federation. Miss
son, Miss Bunny Davis, Rich- nificent cake — decorated as
chairman of publicity; and Bessie Denton, secretary.
Annie L. Springfield, "Miss Juard Thompson, Mrs. Marvin a basketball court, centered by
Prof. Isiah Goodrich, principal.
nior Federation of 1959" relinTarpley and Mrs. William Lit- a trophy and proudly proclaim.
Weaver School PTA present-1
„
quished her crown to Miss Mary
tie, Dr. B. B. Martin and his in., .
ed their Spring Fashion Show
Happy Birthday to
Elizabeth Estes. Miss Estes was
6
brother, Dr. A. T. Martin, the
and Banquet March 27, 6 P. m.
World's Greatest Coach."
a representative from the Juand Charlie Bowles of Chicago, Hostess Josephine gave prizes
in the school cafetorium. A , DeKALB, Ill. — Northern Illinior 20th Century Club.
wha has also spent a week too.
program was presented by the I
Lena Homes cosmetics
nois school principals will take
Miss Joanne Merry, daughhere with his sister, Mrs. Nel- to lucky guests.
students of the school. The Ma"new look" at their educa4
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Merlie Humes.
jorettes of the school were in tional programs at the second
Others attending the delight- The Easter bunny will sooning?"
every, was the guest of Miss TomDEBUTANTES
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) — one of the featurees of the
ful party were Mrs. Mildred
annual conference of School
The first announcement of Crawford, Mrs. Grace Joyner, be arriving and with these long Four main points were left mye Kay Hayes of Memphis, Police believed two shots fired ning, along with a solo from Principals on the Northern IlliShe
wekend.
the
over
Tenn..
all
take
(1)
Kappa Alpha Psi's 1960 debu- Miss Charlene Mallory, Miss awaited sunny days; it seems with them, namely
at a 17-year-old Negro boy from Mrs. Carolyn C. Haywood.
nois University campus April
tantes included the names of Addle B. Jackson, the Richard as many are making plans for the training possible that they was there to attend a "Sweet a speeding automobile early Fashions around the clock 6.
were presented by the glamMiss Barbara Jean Hall, the Burns, Mrs. Leverne Weathers, the great event when you go might become Christian lead- Sixteen" party given in honor Friday were blanks.
Miller, professor of
orous models. A delicious re- Dr. Van
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Ithe T. H. Homes, Mrs. Virgin- In the down town stores. Let's ers; (2) represent total citizen- of Miss Hayes who celebrated
administration at
educational
Lt.
James
Beech
Detective
past was served. Mrs. H. Cole
Miss Willie Ruth ia Johnson and Mrs. Virginia remember the joyous occasion ship by participation in all civ- her 16th birthday. Besides her
M. Hall;
there said the youth, William Hill, was narrator for the fashion the University of Illinois, will
Memphis.
from
g!
friends
keepin
by
and
ic
affairs,
Norfleet, daughter of Mr. and Grinner — among the members has a two fold purpose and the
from Little Rock, was not injured and no shells or show. Mrs. Bessie Nathaniel, speak at the morning session
Mrs. Walter M. Norfleet; Miss of the family present, Willie religious aspect should be our abreast with international af-1 were guests
Ark.
bullet holes were found in the president, Prof. Prescott Fish- on "What is a Sound PhilosoBluff,
Pine
and
the,
as
God
recognize
(3)
,fairs;
nna
main
Carolyn Love, daughter of Mr. Lits, y, Mr. and Mrs. EdLewphy of Education?" At the aftGod,!
hence
worship
and
•
Miss Marry is a senior honor area.
er, principal.
and Mrs. Joe Love; Miss Elsie is, Mr. and Mrs. Utillus Phil- The accent this week falls on father
meeting, Dr. Henry J.
ernoon
fear God, but not man: and (4) student at Merry High school in
The incident occurred in vioArnita Lewis, daughter of Mr. lips, Miss Eurline Couch;;
youth and they were the center
Otto, dean of the School of Edand Jackson, Tenn., and quite a so- lence-marred South Philadelwisdom
the
in
always
grow
and Mrs. Robert J. Lewis, jr.
of attraction during High School
ucation at the University of
favor of God. In short they cialite among the younger set. phia where a mob of teenagers
Also Miss Carolyn Yvonne Also Mr. and Mrs. John John- Day on
e campus of Lane
Texas, will speak on "Evaluatat ATTENDING MEET
looking
stop
to
told
were
Pea.son,
Jake
Jake
Barber,
knifed to death 17-year-old
Wells, daughter of Mr. and
college at the annual Career
ing Your School Program."
American Band Stand so much Representatives of the Mer- Johnny Campiglia, jr., t w o
Bowsn en s
Mrs. William Wells; Miss Hel- c—k, Melvin Conley, A.
Conference. Over
You
and listen to the news.
ry High school chapter of the weeks ago.
en Jean West, daughter of Mr. ens, Miss Elsie Robinson, Mr. 1 from 17 high schools in this
can't prepare for the future if N. H. A. have departed for
and Mrs. Willie D. Hunter; Miss and Mrs. H. T. Lockard, Mrs. area were entertained on the
A 12-year-old Negro girl was
k
h
don'tyu
•
Nashville to attend the state wounded by a shotgun blast firModena Thomas. daughter of Joan Jones, the Herman Scur- campus as well as secure first
Relieve aches and pains of colds
Mr. and Mrs. George Thom- locks, Mrs. Ruth Mims, Ned- hand information about careers Visiting high school seniors N. H. A. meeting held on the ed from a fleeing auto in the
with STANBACK Tablets or
band
Mr.
James
Smith,
a
and
and
with
I
campus of Tennessee A & same general area last Sunday
as; Miss Ruthie Williams, ihe,ra
on last Friday, the second day were entertained
Powders. Also use a gargle for
and
Curband
Helms,
Garmer
Sam
college
H.
Mrs.
N.
the
by
"Miss
concert
university.
State
of the conference. Thursday
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
night. Police said several white
sore throat due to colds. STANtie, Cecelia and Lawrence Wes- was College Day.
viewed the Science Fair set up'A." of Merry High, Miss BerWilliams.
men
were
seen
the
in
auto.
BACK'S S. A. (Synergistic AcScience
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Atkins,
in the I. B. Tirgrett
nice McKinney, was honored
This annual debutante presen- the Leon Griffins, Ch a stine DYNAMIC SPEAKER
Authorities cast out the possition) reduces fever, brings fasbefore applying new wallpaper,
Building.
Other New Hometrip.
the
iwith
tation has become on eof Mem- Thompson, R. Spillers, Mrs. Atty. J F Estes of Memphis
seal marks and grease tpohi irs old
ter, more complete relief. ReConsultants instructed stu- !makers attending were Misses bility that Friday's shooting was
paper with shellac so they won't
phis' stellar social events, and Nellie Tate, Mettle Fugh, Wal- was keynote speaker. In keepmember . . . Snap back with
Mallory, Annie L. connected with the previous outof
areas
1Fontella
different
the
in
dents
corn* through onto new paper.
ing with the theme "Plan a
this year, Friday, May 6, at ter Marian and Joe Joyner.
STANBACK!
breaks.
Phelps,
Helen
12.
Mary
numbered
Springfield,
Career with a Future" Estes interest which
LeMoyne college's Bruce Hail,
Shead.
kept the audiences spellbound Mrs. E. M. Perry was general and Elaine
guests at the formal event will SPRING BREAK
chairman for the day.
accompanied byl
many
Spring
break,
for
were
Home
They
the
he
as
college
students
gave
ball
witness another brilliant
Nlesdams B. C.
FEDERATION
advisors,
JUNIOR
the
set
our
of
college
and
prep
!their
MISS
of
hunthe
a vivid description
with a large number of MemFederation pre- 1Lucas and M. M. Hughes.
time
were
Junior
gala
a
crowd
having
The
curopportunities
job
dreds
of
young
ladies
loveliest
phis'
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COMING OUT - Among the
city's outstanding young ladies who have been listed as
debutantes and whd will be
presented by Kappa Alpha

Jeanette Spillers, Ernestine
Psi fraternity May 6 are these
Henderson,
Pearlyne
L.
lovelies. Left to right, around
Banks, Mary L. Milam, Ortable, are Misses Veronica J.
relia M. Pickett, Samye Lyn.
Haynes, Robbye Ann Banks,
om and Barbara Annctte KinCarol Ann Springer, Hortense

nard. Del,utantes Bail, which
will be held in Bruce Hall, i.e.
Moyne college this year, is always one of the season's top
social events.

CROWN SWEETHEART Members of the Les Quin
Fille Social club met recently
and crowned their sweetheart,
Albert Goffman, Ill, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Martin 621 Jeanette. Members are, front row, Mrs.
Alice Watkins and Mrs. Jennie R. Robinson. Second row,
from left, Mrs. Hazel Brent.
ley, Mrs. Laura Busby a n d

Mrs. A. Swift. Behind are,
from left, Mrs. F. Lee, Miss
Peggie Hale, George Price,
Mrs. Cora Boothe, Mrs. Viola
Bovan and Mrs. Bertha Martin.
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An open letter to Sue Jones, 'parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
I The consultants were Atty.
Dear Sue:
I Key, sr.
.
Q. Wilburn, Mesdames G. S.
How are you? That's fine. , His future . plans are to at- , Young, G. Cavallaro,
Miss
.
tend
college and major in bio- Shannon,
Me tool I have a friend, name
T. Stokes, J. Beaulogy and further research study
ty, Ben Key jr. %
champ, and L. Briscoe.
at a major university.
SPOTLIGHT
You know (although y o u
He is very popular and holds 1%IEWS
.
couldn't possibly know) flunky
Another friend, Loy Harris, Dory will be at our
many offices around the b i g
school Ap"C," among them, vice presi- N. F. A. reporter says: "This rii 14 with one of those swinging
dent of the student council, week something happened in j platter parties.
senior patrol leader of the Boy the chapter that left a cloud' Sue, I am sure you would
Scouts of America, and secte- of pride which instantly burst like to attend a yard dance,
tary of 10-2 class and N. F. A. into a thunderstorm of happi- which will be given at the
He attends church at the Ca. ness and left the chapter a new home of Rilla M. Bennem, if
pleville Church of Christ, pas- outlook of respect.
the weather permits. I will tell
tored by Rev. E. Lane. He re-1 It all started when the boys you more about it next week.
Ireturned
district
from
the
elimsides at 4202 Getwell with his
Respectively yours,
ination which was held at
Mariane
KAPPA DEBUTANTES • . seiiscd at the annnal Kappa standing left to riglit•are Miss dena Thomas, Miss Ruthie
Woodstock School March 25, P. S. (Thought of the week)
presenting a picture of charm Alpha Psi Debutante presen- Barbara Jean hail and Miss Williams,
Miss
with three first place. William
Carolyn
The love of learning, the seand loveliness is this group of tation at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne Willie Ruth Norfleet. Seen Yvonne Wells, and Miss Helen
Faulkner in public speaking, questered nooks, and all the
young ladies who will be college on May 6. Seated on seated in the car are Miss Jean West.
Ben Key in the general agri- sweet serenity of books.
among the debutantes pre. car is Miss Carolyn Love and Elsie Arnita Lewis, Miss Mo.
culture quiz and Atris NiHenry W. Longfellow
ter in the parliamentary quiz.1
Leroy
Payne placed fourth inl
you all next week!"
seed identification, and Robert'
. From the Royal Gents of
Brooks placed third in tool identi l
Douglass, Archie Haymen refication.
ceived and accepted invitation
Illinois Bell Telephone Com- The three first place winners,
Ito participate on a program in
pany is continuing to call atten- and Andrew Bailey, who plac!Douglass' fabulous auditorium.
•
Woodstock High school start- squad.
tion to a wartime luxury tax ed third in livestock judging,
Much to my regret. I wasn't
INNIMAM
reprego
to
to
Nashville
will
ed the Vocational Guidance ball' Archie is not only popular able to attend this affair, but I
on telephone service winch consent Shelby County in the Statel
$1.95,
tinues to burden its customers, ikssociation of N. F. A.
to rolling for both city and coun- and well liked by the faculty, received numerous reports, all
but by students as well. We saying that he represented us
among whom are 56,613 in the Our first annual Career Day
ty high schools Monday, March feel
that the faculty could not well. To you Mr. Haymon, Woodrb Ihrytt l
was held Friday, April 1. An
Oakland district.
14. The guest speaker for the I have made a better nor wiser
stock proudly salutes!
was
preprogram
inspirational
Miss
Charles
Etta
Brown
is In a recent bulletin to its
"Career Day Conference" was choice.
Saturday, March 19, Little the
.-..
1959-60 Owen college queen 38,600 employees - some 305 sented before each consul1116 C110011 1116f usenet
the Rev. Blair T. Hunt, retirediTOP TEN SENIORS
Miss Patricia Harris representant went to his assigned room,
ill
III • Ill tIll till &
principal of Booker T. Wash-' Top Ten seniors as chosen by ed us in the Memphis spelling and is active in many campus of w.hom work in this commu- The program consisted of singthe junior class are:
ington High school.
bee held in Booker T. Wash- activities, namely: Basketball nity-Illinois Bell explains, "We
The highlights of the career' Boys - 1. Vertis Sails 2. ington's auditorium. She was Queen 58-59; second vice presi- ,recognize t h e government's
T
Boyland 3. Alfred Jones the 47th of a, group of 51 par- dent tJ the
day were the many interestinghoma
Baptist Student need for taxes to support the
group discussions headed by 4. James Peete 5. Otis Tolbert: ticipants to go down. She was Union: assistant secretary of defense efforts and necessary
We Have The Plan For You!
consultants from the Memphis Girls - 1. Betty Jo Clem- tripped, on the word "extenuate. the Student Council; treasurer!government services, But we
Hospitalization
- Life Insurance
3.
WilJohnson
2.
Marline
ents
believe
the
federal
10
percent
According
to Patricia, "I felt of the Sophomore class; memUrban League. The consultants
Low Premiums - Big Benefits
were under the capable leader- ma Brent 4. Gertrude Rodgers that I had said e-x-t-e-n when ber of the Humanities Hobby excise tax added to the customThis Is A New Plan You Can't
the judges interrupted and told club anu chaplain of the College ers' telephone bills is discrimiship of the Rev. J. A. McDan- 5. Sadie Hollowell
natory and unjust. It is a
TOP TEN JUNIORS
me they had not heard an "e". Debutante Society,
Afford To Be Without.
Jets.
World War II relic long over
For Interview - No Obligation
The assembly program was Top Ten juniors as chosen Her spelling advisers were Miss Miss Brown is a native of Coldue for repeal."
Ophelia Harris and Miss Bobbie lierville, Tenn.,
conducted by the officers of the by the seniors are:
Send Postcard with your Name and Address
and is t h e The company in 1959 collectBoys
1.
Odel
Young
2.
WilRogers
her
home
room
teachSupreme Circle and Student
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John ed and turned
over to the govCouncil. Both organizations are lie Young 3. Travis Ransom 4. er.
Robert Brown, sr. She is a ernment
$45 million in federal
Melvin
Harris
5.
Isaac
Davis
Patricia resides with he r member of the New Shelby
new members of the National
excise tax - averaging an esBranches. Officers and char- Girls - 1. Maxine Matthews mother, Mrs. Mary E. Harris, Baptist church of that city and
timated $10 for each residential
2
Elaine
Mayhorn
3.
Rudy
6306
Hwy.
51
P. 0. Box 311
North,
ter members of Supreme CirMillington. sings in the youth choir, and
customer and $75 for each busicle are: president, Thomas Boy- Brent 4. Charles Etta White 5. , On the campus, she is a mem- teaches the primary Sunday
Memphis,
Tennessee
ness customer.
ber of the sixth grade. We are school class. .
land; vice president, Vertis Sa- Delores Cherry
looking forward to a champion While at Mt. Pisgah high
ils; secretary, Margaree Turn- LATEST HAPPENINGS
Nettie Gray and Travis Ran- in Little Miss Harris next year. school, where she is a graduer; treasurer, Ida Stitts and
som seem to enjoy nothing but BAND
ate, Miss Brown was: vice presibusiness
manager
Rebecca
"Easy Loving." Elaine May- The band has started on their dent of the student council; capDoggett.
horn hasn't gotten over Hamp- many public relations tours in tain of the girls' basketball
Members - Lottie Singleton, ton's
"Flying Home," she has a very big way. Their reper- team; secretary of the English
Travis Ransom, Elaine M a y•
turned strictly "Beatnik!" Es- toire consists of such "A" rat- club; treasurer of the library
horn, Charles Etta White, Mel- tella
Joyce Woods and Leslie ed numbers as "Themes from club; historian of New Homevin Bolton, Felicia Matthews,
Neely are "Apologizing" all Beethover's Third Symphony," Makers of America and a memPara Ware and Christine Terover this place.
"Offenbach," Porgy and Bess" ber of the Junior Red Cross.
rell.
Neither Thomas "Sil" Boy. and many others.
In the 1957-58 school year,
GENTLEMAN OF THE YEAR land nor C. Etta White seems
The director, J. Lartigue, in- she was chosen by the New
Recently the faculty.members to think much about' romance.
forms me that he intends to Farmers of America as their
chose the "Gentleman of the They are in strict agreement
present concerts at all the sweetheart. She graduated third
Year" at Woodstock. He is Ar- with Mr. Strong. (Money). Ger- county schools
before the end highest in her class.
chie Haymon.
trude Rogers and Vertis Sails of the school year.
Her hobbies are sewing and
Vertis Sails and James Peete are dreaming to "Never Let Me
cooking, and her chief forms of
were both close runners-up. Mr. Go!" Aline Collins, can't you
recreation are dancing, reading
Haymon is a member of the 12- hear Melvin Harris saying "You )
and listening to records.
I
1 division of the senior class. Better
Stop
Dogging
Me
A cross was burned Tuesday Miss Brown has as her amOn the campus he is captain of Around" when a certain Le in Baton Rouge, La., where bition to be a teacher in the
• the boys' track team, Y Teens Moyne cat is around!
nine Negro 'college students field of primary education, and
and science club. During the This is Charles Etta White were arrested earlier in the day is undecided where she will
basketball season, he was an and Elaine Mayhorn saying, for attempting to ,get service at complete her college training.
active member of the varsity "stay wise and well and see all-white, lunch counters.
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FOR MEMPHIS ONLY

IN

LAKEVIEW
GARDENS
1. More home for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.

3. Nice neighborhood to rear your
children

4. F.H.A.
Financing.
5. Near Churches.
6. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping center.
8. College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
Spacious
land9.
scaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary designed homes.
11. Mr conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
14. 1 and 2 ceramic
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.

17. Carports and
concrete drive-S.
1.B. We take your
present house
in trade.
19. Select hardwood
floors.
20. Quality materials
and workman.,
ship.

To: Dept. W - Tri-State Defender

Priced from

$7,450

LIABILITY INSURANCE

•

AVAILABLE FOR EVERY DRIVER

•
NOT

AS
LOW AS

O Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance 0

49

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE.- JA. 6-0652

n um

Per Month
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RICELAND RICE
Is NATURALLY Better!

Words of the Wise
He who in most
making a promise

WE TRADE

slow In
is

the

most faithful in Its performance.
-(Jean Jacques Rousseau)

EDDIE the EDUCATOR
says

DIRECTIONS:
Drive south on Highway
Horn Lake Rossi,
south on Horn Lake f•
ono block south of Goof.
or School.

6! to

NO
"COOKED-OUT"

QUICK 'N' EASY!

TASTE!
PHYSICAL.

MORAL

INTELLECTUAL

EMOTIONAL

•

Riceland Rice gives you the full natural flavor of the gleamingwhite whole grains. So quick,so easy to cook that pre-cooking
or other special factory processing is not necessary. Riceland
Rice is wonderfully fluffy, tender. It's naturally better!
I.

White tO/t
(
COLLEGIANS FIRST - The
Collegians, an ore anitation
formed by the students of
Griggs Business college presented their first C6ronation
BaU recenUy. Miss Maude

Ella Hurt was crowned the
first queen. Miss Ophelia Little Was second alternate and
MiSS Frances Johnson, second
aliernate. Roscoe McClure is
Oesident, William Welke r,

treasurer and Lloyd Hastings,
business manager. Other contestants were Misses Mildred
Hall, Bernice Hughes, Florence Johnson Pulliam, Mary
Little and Jea4Patterson.

The school program must provide
for the educat,on of all children
without reducing the learning op.
portuniti•I for any.
Illinois Iducedlort‘rociotIon

nEE

Recipe Booklet!
New, exciting ways to serve rite
%Prise Dees. 14.,P.O. Sex RIS
Scvsteart, A

WOLFE
HOMES. INC.
IX 7-11
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Mays Stirs Up
Reds'Clubhouse *1

Archie Meets Besmanofi
ForU.S HeavyweightTitle
i scrap as being for the Ameri- nearly to years ago.
• By Kurt Freudenthal
INDIANAPOLIS - (UPI) - can championship and that he Besmanoff last fought in DeLight heavyweight champion would contact the NBA f o r cember, knocking o u t Argen
Itine's Alex Miteff at Seattle
Archie Moore will fight former similar recognition.
German champion Willi Bes- "It ought to mean a lot to Wash., in the first round.
manoff for the American heavy- the NBA if we have an Ameni-1 Moore has twice defended the.
weight 'title in t h e Coliseum can champion in each divi-'American heavyweight titlej
the last time against Canada'si
here next month. sion," said Kearns.
Parker in 1956 when he
decision
James
split
Moore's
a
gained
Kearns,
(Doc)
Jack
Moore
manager, also said there was over Besmanoff, in Louisville gained a ninth round knockout.
.a possibility" that Moore
'
would defend his lightweight
corwn here in July against
Erich Schoeppner of Germany.
Kearns said the 10-rounder
would be staged either May
25 or May 28. He said if television agreements could be
made, it would be May 25otherwise -three days later.
It would also serve as a tuneup for Moore, whose light
heavyweight crown was restored by the National Boxing
Association's executive committee less than a month ago.
"I'll fight anybody they put:
up,'' said Kearns. "Eddie Ma-.
chen would have been okay'
with me, too. I'm the one who
is gambling, nobody else. But
I think Moore will lick any
light heavyweight or heavyweight around today."
Furthermore, he said that
ancient Archie would meet
Ingemar Johansson for the
world heavyweight championship on Labor Day - provided, of course, that the Swede
will defend his title sucess•
fully against Floyd Patterson in June and Moore gets
All-Stars shown
USING HIS HEAD - Wilt um. College
by Besmanoff.
(43) a n d Bob
Ciol
Jim
are
alball
ducks as
Chairman Stanley Goldberg Chamberlain
The Trotters
(23).
Greenberg
him in head during
before 20,of the Indiana Athletic Com- most hits
88-82
contest,
won
All
College
•
Globetrotters
mission said his group would
Telephoto)
(UPI
fans.
816
StadiChicago
itegnize the Moore-Besmanoff Stars game at

in both leagues," chimed in
baseball today,
A group of Reds, including Bailey, with Martin and Jones
TAMPA, Fla. -(UPI)- For Billy Martin, another ex-Ameri- nodding assent.
net:s nothing Tuttle
er
a guy who was some 2,000 miles can Leaguer; catcher Ed Bailsse
ath
away, Willie Mays sure succeed- ey and third baseman Willie can't do in the field," defended
their chairs House. "I played with him long
ed in stirring up a controversy Jones almost fell off
House's claim, enough to know when we were
in the spring training clubhouse when they heard
"What's the matter," asked both with the Tigers and Athof the Cincinnati Reds.
guys agree letics.
It was a hot, sticky day In House. "Don't you
me?"
with
"There's nothing Mays can't
the clubhouse, and a good day
They sure didn't. They aft do better in the field than Tutfor a baseball debate.
tle," came back Bailey, again
Catcher Frank House, the e•:- picked Willie Mays.
American Leaguer, started it "There is no one who c a n with Martin and Jones on his
when he said Bill Tuttle of the compare with him as a glove side.
Kansas City Athletics was the man today although there are Martin switehed the subject to
best fielding center fielder in some pretty good center fielders another great center fielder Joe DiMaggio. Billy played with
0.
•
*Mr
him two years on the Yankees,
"In my book he's the greatest
GIANT STEP - NCAA Uni- at Denver. NCAA team topever," said Martin, but he
versity All-Star Oscar Robert- ped Akron, 104-88 and followcouldn't convince either Bailey
son (3) takes a giant step ed with a 124-97 win over
or Jones that DLMaggio w a $
to get by Akron Goodyears' Peoria to capture the Olymgreater than Mays. Hoping to
Roland Todd (45) during pic cage trials. (UPI Teleget some support he called over
NCAA All-Stars-Akron game photo)
Wally Moses, the veter a n
coaceof the Reds, who was one
of the better outfielders in the
business during the days when
the old Philadelphia Athletics
were winning pennants regularly.
"Who's the better glove man,
Mays or DiMaggio?" Martin
asked Moses.
BALTIMORE - (UPI)-Su- 1 The fight, scheduled for 10
Without a moment's hesitaserve
to
supposed
was
rounds,
gar Ray Robinson scored one tuneup for Robinson's return,
tion, Mose replied:
a
"Mays."
of tip quickest knockouts of bout with Paul Pender for the
He added that overall, he
his colorful career when he New York-Massachusetts verflattened Tony Baldoni of Bal- sion of the middleweight title
probably would take DiMaggio
timore in 1:40 of the opening at Boston April 29.
over Mays, at least at this stage
in Mays' career.
round before a capacity crowd
Ray
didn't
Sugar
However,
at the Coliseum.
."There was nothing wrong
stretch
to
a
chance
even get
with DiMaggio and there's nothhis legs. He caught Baldonl
ing wrong with Mays," Moses
with a vicious punch to the
continued.
mid-section shortly after the
So Martin, House, Bailey and
opening bell. Baldoni grimacJones went out to loosen up beed in obvious pain as he
fore an exhibition game, none
dropped to his knees but was
of them firmly convinced that
up at the count of six.
he wasn't picking the right
Robinson then tore into his
man.
rival and knocked Baldoni out
with t w o equally - explosive TED WOODS of the Universi- tin, Texas. Woods defeated blows to the head. An athletic ty of Colorado breaks t h e two Olympic hopefuls Eddie 1191111111e1111111111111
011111111111111111111111111111111111111
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1 South Al• land; 10. Ramon Arias, Venee Towed,
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rica; 7. Paulie Armstead, Los vuela.
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knockout when Dr. John H. "I figured to beat the guy
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and White Prairie View ruined
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28-27 edge in points after six equipped when it takes to the
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lInternational 29-27,
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Jesse Smith, Chicago, 1591
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198, beat Lee Wil- veteran hurler and all around
Chicago,
be
broad jump champion, will
liams, Boston, 2.14.
utility man, who was signed a
among the competitors in the
It was Williams' first loss aft- month ago by general manager
Santa Barbara Easter Relays
NAIA ALL • STAR Charles the play in Olympic Trials at NAIA All - Stars topped the
er he knocked out 12 of his 13 Syd Pollock to manage the club
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Hardnett (13) comes down Denver. NAIA's Charles Sharp NCAA rhanipions 76-59. UPI
previous opponents and fought this season. Forney, 21, played
inales last year-slightly more
with rebound under the nose (3) is at rear and Ohio's Joe Telephoto
than an inch less than Jesse CRUCIAL BLOW - Eddie ing their Ill-round bout in the other to a draw. Terrell with the touring Georgia Flyof Ohio State's Jerry West Roberts (14)- tries to htip
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Oh brother! Excuse me chat-I to be
given around May 2. More
ter gang, I'm a little sleepy
but ready to convey to you the information concerning this afBy BEN LANIER
Mrs. Prophet Islatest events of importance fair will be in the column later.
COUNCIL PROGRAM
around Melrose.
After the business Was over
iah Toy of 1181
On last Monday morning, the She is a memY-TEENS PRESENT
the host of evening took charge.
Student Council presented its ber of the GosThe Senior Y-Teens of Mel Dancing,
games and eating endinauguration program of the pel Temple Bapprogram entitled Good Teached
too
soon.
newly elected vice president, tist church
ers Train Responsible Citizens.
Robert. Simpson. E. C. Stin- where
she
The program was designed to The Zo - Zo Club members
serves
superinten
bert,
as
piandent
the
of
of
celebrate
Memphis
are
very
Teachers
grateful
Career
Memphis City Schools, was pre- ist of the SunWeek. Miss Viola Flowers, who to Woodstock for a very grasent for this occasion and the day, school,
has taught for 24 years at Mel- cious
and enjoyable evening.
main speaker for the hour. He Sertha plans to
rose presented an assembly
Miss Erma Clanton (Melrose),
her
spoke concerning the school and further
rose, was presented a bouquet
Mrs. S. Gratam (Woodstock),
students, which everyone enjoy- education at the Sertha TOY
of roses by the group.
ed very much. Clinton Taylor, Howard univerOther teachers recognized for Mrs. Harris of Mt. Pisgah were
president of the Student Coun- sity in Washington, D. C.,
their years of service were Mrs. chaperones
gave his farewell address, to be a chemical engineer. She
cil,
Lytia McKinney, Mrs. Marie CHATTER
Ernest Withers, Chief Justice is majoring in mathematics and
Rawlings, Mrs. Lois King and Well, now where must I start?
of the Student Court. estended science.
Mrs. Gladys Sharp. The Y- Now first there was a little
Around the campus she 4s
the oath to the newly elected
ale is now in process and each bird who loves to snitch. Oh,
president; afterwards he gave the reporter of the Mu Alpha
-Teen member is asking full yes, Ann Williams he told me
his speech. The advisor of this Theta, treasurer of the National
cooperation of the Orange about you and Lanky. Robert
wonderful organization and who Honor Society, reporter of the
Mound Community. Hats off to Jackson has Carlene Pearson
planned
a very
enjoyable Newsette Staff, a member of
the Y-Teens and may this an- taken Margaret Sherrod's place
program is Mr. 0. T. Peoples. the Double Ten Society, and finual project he a great suc- or did Jellies Pope break the
The officers of the Student nancial secretary of her home
ice?
cess.
Council
are: Clinton Taylor, room, 12-3. During the election
Barbara McKissack the darkSWING INTO SPRING
president; Robert Simpson, vice of Who's Who, she was selected
This was the theme of Mel- ness won't allow me to see but
president; Gloria Shoffner, sec- as Miss Senior. Also she is one
rose's Annual Springtime Dance is that Lee Ray waiting for
retary; Bobby Hayes, as- of the Debutants and will be
as the lovely ladies throughout you? Well now Lynn Bumpus,
sistant secretary; Rosie Blan- presented to society on May 6.
the city gathered with their es- you seemingly had a nice titne
chard, secretary to the presi- She also is performing in th•
corts to help the Seniors cele- at the dance. Could Willie Danddent; Zula Rayford, treasurer; annual show in three neat dance
ridge be , the reason? Thelma
brate this affair.
Linnie Lott, reporter; Oliver as. Hats off to this charming
Dressed in their Spring out- Glass; you'd better get your
Haney, chaplain; and Benja- and versatile young lady.
fits and dancing to their favor- letters ready; Orland a Harris
Lanier, business manager. SO TIIEY SAY
min
ite tunes by Ben Branch and the is about to leave us. Somebody's
SPOTLIGHT
John Shaw and Josephine McLargos were Carol Springer and gonna get caught if Clara Smith
This week's spotlight turns to Clellan are singing to each othFred Malone, Margaret Swayze don't get her business straight.
a 16 year old .senior, namely, er, "You Better Stop Dogging
and Walter Evans. Tommye Shirley McCutcheon, what SWIMMING ANYONE? Love- lege last
week. The glamor- ident; and Clara Smith. Stand- er. Miss Davis
Sertha Toy. She resides at the Around." Ah! I see Betty Reeves
being
the
only
Kay Hayes and Wash 'Allen, goes on between you and Law- ly sun-glasses masked mem- ous group above included, ing, front
home of her parents, Mr. and and Clifften Tucker are swing-left are Tommye "square" in the outfit that
Eddie Mae Smith and William rence Kelly Ethel Ruffin, I bers of the Model Teens So- from left, seated, Vivian Kay
Hayes, business manag- didn't come equipped with
ing to the tune, "Will You Ever
Terrell, Dorothy Burnett and think Emmitt McCutcheon likes cial club get the jump on the Barnes, reporter of the club; er; Maxine
Davis, chaplain; "shades." (Staff photo by
dian country aboard the stage. Be Mine." Elizabeth Cluff sayil;
Robert Carpenter, Lorraine Da- you at the wheel. Gee Whiz Don- swimming season with a Cadmic Pearson, parliamen- Brenda Jeffries,
vice presi- (lucky fellow) George E. HarSaturday, April 9
her man is ?, but I see a certain
ris and Cleavern Cox, Charlene ald Mitchell, you change with splash party at Le Moyne col- tarian; Joan Hampton, pres- dent; and
Lois Davis, treasur- din)
10:00 to 10:30, THE LONE senior fellow trying to discouriner and Author Hull, Hor- the weather. My pin is running
RANGER, "Sunstroke Mesa"; age her, namely Ernest Miller.
••••••••••••••••••••••4I
tense Spillers and Lawrence out of ink but I wouldn't dare
NEW YORK, Visit New York Following in the footsteps of his Nadine Taylor, we are wonGarrison, Rene Lindsey a n d freeze my print without telling
Night Clubs with Bob and Ray, uncle, a 17 year old boy leads dering which is your man, WarCal Rogers, No}e Rush and Louise Reynolds what a nice
Bob
Elliot and Ray Goulding, a life of crime until he is shot ren Williams, Ralph Practer,
George McNeil, Thelma Jones couple she and Frank Norman
Peggy Lee, Jose Greco, Felicia in a holdup and seized by the (MUS), Johnny Rudther, (Mel.
and Melvin Mc Neil, Mickey make!
rose) or Charles Branham t Sh.
Sanders, with Mike Wallace as Lone Ranger.
Nova and Ella Ingram, J o e Honky Dandridge (Andrew),
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, says Warren Williams is her
host and narrator.
Smith and Julia Mitchell and let Bobby Polk rank your
hussle.
Starring Kirby Grant and Glo- man, but she's with the other
Thursday, April 7
many others.
Say _William Woods, I know
•••••••••••••••••••••• 10:10 to 11:40,
ria Winters. "Abracadabra". fellows every chance she gets.
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Miss Barbara Mull. Miss Mull you still carry that torch for
both a magician and a jewel "Sweet Sixteen." Percy Hughes
Dortch — Alice Ross (Carver.) Featuring Almanac: "Hammer- life-long spree.
has held this position for four Maurice Sprimill or is Henry HONOR SOCIETY
thief.
consecutive years. A member Shipp definitely yours? Well, The National Honor Society John Bishop — Barbara Max- skjold Elected Secretary Gen- 11:40 to 11:45 p. m., ALMA2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOV- with Pippa Scott.
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of the National Honor Society, Chatter gang-, that's about it
well; Bonnie King — Edmund
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Miss Mull has gained honorable for now but until next week, of Honor Roll programs, Thurs- White; Georgia
Wayne, Thomas Mitchell and 8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN,
Barnes— Doug- BER BRIDE, Matt hides a Friday, April 8
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condected
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a book that goes to 10:30 to 11:00 a. in. DECEMby Shirley Knox;
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Cool Be Sweet and remain ever
load
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to kill the man who was re7,
tribulations
.
IE WITH KITTY KELLY, with an American family; she
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ENT, 24th Masters
and
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War. Richard Boone stars.
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Howtz
— Delois Payne.
Two female process servers WITII KITTY KELLY, "Broad- Tourney with Art Wall, jr.,
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meet
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to
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About
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Ossie
Jarrett
(Douglass), Edna
and may she succeed in all federal court judge has denied
6:30 to 7:00, U. S. BORDER Simpson, as simple as his name. Golf Course. Jim McKay and counter with two killers while
their ribbons every Monday.
e,•deavors.
an author's request for an in- Students, who made the Princi- Madison (Manassas), Emma PATROL, "Rattigan and
Jim McArthur will handle the on a trip to the country Denthe 6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE.
Moore (Melrose), Gloria JohnZOZO'S IN THE NEWS
nis Weaver and Milburn Stone
sportscast.
junction to prevent NBC from pal's Honor Roll were: Earline -son
Cat."
Alien
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"Incident
sneaks
of the Dancing
(Carver), Dorothy Bibbs (B.
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featured with James Azi
are
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to
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WANTED,
DEAD
back into this country to kill Death". The rawhid.,rs meet a
Nichols, Huey Long, Ernestine T. W.),
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of
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the
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trail
and
(F. B.), Joan William (Hamilregular meeting Wednesday story of one of the Marines who
by his great fear of cats. Rich- a stolen horse shows up with ficer tries to incite an Indian 9:30 to 10:00, S H OT G UNetti•
Carey Sanders.
ton)
Beverly Johnson (Lester),
night, March 30, at Shelby Coun- raised the American Flag at
ard Webb stars as deputy Don a dead gypsy slung over the war and to execute bounty huet- SLADE, Shotgun is duped out
The poem "Myself' was re- Robert Walls
ty Training chool (Woodstock). Iwo Jima.
(Manassas) Don- Jagger.
cited by Ida Edwards and was ald Mitchell
saddle, the drovers are accused er Josh Randall. Steve Mc- of 75,000 dollars he is deliverA chartered bus "chocked" full Judge Edward
(Melrose), Thur- 7:00 to
J. Dimock de- more than the students had ex- man
7:30,
BETTY
murder by the gypsy leader. Queen stars. Harry Townes ing in payment of a ranch. He
of
HUTBrooks (Carver), Malfred
of fun-loving ten-agers left the
does a little duping himself to
TON SHOW, Goldie urges her Clint Eastwood, Eric Fleming, guests.
nied author William Bradford pected from Ida. Odell King, Bolden
(Hamilton), Robert Mar- youngest
YWCA at 6:45 p. m. and arward to defend him- and guests Kipp Hamilton and 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY, regain the fortune and turn
presented the students making shall (F. B.)
Huie's
motion
to
halt
the
showrived at Woodstock soon afterFrank Edwards self against
Notorious underworld figure it over to the right party.
the school bully who Mabel Albertson.
ing and said he would file the Honor Roll for the 4th six (Douglas),
wards.
Melvin
Barnett is picking on him
tries to buy Lucky's boat, us- 10:00 to 10:30, CORONADO 9
weeks from the Senior and Jun- (Lester)
because
7:30
Roy
to
8:00,
HOTEL
PADE
William Higgins (B. defeated
President William Terrell op- memorandum on his decision.
him in a class elec- REE, Sundance finds himself ing terror and force to convince "Excursion to Algiers" with e
ior Classes. Cranford Scott pre- T. W.)
ened the meeting with the us- Huie had written a book about
tion. Dennis Joel is featured. indebted to an outlaw who has him to sell. John Vivyan stars Rod Cameron.
sented the students in the Sophual procedure. The main point the Marine hero, Ira
7:30 to 8:00 JOHNNY RINGO saved his life. Earl Holliman
Hayes, omore and Freshman Classes. WEEK'S THOUGHT
of business was the final plans and claimed that
NBC was in- The students were pleasant- • "What is the purpose of writ- Starring Don Durant and fea- stars.
for the Zo-Zo talent Scout Show fringir.„1 on his rights.
ing, if you can't read what you turing Royel Deno.
Puzzled by 8:00 to 9:00, SALUTE TO THE
ly surprised to hear a lovely
have written."
the disappearance of a visitor AMERICAN THEATRE, Specsolo by Patricia Jordan. Barto Velarde and the strange be- ial star-studded program devotbara Demire presented the stuhavior of a mute woman, Ringo ed to the theme of freedom and
dents from the Junior High
stumbles upon an insane man's anti-discrimination in the theaClasses making the Honor Roll.
diabolical scheme.
CAMPUS TALK
tre, featuring excerpts from
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY outstanding hit plays. Franchot
As I move along slowly and
eyeingly, I see Josephine Bland
71.
4
1 THEATRE, Raymond Massey Tone narrates.
9t4
11
11111
%
4
,
1
01
111:4
'Seed of Evil"; a father and 9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT
and Charlie Parish making eyes
his retarded son seek revenge ZONE, "The Big, Tall Wish"
at each other . . . Do you think
on a Union secret service man starring Ivan Dixon. A little
there's anything to this? I see
who is responsible for the boy's strong faith in the power
Paul has stopped going to "K"
,hanging of another son during of magic plays an important
and double back to the Big "D"
the Civil War.
to a certain young lady
part in the comeback attempt
. .
8:30 to 9:00, MARKHAM,"The of an over-the-hill fighter.
David Neely has his eyes ore a
certain young lady too
Refurbish your basement now for Searing Flame" with Ray Mil- 10:00 to 11:40, LATE MOVIE,
Markham
struggles "Stage Coach," John Wayne,
Watch out girls.!!
SISITITOf use. Point walls a light, land.
I,see L. M., E. B. and N.H. cheery color and you will *flirty es- against a fire in a cottage when Clair Trevor, Thomas Mitchell.
are close buddies . . . Roose- caping from the heat to wash and he searches for a missing art- A group of assorted passengers
ist. Olive Deering is featured. and their individual reaction to
velt Green and Shirley Fergu- Iron in goy surroundings.
0:00 to 10:00, NIGHT CLUBS, the dangers of passing thru Inson are always seen coming out
of the cafeteria everyday, I
guess that's stone what's hapOPEN HOUSE — Open House tory speaker. Mr. Stimbert is pening . . I also see E. M.
and Dedication services were superintendent of Memphis and E. H. talking to Moses
held recently for the T. W. city schools. He is shown with Crawford out on the front lawn
Patterson Junior High school. Chastene Thompson. Wind - . . . If Clort couldn't play the
•••••
Sanderlin ave. E. C. pal of the new school. (With- skins for Yvonne, I wonder what
Stimbert, left, was the dedica- ers Photo)
would happen.
° AMAZING! WE'RE IDENTICAL!"
In aiisembly the other day,
I notice that when the Senior
Class Honor Roll was called, a
certain senior (boy) did not
stand. I wonder why? Watch
Maurice G. when he says,
11-1.•
"Hello, there, you're looking
%%pep
fine and
Memphis First Complete Music Studio Of Its Kind.
TOP BOYS
Memphis' First Complete Musical Studio For Negroes.
Frank Edwards. Robert- Manning, Robert Flowers, John
te
Rhodes, _Andrew Brown, BradPiano--Accordion—Organ—Voice—Group Singing
ford McClain, James Lee, Ervin Little, Grover Carter, AnJack Marshall, pianist for the Blackwood Brothers,
drew Williams.
Quartet for the past nine years, is now devoting hisno
TOP GIRLS
Alice Hayden, Bobbie Robinfull time to teaching music. Come in for a FREE friar.,
son, Jean Chavers, Minnie Seay,
Bowls Beaten
Vacuum Bogs, Hose
lesson and a personal talent appraisal by Mr. Marshall.
Moten,
Lucille
Elaine Elbert,
and Ports
and Ports
Barbara Maxwell, Shirley FerFor more information Call: GL.2 -0117.
Open
Serving guson, Minnie Tompkins, Thel- RALEIGH, N. C. — Youth 15-17. From left to right, seat- college; Glenford Mitchel,
ma Belouch.
Nites
leaders
host
city,
of
and an ed are: Miss Ella .I. Baker,, David Collins Forbes and JACK MARSHALL
You
PIANOS & ORGANS,
COUPLES
official of sponsoring agency executive director of t h e George Mask, Shaw. key
Free
1098 Thomas
GL. 2-0117
Since '32
Helene Flippin — J. D. Bras- discuss the Southwide Youth Southern Christian
Leadership member of the Shaw-St. AugParking
well; Annie Braswell — Tommie Leadership Meeting on Non- Conference; Albert Hockaday,
ustine
Student
Movement Everyon• would like to know if kis child is talented. If you ire
760 Union Ave. -JA 7-2631-226$ Perk Ave.-FA 3-8507 Franklin: Johnetta Delk Jim- violent Resistance to Segrega- president of Shaw Student which directs sit-in protests interested in a free talent appraisal call JAckson
3-1737, if al
my Guess (Man); Minnie Seay tion, to be held at Shaw uni- Council. Standing are:
Radio and TV Tuber ills•elted Foe*
Ed- in Raleigh, N. C.
answer call Glendale 2-0117. TALENT APPRAISAL EY APPOINT•iu
— Lonnie Neely,. and Joseph versity, Raleigh, N.(
1,April ward Williams, St. Augustine
MINT ONLY....

o

DOUGLASS HIGH WREC
SCHOOL ROUNDUP Highlights
By

ARNETTA RAINEY

IV Wins Right

TILIVISION TIMII

Wife Preserverr

•
1
11

ot 00-0

400-Adolvi

sal

4911
.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS

.•
.1

Jack Marshall Music Studio

14

NUL? WANTED MALL 11EMELB

DEFENDER

WANTED
COLORED PIANO PLA YER
875 to $100 weekly. Write Box 1565.
Shreveport, Le.

Sot., April 9, 1960

WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND
HOME
APRONS
Earn $26 18 Dosen-apare Time
Write-Accurate Mfg r's.
FREEPORT, NEW YORK
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Bus. orrolITUNITIES
READY-CUT
EASY
YAW
WOMEN
HOME
APRONS
WRAP-A-ROUND
EARN $26 18 DOZEN — SPARE TIME
WRITE - ACCURATE MPOR'S
FREEPO4T, NEW YORK
1644 LIVXWELL CIRCLE

15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mail out dropshlp catalog. Keep 00 per
cent from orders Proven sellers. Details. sample catalog CLOG. Palinkus, 1E17
T813 Z 33rd, Lorain. Ohio.

Lars TRADE
1554 Marjorie. lovely 2 bedroom and
paneled den on shady hillside. Buy
12—FERN. BOOMS FOR RENT
egruity for $1.500. (anyone) notes $66.
MRS. M NOWLIN REAL ESTATE
Suitable
Many Conveniences
East-Cosy
PA. 3-1571 2114 Union BR. 3-33112
for Prof. woman
4
p.m.
2-3547
After
OL.
Call
1206 AZALIA
Two Bedroom, separate dining room
or three bed rooms. Low equity and 4 Correspondence Club
notes
To see, call Mildred Wood
BR. 2-3166 Gridger Realty
Co.
3944 BIGGEST MAILS you ever got. List your
Park.
name 1 Year 25c World's Mall Trade,
76 W 48th. Radio City 36. N Y. C.
HOUSES FOR KENT
Dept. TB.

ORANGE

MOUND

l
2352 Progress At
Lamar Shopping
Center, Melrose School. 5 rooms
bath. Only 85500 — Must Sell,
1340 M A RECHALNEIL
Beautiful, 10 rooms, 3 baths, many
extras in this fine home.
6 UNIT APARTMENT
1057 So. Wellington, North of McLemore. Complably furnished.
Mrs M. Poppermetmer — GL. 2-1707
Kemmons Wilson Realty Co.
3742 Lamar — GC. ;-3334
1165 SO. WELLINGTON
PHA APPRAISED
This is a very fine white stucco bungalow,
has 6 rooms and tilt bath downstairs and
a very beautiful paneled den or bedroom
upstairs. Forced air heat in large basement Hardwood floors. Fenced rear lot.
Garage Price $11,000.00. $2,150.00 cash
including closing cost. Shown by appointment. C. W Henry. BR. 1-5370.
Wilson-Oalbreath
Realtors

BR. 6-4515

Co.
124 8. Cooper

10 Spiritual Advisors

ARE YOU LONELY?
Looking for a Husband. Wile or Sweetheart/ Write The Guidance Club care of:

- TRI-STATE DEFENDER
0. BOX 311
MEMPHIS, TENN.

P.

BEER Sc A QUART

la

Make It yourself. We show Wm htv.
Save 90 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
easy instructions $1 00. FR= with order,
carload of other Interesting offers William Brown, Cross Country Publications,
200 East 30th St.. New York 14, N. Y.

0

EXTRA
MONEY
NEED
Men or Women Age 21-70 — Sell Pamir,
Group Hospital Insurance. Make Use of
Your .ontacts
W. A Adkins-District Mgr.
Continental Casualty Company
JA. 6-5383
ROOK FOR RENT
Want Christian Person or Couple
BR 6-7504 — 7 a.m. — 3:30 p.m.

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner
2401 Park Avenue

0

FA 7-9253

ELECTRONIC — HYPNOTIZER $14.00 —
Transistor Radio 419.95. Pocket ear Gas
Gun — $9.08
Extra 39 caliber shell's MISCELLANEOUS FOR SALE
81.50 each —Radio
—
Walkie — Talkie
119.95 — Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each.
1.0G) NAME di ADDRESS LABELS $1.00
Transworld Electronics — Post 0f110e Box Pocket Rubber Stamp
.
11.00
155 — Indio California.
SEC Book COMMIS). Box tIo. 3233
Nashville 1, Term.

4 Special Service

ATTENTION!

Diabetic Sufferers
THIS BEVY OF fashion conscious Memphians have been
chosen to appear in the Gersoppa Dukes eighth annual
on
Affaire
Extraordinaire

Easter Sunday night, April 17,
it Currie's Tropicana at 8
p.m. Models are, left to right,
Brenda Harrell, Dorothy Lucas, Maria Ford, Gertrude

Turner, Ora Jackson, Helene
Taylor, Dorothy Truitt, Claudine Hester, Shirley Williams,
Minnie Mae Baptist, Earline
Davis, Almeda Bumpus, Vir-

lie Wiseman, Armanda Battle.
Seated are Ann Barbour Mitchell, models director, a n ii
Model Frank Webber. M r s.
Cornelia Crenshaw, narrator

and coordinator for the production, has announced t hat
famed model Terri Springer
will appear as a guest. Robert
L. Dillard is the president of
the organization.

Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy
4314 :Wane Ave.
Chicago 53, UL
Phone Li. 1-12112
SITUATIONS WANTED

Sit Down Drive Still
Strong After 9 Weeks

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START
We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay accounts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitariums, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Write today.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.

"U. & COINS BOUGHT"
Send Coins. Will Send Check. Not Pleased,
Return Check

A

Serious inci. Invited
BoughtCSold
OINS:
Appraised
PAVATA'S COIN EXCHANGE
43-44 195th St., Flushing 511, LI, N. Y.
Member A.M.A.
115—REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
CASH TALK&
WILL PAY CASH for property or
vacant lot. II priced right.
DI.. 7-77211
BR. 2-1240
COMPANY
IL H. GODWIN
13411 Monroe A
1061 CUMMINGS 6-ROOM
FRAME DUPLEX — $750 Cash1361I Monroe Avenue
$60 00 Month
III& 3-1146
J. W. ORB
BR. 6-7753
H. GODWIN A COMPANY
130e Monroe A

0

NEW BRICK DUPLEX
3063 Calvert, Only $500 Down
$75 Monthly — Notes Plat
BR 2-1240
J. W. ORB
SR. 6-7793
E. H. GODWIN a COMPANY

FAORGAN'S MOVERS
Prices In Town

Best
The sitdown movement by Greensboro, N. C., when four in nine southern states — Virstudents seeking to end segrega- college students were refused ginia, North Carolina, South
Florida,
tion at lunch counters in the service at an all-white lunch Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Tennessee, Louisiana
South showed no signs of weak- counter.
2—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
ening today despite legal road- This seemingly insignificant and Texas. Only Mississippi
blocks set up by harassed city maneuver touched off a cam- has not been affected by sitESSO SERVICE STATION
paign which has resulted in the downs.
and state officials.
30 Moving & Hauling
1,200
NeFOR LEASE
more
than
arrest
of
moveThe passible resistance
In addition, sympathy demment, which has spread across groes and incited violence.
°nitrations have been staged
Good Location
the nation, started inconspic- Sitdovin demonstratons have from coast-to-coast by Negroes
Investment Required
Some
cities
more
than
60
occurred
in
and whites to show support for
uously nine weeks ago in
Cosli WH. 84691
southern Negroes. Most of the
sympathizers have been college Law Rates — insured Moving
students and the demonstrations
BEAUTIFULET POLISHED baroque mix, amethyst. obsidium,
ture of ti
took the form of picketing of
postpaid.
V.
agate, other $3.91 pound
five-and-ten-cent stores.
Brubaker, 131$ W. 1.-12, Lancaster. Calif.
The
Congress of
Racial
JAMIOR/301441 BARBER SHOP
For Complete Quality
Equality (CORE), one of the
2355 Park Avenue
PA. 4-91411
main moving forces behind the E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
sitdown movement, called' for JA. 7-2597
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
JA. 7-2597
2355 Park Avenue
picketing of the giant Wool
FA, 941.49
Appointment
Thurgood Marshall, chief r told an NAACP-sponsored rally worth dime store chain Saturthe
that
Mich.,
Kalamazoo,
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
day.
NAACP attorney, told a college at
EX 7-0523
sitdown will continue "until the Pickets
marched
before Lowest Flat Rates he City 1381 So. Third St.
audience at Greensboro, N. C.,
GOOD PRACTICE PIANOS 175
goal of full and complete inte- Woolworth stores in cities from
47.50 down and Easy Terms
EX. 7-6710 rte.' A Sundays
SYMBOLIC KEY is presented new T. W. Patterson school. Sunday that some 62 southern gration is accomplished. One of New York and Washington to
and
Portland, GL 2-9507
to Patterson School Principal Large audience witnessed the Negro lawyers had offered their a group arrested for demonstrat- Los Angeles
2-5474
GL.
MARRIAGE
Chastene Thompson by Super- special program whith featur- services in defending sitdown ing in Nashville, Mrs. Corbin Orgeon.
CERTIFICATE
demonstrators.
Best Deal In Town
said the sitdowns were part of The sitdown campaign pickintendent E. C. Stimbert dur- ed
representatives
of the
LEGAL, Printed Forms. CIDARANTZEIDI
He said the NAACP has not a fight "which should have been ed up momentum in mid-FebAny State Name& Dates, Omitted. Used
ing
dedication ceremonies school board and the commuOrintuals. Duplicate, copies or gifts
ruary after the Rev. Martin
advised the students on what fought years ago."
marking completion of t h e nity.
113 each 'throe) 15. Prompt. Confidential
Luther King jr., who led the
postpaid Service.
action to take, but has promised
NATIONAL FORMS
successful boycott of segregatlegal assistance.
ed
city
buses
Montgomery,
at
Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla.
P.O.
Local
And
Long
Distance
At Danville, Va., Mayor
Ala., urged Negroes to ''fill
Julian R. Stinson said he was
the jailhouses of the South" if
"very disappointed" over the
necessary to bring about comaction of students in staging NEW
P
I)
—
(U
YORK —
plete integration.
a sitdown protest at the Dan- Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
was Some southerners reacted
ville public library Saturday. knocked down by a backing
violently
He said race relations had been car as she stepped off a curb
In an effort to halt the sit
"on the highest level" at Dan- Sunday. She got up, had a down
demonstrations, southern
ville until then.
sprain ankle taped by her phy- city and state officials set legal
Men and Women with sales ability to sen advertising ..
A Tennessee State University sician, and kept three speaking machinery in motion to make
need men and women for year round, full time
We
SASHINGTON — Congress- i names of servicemen they would student, Mrs. Marjorie Corbin, engagements.
the practice illegal.
repeat sales Permanent connection, protected leads.
man Charles C. Diggs, jr.. Dem- like him to talk with on the
salary, bonus plus commission.
ocrat of the 13th District of'trip which covers bases at HaMichigan, announced that he waii, Guam, Okinawa, a n d
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:
will leave the States on April Tokyo.
11, to begin a 4-day tour to The 1.)partment of the Air
Post Office Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee
spot-check upon complaints of Force made arrangements for
racial discrimination at over- the Di,ZCF tour as a result of
seas military bases.
the
Congressman's
prot.
He invited constituents and against an article appearing in
the general public to submit its SAC publication citing integration in the Armed Services
as an element reducing the
quality of fighting men.
12 Noon Monday
Diggs had said in making the
protest over the admittedly un- ,
Miscellaneous
screened, unvalidated article
that its publication gave creNo guarantee can be given as
15clip
2 ner
s agate line
.dence to the charge that unoffi5 words to a line
to position in column. T. F
cially all manner of discrimination is still practiced in the
30c
(Till Forbid) orders subject
3 lines
Armed Forces, despite integra45c
to change in rate without
tion.
4
5 lines
......
60c
lines
75c
He requested that he he per
notice.
mated to make the spot-check
51
/
2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
our, saying that over his six
ordinary type
Tri-State Defender box num
year period in Congress he has
SAME RATE es 2
10 pt.
lines
ordinary
type.
hers — the words comprising
received many letters. from
servicemen charging the Armed
the address — whether name
SAME RATE as 4
Services with racial discrimina
hem ordinary type.
and street or telephone, or
'Ion and then intimidation and
reprisal against servicemen who
The Tri-Stati Defender box
SAME RATE AS
make formal complaints citing,
5 lines ordinary
number — will be charged for
typo,
the practices.
BST ENTRANT In the Bronze The Diggs' tour schedule is
as part of the advertisement
Queen Contest to be held April as follows: Travis Air
SAME
Force
RATE AS
20 at LeMoyne college. Bruce Base, San Francisco,. April 11;
The Tri-State Defender will
7 lines
Hall, is pretty Miss Verna Neal, Hickam Air Force Base,
ordinary
forward to out of town ad
17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. wail, April 12; Anderson A i r
tree
T. R Neal of 532 1LaClede Ave. Force Base, Guam, April 15;
Cancellations of want-ads can
vertisers mail received ad
She is a student at Manassas Clark Air Force Base, Philip- MISS CLEMON CRAWFORD, and box of hosiery as one of sisting Miss Crawford to make
be given until 12 noon Saturorellsed to our address, but
high school, and is being spon- pines, April 16; Kaden* Air the Tri • State Defender's seven priies she received for her selections is B. Malkin,
day. Copy cancelled after 12
sored by the 25th Ward City Force Base, Okinawa, April 19 Queen of Clubs, selects a pair winning the Defender's fabu- manager of Kaufman' Shoe
the excess postage is to be
noon Saturday will be billed
Bsautiful club, Mr. Marie Ad. end Tokyo, Various Military In- at ins, matching handbag lous subscription contest. As- store, is0 Lamar. Staff photo
at regular rates.
charged to tho advertiser.
sits, presitnt.
stallations -,Apgil 2143.
by Ha in.

MU. 3-0629

A

.11A&M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

Thurgood Tells
Sit -hers Aid

MOVING

W.- P. SHELTON
Insured Moving

Diggs To Check
Bias Overseas

Sprains Fail To
Halt Eleanor

0
0

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4561

•

TRI - STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

TRI - STATE DEFENDER

CLASSIFIED

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

18 PT.

24 PT.

36 PT.

a

0

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town ! DEFENDER

15

Sot., April 9, 1960

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate
For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need Help In Your Home
Or Business, Fu
rniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To
Advertise Your Business

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

.70

OINT)Er.'1-1EPAIR PAINT

Memphis Business
Service Directory
BUSINESS SERVICES

ROOPING, roots
repaired
MOP
any
leak Carpon.er
work, floors
leveled.
chimneys.
gutters cleaned,
repaired.
stucco concrete, plaster do my own work.
Pre* oat Reasonable price.
T. R. Spencer BR 5.6143. BR. $-29311.

4--SPECIAL SERVICE

vuiva:ita
1 1'
3

111:ilkikatout'

13 BUSINESS SERVICES

Gil Gabriel!'

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316 BEALE AVE.

•

YO. 9-4462

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Values"
• AUTO SOHO°. 1....oliNt"

JA 6-9656

Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing
• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines. NO Service chars*
in city. All Work Guaranteed. Call
Raft Rome lierace
1157 Lamar Avenue
BR. 44050

BARBER SHOP

FOR SALE
Lovely 5-Room House

Lynom Floral Shop

ENROLL

JAckson 5-3794

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

MEN'S SHOES

SAVE

William's Barber Shop

$3" To $5"
MEN'S

475 Linden

Are. JA

130 Linden Ave.

*
*
*
*
*

(Ideal for FUND RAISINGwrite for guantity prices.)
Dept. T.D., 210 Fifth A
New York 10, N. Y.

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

Repairs Estimated Here

24 Years In Plano Tuning
and Rebuilding
319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
BREWER
JAckson 6-2884
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6-5118

HULBERT'S
PRINTING CO.

telephone
Get real names, add
numbers and descriptions. All raises, religions. World wide membership.
Send
111.00 and 3 stamps.

Fast, Efficient, Dependable
Service
Tell Us When You'll Get It Then

Continental Club, Box 191,
:nglewood, Calif.

JA 7-3810
358 Beale

TP YOU WANT TO II BEAUTITIIL
visit FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 130
Grant Mir. - Gissie
Thomas; Addis
Lester, Operator.

1111=

I

No of Lines

Time

30c
45c
60c
75c

2
4
5

60c
90c
1.20
1.50

/

Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

NAME

TELEPHONE ..-

ADDRESS

ac•ived.
,

CITY ..--

Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
I 236 SOUTH WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am

MOSES
SINAI

MI

MI,

M IMF

AMP•
•

CHRIST
ZION

FOR BLESISED AMOLHT. HELP MONEY.
UNCROSSED. RUSH $2,00 DONATION
NOWII JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE
WE
LOTH. SO MUCH CHICAGO 53, ILL.

For Sale
"BE

Piano Warehouse Sale
specialise in good Uled pianos
$10 down will Put a piano In your
FREE DELIVERY
home
We

Holliday Capri Piano Sales

MISC.

THE LAW OF AVERAGES

1199 Linden At Bellevue
Nights And Sundays
BR. 5-0356
BR. 5-0356

JAMMED"
Toss any coin head or tails
as rou UPRIGHT PIANO FOR SALE. TN GOOD
chnosef-Any coin/ Anytime! Any
condition CaO be used for Church or
-A startling statement, a no less Place!
starta good Practice piano. PA. 3-4034.
ling
performance. This easily mastered ----technique in a copyrighted manual
sent RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
you Immediately for $1 APILO-FLIP.
CRAFT, Rex 1163-0, Bridgeport 1, Clion, $1 00. Refundable. 114 Rtonhols. Pleasant
Dale, Nebraska,

I
I
I
I
0
I

State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay to her new home
Are you Dtmatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost Faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yes
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are yam
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at onee. She
will read lite to you just as she would read an open book
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If yeu have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at elm.
Located is Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Be, home is I blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
I. look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find bet there
at all times. tShe never had an office in West Memphis 1
Catch yellow bus marked Whit...haven State Line and get
off at Sta., Line and walk 2 biotite and see MADAM BELLI
HAND Sitiel,

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a te te 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Smithy,
I don't maks any home ealls or answer any letters B. sure
to Inuit for the right sign and the right name.
twereswaninsw

Comfort.

Famous tot Meals
South
11th Street
West Memphis, Ark.
RE 5-9177

314

Room for rent furnished or urtfurniabe
ed. VfNitehall 11-8216. 1342 Lutham Strata.
Cali after 5.30 or before 7:00 A. If.

REBUILT I B M. electric typewriter ,till
in factory crate $70 00. Guaranteed.
Southold' Printing. Box 5491. DT. Huntington 3. west Va.

--••••

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL

•

Tourists Invited
Daily Rates • Air Conditioned
Private Baths • Telephone • Radio
COFFEE SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bally
Owner - Manager

406 Mulberry
JAckson 5-6834

Furniture, home and office,
refrigerators, ranges,
televisions and radios
bought and sold. Terms.

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666

R PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
E YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

Moorman,

S

Upholstering, Inc.
1576 Getwell

FA 7-0744

80 LOANS & MORTGAGES

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOr ATIONS TO
SERVE YOU
161 Madison
IA. 7-3421
and
61 No. Third
JA. 7-1402
"More For

The Family
At Family Finance"

NEED CASH?

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi

Tri-State Defender

.1.
1)1
,
,
1111

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016

THAI'S MAGIC BATTERY POWER
HOW TO WIN! WYE, MONIST, ETC.
AND MOTOR TUNEUTI
Send birthciste and dime for information
stars in any weather
. Keep
Instant
sealed, srsts,
1310-6th
Ave.,
Chicago batteries fully charged in 60 below sera
Heights Ili
You'll play your radio all
cold • .
winter with fear of battery failure. More
winter miles per gallon on gas Blazing
PROFITS FOR
new power, pep. BIG
AGENTS! Send $1.911 for sample and deLaos . .
And get FREE 30 day supply I
of THAU'S IRl Potency Tablets) A Men•
tal and Pep Stimulant - the very best.
yak.
Chicago 37. .111..
Thou - 6920 Vernon

diUM

2 Timm

FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND

MAD
AM BELL
(English Lady)

YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS

15c
Per
Insertion
Per
Line
CLASSIFICATION

QUESTION & ANSWERS TO
pass orillfe test for drivers license in
NEW YORK STATE Send IS cents to
cover cost of malting and handling plus self addressed & stamped enevelope.
BET
R PRODUTS CO. BOX
123
ANSONIA frrATION, NEW YORK $S.
N. T.
We wilt a/so Include free of charge the
Inclosed License Helder with every order

WA 4-2133

PIANOS TUNED

Matrimonial & Pen Pal
Introductions

APPLIANCE SERVICE

and

WILLIAMS APARTMENTS

u THE WEEK!

FAMILY CLOTHES IRONED
Nest ironing done in My home for a
small family. or two 2i single persons ,
shirts,
Mrs.
white
a day Sorry, no
Otha Mae Brown. JA. 74041.

Chides° 46,

Quiet

Good Food

T SPECIAL FOR

17

29. N. Y.

tie

Clean

1,000,000 BOOKS 10c Eachl Free Catalogs Mailway. Box 124-T, NYC-9.

F • CUSTOM MADE
U • REFINISHED
n • RESTYLED
R • ANTIQUE
N
RESTORED
• REPAIRED

THE RUMTOREX CO.

Center. 1334
THE BARGAIN
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

_
Maid and Phone Service

Household Furnishing

Take New RUMTORYX And Enjoy Life A
dietary preparation RUMTORIX takes up
where nature leaves off, A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA only $500 for a 2-week simply, Money-back if not satisfied after 1
bottle Send C 0 D
Check
Money
or
Order NOWI

YORK

22 Furnished Rooms

"Amethyst pendants, earrings, bracelets,
$1.25 each item, postpaid. V Brubaker.
5.1111 W L-12. Lancaster Calif."

BUSINESS SERVICE

NEW

SIRVICI '

INTERESTING MAIL, Earnings,
booklets. catalogs. $1 retunded
Gift with order Alvin - Box
Hicksville, Long Island, 14. Y.
-- WE NEED names Will pay YOU 25c per
name for obtaining them for our mailing list. Complete instructions sent for
WOO. Harry M. Young, $17 Broad Street.
Bristol. Tenn

VALUE'S GALORE! Sales Book 36c. (Refundable/ with coupon
WAYMART 61, PA,
ALTON

VOIJ

Cal PRIfffIffillAl

ADULTS.
Photos,
. 49c
354.TeD.

12 Business Opportunities

239 E. 1 1 5th St. - Box

'WHIR( FOLKS (WI

BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG.
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices.
Big money-saving catalog 25c
/refundable). 8 & J Co Box 11.34., Levittown 9,
Pa.

104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

calm.

309 E. 47th ST.

TIRE SERVICE CO

SURPRISE SPECIALTIES

•r MAIL IN

11 Special Services

$2.00

National Sermon Supply

i rims Ise

492 Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917

JA 7-3056

DAY, wIniTT SUNDAY
TV Serelse
SRL. 1141111
21" Glass Picture Tube
$21.1/8
17" Glass P1cture Tobe
1117.06
Installed
City Wide TV fiery/se
NOS Chelsea

!Wooing Secret Master Cote, F
Numbers and Days $ Digit Flonree, etc. Combination
Price $3.00.

4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00

ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL POSTCARDS,
FOR $1.00 START YOUR COLLECTION
I NOW. SINGLE CARD 25 CENTS. P. 0.
BOX M. ANSONIA STATION N. T. Si
I N. Y.

Business & Practical
Art College

With and Without Appointment

TAB-MEND
Instant
non-Inacting,
flammable.
repairs
flexible
adhesive,
rips, tears, holes on most any fabric. upholstery, auto seat covers, etc.,
Can be washaulckly
easily, safely
ed and ironed without affecting pow.
•rful bond
Only $1 postpaid. Moneyback guarantee.

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

GRIGGS

BEAUTY SHOP

Saves Money - Makes Monty

JA 6-4754

Day & Evening
Classes

CHARNEL'S

NEW UNUSUAL PRODUCT

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!
VICTORY

Complete Beauty Service

324 Hernando St.

STOP SUFFERING! ! !

Post $1 00 NOW
Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOF) Health Center, Adelaide Road, Dublin, Ireland (7 hours Airmail)

7726A MVOs Ave.

61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEALE AVE.

7-0328

MAGICAL PRAYER

Business College, Inc.

SPECIAL SERMONS

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

is what you need If unfortunate, downhearted, lust plain unlucky.
hit •
lick of good, can't get aheadCan't
or out of
debt Ost this book right quiets and gel
winning like you always wished. Satisfaction
teed. Send only Si (Sorry
no C.O.D.) te: L. SWIFT, 120 N. 16th
84..
Lae Sieges, Nevasia,

HENDERSON

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

Dewey's Auto Service

(Cellos eees tepee)
Elmo L Hubbard, MA. Directot
JE5-6161
4441 Washington
&Louis 8, MO.

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING

- -MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, •slici,
quick, easy Details
either
one 113.
Box 306, 11Juans, BC, Mexico.
ISM
- AMAZING. LISTED for life for )Se. Stop
Paying out dimes' quarters, dollars for
one time listing. Your name ft. our files
should keel? Your box full of Interesting
offers, free samples. big mail. etc for
life
Details for self•addressed stamped
envelope. Andy's Trading Post, Route 3-T.
Bryson City N. C.
(611
FOR SALE, JACKS, roots. AND COMplei e equipment to run a garage. Will
rent building to reliable person. JAckson
5-0106

Ave.

for

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

2639 West Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45. Illinois

VICTORY SERVICE

Easter Series - 9

CAN YOU USE

ta at

FREE
Six Months course in Real Estate and
Auto Li•bility Insurance.
One night a
week. Call JA 111.51$3 Leave Name and
Phone Number W
Of. Spinnette
or A. Adkins

THE BOOK OF THE

Kay Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

••

•

Night & Day Classes

Bank Terms

Painting

0111111111111111111121111011i

Notorious Tr., carry in your ri.r,r.
Startle •iv-I distract PI
woo!d•
be attackers with thQowlers•
cleverly ur•
signed
Bell
point
Gun. Fires .72 call.
bet blanks with
'
,Etta loud report. Cu.
be heard for miles
around, No permit'
F-T•
"
needed.
Airmailed postpaid
completely assembled from Our he..
(my In Europe. Send' 61.96 task
modes, order or rtocir to:HOLLYWOOD 4MPOIrT CO.

limisusentaniXTEM

SPTRITUAL ADVISOR

BLOMBERG

and

NEW AMA/ING -BALL POINT GUN

NUMBER RATINGS Through The
Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week.
ly NUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS & BONDS.
Balite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. IN. Checks Please).

7726T So. Clyde
Chicago 49.

80 Loans A. Mortgages

-

3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME,
where to bus material and how to
manufacture cheaply Send $1.00 Manufacturing Specialties. LAW% ille. N
J.

INSTRUCTIONS

Students Welcomed
Out-of-town Students Invit•d

COMPLETE

Nationally Advertised
HANAN & SON
•
HOWARD & FOSTER

Work

INQUIRES WANTED RHEA TIRE AND
burglar alarm .ystem Efficient and in.
expenslre. For home and business Shelton
Distributing Co 1199 Linden Office No. 106.
Phone BR. 1-2990.

\ Rehabi I itation

NOW

E. Hunter Construction
Company

Automobile Body

Lorain. Ohio

P. soi Evttloi Clout,

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

WRECKS
REBUILT

lIp••i 1 lines-1 color (Black or Blue)
Business Cards • Appt Cards
Personal Cards
$7 50 value at the new :ow Price Of
13 09 per 1.000
Write me for s•n1Die cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST

Veterans Approved

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

1000 Embossed Business Cards
at $3.99

Distinctively sieving the Midwest with
Accountina, Business Administration,
Ilusin•ss Machines, Secretariat, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil SiervIce, Real Estate and
Court Reporting Courses
Sinai* 1948

13 InstrucUon

257 SOUTH MAIN

Bed Wormer For
Pains - Aches.

MISCELLANEOUS

SALE
blades $100
M•rtelle Sales Box

rasOr

"BY THE NUMBERS"

licaccasi

Brick Front. Back And Front
Yard.
WH 64386

ELECTROWARMTH

100 Dodbled Edged
postpaid. Guaranteed
601, Covington.

-HOUSES FOR SALE

164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS!

11127-TRI East 33rd St,

790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.

HARDY AND RATCLIFF

FOR

GEORGE PALINKUS

r :DVERTISING SPECIALTsES
• PRINTiNG
MISANOORAPHING
• RUBBER STAMPS • SEALS
• DECALS
CALEN A ROI

YOU WILL GET RESULTS.
PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398

10-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

SPIRITUAL HELP
me

matter.,
money
you worried over
strange unnarural evil influences? Are you
'let? rhen write Bishop Baker. Enelog•
$1.00 love offering. There Is help for your
troub'ed soul. You can be successful. Writs

BISHOP BAKER
3921 Prospect Ave.
Suite 109
Cleveland, Ohio

AUTOS FOR SALE

• FORD •

ANY

MODEL
COLOR
TERMS

RE. 5-1032
Austin Scroggins
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
201 E. Broadway
West Memphis, Ark.

FORD
1 96 0
Any Model - Any Color
BEST DEAL AND
5.4 FINANCE RATES
See Or Call

Gene Jolly
RE. 5-1030
JOHNSON AUTO CO.
West Memphis, Ark.
CARS
STATION WAGONS
TRUCKS
AND THE
FALCON
DAVE DUVALL

1
9
6
JOHNSON AUTO CO0
RE. 5-1030
West Memphis, Ark.
111,
1111111=111.118
.
111.
.
1 1 111111111111
.

-Quick Loans
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our Courteous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Op?r, Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE

FINANCE CO

Home owned - Home operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We Ilk, to say yes to your
loan reveal"
framlned and Supecylaed by the
Department of 'insurance and
aankme
2 LOCATIONS
1St IX Main
JA S-1:131
lit Madison
.IA. 5-7411

USE
WANT
ADS
FOR
RESULTS

NIP

•

ille
AI
AO
ens

6

DEFENDER

ies-•
tall
AO

Sot., April 9, 1960

oo you

KNOW THAT IF
i YOU'RE BAD AN' MAKE
) YOUR DAD vVORRY,
HIS HAIR WILL
TURN GREY?

6 lb

f0.
lgRRY
MAxVet.0

Stork Stops
%L..
/

"

Owen Students
Informed Of
Social Needs

BTW QUIZ TEAM — The
Booker T. Washington "Quiz
'Em On The Air" team was
given special recognition recently at an "Honor's Day"
program at the school. They
are the 1959-60 quiz champions
in the series that ran for 15

Bigamist Good

Propider—For
LEE, Mass., — (U P I) —
Joseph R. Dischino, 37, was
an industrious man who was
able to do many things and
usually did them well, according to his friends.
The bespectacled university
graduate taught a high school
civics course, instructed student drivers, coached baseball, bad a part time job at
a local resort, and was a
former president of the Berkshire County High School Officials Association and a member of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
But when Dischino extended
his veratility to romance,
police decided it was time to
curtail his activities. They
said Joe Dischino had two
wives.

African Union
Pickets Consul

weeks. The members of the
team were Louvenia Clayton,
Carolyn Dukes, Marion Evans, Willie R. Chapman, Mona
Brooks, Norma Nooks, Clarence Cleaves, Ulysses Harvey,
Bertha Morrison and Hattie
Williams. Coaches bench con-

sisted of Mrs. A. B. Price,
chairman; Mrs. W. W. Sueing,
Mrs. A. R. Cash, Mrs G.
Gunn, Mrs B. G. Williams,
Mrs. J. H. Pippin and Mrs.
V. H. Robinson. Team w a
awarded a plaque and a set
of Collier's Encyclopedias.

Students Honored
For Typing Skill

SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)—
Miss Betsy Kittrell, supervisThe British Consulate here was
or of psychiatric social workpicketed Saturday by some 50
ers at Gailor hospital was the
students and local residents proguest speaker at a recent Owen
testing what they called Bri- The Memphis Business Teach- resented Mr. Louis B. Hobson,
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr. college assembly, sponsored
Born at John Gaston hospital and Mrs. Steve Hines of 3361
tain's ''passive reaction to mur- ers Association was host at their principal of Manassas high
by
the "Mr. Esquire" club.
and Mrs. Morice Yates of 282
March 26
Margretta.
ders in South Africa."
Miss Kittrell briefed the audiDaughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Son, Marvin. to Mr. and Mrs. Red Oak.
second annual banquet honor- school.
The leader of the group, half
Following expressions f rom
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Rob- ence on the many and varied
Mrs. 'Tommie L. Gray of 791 Isadore Davis of 234 W. Mcing the participants in the many of the young
Negro and half white, w a s
contestants,
ert Rounds of 594 Handy Mall, opportunities existing in t h e
Winton.
Kellar.
Bayo Dina, president of the All Fourth Annual City-Wide Type- the business teachers were
Son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter , Deborah, to idr. Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and field of social work, after which
Africa Student Union here, who writing Contest, Tuesday, March presented, including Mrs. ElizaDonald Sandlin of 352 N. Ma- and Mrs. Joe Parham of 533 Mrs. Robert Robinson of 589 S. a question and answer period
said
the picketing was a peace- 29, at 6 p.m., at the Universal beth Romby of Lester high
was
conducted.
Lauderdale
nassas.
Essex.
school; Mrs. Joanne Grandberful demonstration in hopes that Life Insurance dining room.
She invited the students to the
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Diane. to Mr. and
Son, Alfonzo, to Mr. and Mrs.
Britain would "threaten to ex- Honored at the banquet were ry of Carver high school, Mrs.
Frank Moore of 1628 Sidney. Sunday night bi-racial meetings
Mrs. Fred Jones of :,65 Minnie. John E. Lee of 1421 LeFlore.
communicate South Africa from the winners of the top three Olive, Mrs. Martha L. Graham
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and held at the Unitarian church.
Daughter, Ramona, to Mr. Son, Jacquelyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stone of 298 W.
the commonwealth" unless the scores at the contest held re- of Manassas, Mrs. Suggs, Mrs.
Ray Grimes is the newly
Mrs. Samuel Allen of 711 Glankelected president of the group
nation changed its attitude to- cently at Hamilton high school. E. T. Johnson of Douglas, Miss
Person.
er.
ward Negroes.
"SPECIAL SALE"
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. and C. Bell is the advisor.
First place winner was Miss Maggie McDowell of Mclrose,
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Christian of 1453 N. De.
Carlean Hamilton, a student at Miss Todd, Miss Rosa Robinson
Robert Jones of 1617 Eldridge. catur.
Melrose high school who was of Booker T. Washington, Mrs.
• Aluminum Awnings
Daughter, Evelyn, to Mr. and Daughter, Pamela,
trained by Mrs. Carrie Suggs; Stevens and Mrs. Shaw.
to Mr. and
• Aluminum Carports
Mrs. John Barton of 1030 N. Mrs. Alvin Gray of
Mrs. Carrie Suggs was chairsecond place, Carlos Harris, a
2103 Stovall.
Second.
man
of the banquet; and Miss
student at Carver high school,
Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
, Son, Richard. to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Robert Boyd of 2583 Donwho was trained by Mrs. Rita Rosa Robinson, chairman of
3580 Jackson
GL 8-0642 Richard Bell of 216
Sparks. aid.
Olive and Booker T. Wade, awards.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
third place winner, a student at
Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Alexander of 704 Mrs. Sammie Wicks of 801 LeBooker T. Washington high
Polk.
school, who was trained by Mrs.
Moyne park,
saucers from
tube. Pain
Callie L. Stevens.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. March "t
goes in secWhen you are
Daughter, Felecia, to Mr. and
Jesse Hill of 368 Kaplan.
Mrs. Marjorie I. Ulen of Man- desperate with onds. Used by
thousands.lie
pain, you can
Daughter, LaTonye, to Mr. Mrs. Felix Payne of 2424 Brookassas high school served as misrely oa ORA.JEL
and Mrs. Harold West of 1410 lyn.
tress of ceremonies at the ban- fir fast, effective relief. Just
Daughter, Terri, to Mr. and
Tunstall.
quet, and greetings were given
For the drat time science has found
Mrs.
by Miss Dora E. Todd, general
Clarence Hoffman of 1236
a new healing substance with the as- Daughter, Robbie, to Mr. and
tonishing ability to shrink hemor- Mrs. Robert Freeman of 724 Azalia.
chairman of the Memphis Busiwithout
—
pain
rhoids and to relieve
Son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs.
ness Teachers group, and head
surgery. In case after case, while East St.
,of the business department at
gently relieving pain, actual reduc- Daughter ,to Mr. and Mrs. Alex Fitzgerlad of 1080 Tunstion (shrinkage) took place. Most Hubert Crawford of 1560 Gabay. tall.
Washington high school. Mrs.
amazing of all —results were so thor- March 27
Essie
G. Shaw of Hamilton high
Son.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
astonishinf
made
ough that sufferers
school, the contest chairman,
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr. Allen of 797 Winton.
statements like "Piles have ceased ti
be a problem!" The secret is a nee and Mrs. Jeremiah Hendricks
presented pin awards to the
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
For faster, more complete relief of
healing substance (Bio-DyneB)—dis
winners.
and
lf.;68
Carver.
Mrs.
of
Willie
Patton
researcl
of
853
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains.
eovery of a world-famous
lastitute.This substance is now avail
Son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs. Mississippi.
Special guests were Mr. J. take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
able in suppository or ointment fora Samuel Beavers of 1592 Minnie. Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
D. Spinger, principal of Booker
called Preparation BB. At all drill
— the combined action of severe
Daughter, to Mr. arid Mrs. Jones of 1221 Wilson.
T. Washington high school and
counters—money back guarantee.
medically-approved ingredients in
Ben Reese of 323 Simpson.
Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Bebe B. Fingal who rep. one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
George Webster of 1102 S. Lauand tension, starts bringing relief
derdale.
right away. 50
.
0 veit4
'Do*
Daughter, Wanda, to Mr. and MISS CARLEAN HAMILTON typing contest recently held by at a banquet last week at UniTest
STA
NBACK
Mrs. Edward Evans of 368 So. captured first place in the the Memphis Business Teachversal Life insurance comagainst any
In prosperity we need
Fourth.
preparation
ers Association at Hamilton pany. Miss Hamilton w a s
moderation;
in
adversity,
payou've ever
Daughter,
Tonja, to Mr. and
school.
Second
was
CarWEAR
High
used
trained
by
Mrs. Carrie Suggs,
tience.
Mrs. Willie Sealey of 046 Bos- las.
third,
and
Harris,
left,
los
Harris by Mrs. Rita Olive
—(Old Proverb)
and
Mrs.
Mr.
,Jeffery
to
Son
ton.
Edward Jones of 3600 Coving- Booker T. Wade. Miss Hamil- and Wade by Mrs, Callie L.
' March 29
ton is from Melrose H i g h, Stevens. (Photo by Withers)
Son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs. ton Pike.
Harris from Carver and Wade
Lucious
Mrs.
Charles Owens of 3027 Tillman Son, to Mr. and
from Booker T. Washington
Imported Glamorous French Perfume Designed To Mak•
240
Jones.
Tazear
of
cove.
Mr. and Mrs. high. All three were honored
You More Irresistible. Try It And See What Magnetic Charm
Son ,Edward, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Keith, to
Walker
of
587 C. St.
Harold
52.00.
It Brings You. POWERFUL EFFECTIVE. 1 Dram Bottle
Edward Hamlett, sr, of 1841
Paul.
Keltner.
ANN JONES, BOX 7762, CHICAGO 80, ILL.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Son, Aaron to Mr. and Mrs.
Lawson of 960 N.
Willie Glass of 1357 Ridgeway. Mrs. Ernest
Manassas.
I Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
March 31
1Mrs. William Tipton of 5062 HillSon, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
?dale.
Johnny Ross of C20 Stephens.
Son ,Will, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Mattie, to Mr. and
;Will Lyons of 660 Tate.
Mrs. James Shirley of 5205 WinDaughter, Justine, to Mr. and
chester pike.
1Mrs. James Jones of 1448 N.
Son, Ronald, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bellevue.
Mannie White of 3553 Millard.
Son, Timothy, to Mr. and Mrs.'i
Clem Cross of 3071 Johnson. Mrs. Charley Eddins of 481 Lin
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and ford.
Mrs. Clinton Gillon of 538 Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Holmes.
James Bradford of 1304 Bruce.
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr. April 1
Attending the Annual Spring
and Mrs. Lee Mitchell of 1320 Daughter, Ethelene, to Mr. social, given by the Stigall high
Azalia.
and Mrs. Woodrow Davis of 690 school faculty in Humboldt, were
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. Marble.
G. L. Lakes, V. G. Wheelers,
Willie Mack of 323 Dixie Mall. Daughter, Ethelene, to Mr. S. E. Moores, S. C. Lees, C. J.
Son, Dwight. to Mr. and Mrs. amnadrbM
ler.s. Woodrow Davis of 690 Campbells and Miss Eva Dell
Daniel Weathers of 235 CaldConley.
The theme "Galaxy
well.
teers,.Teretha, to Mr. and of Stars" was beautifully por2700
Daucgahrn
Son, Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs.
trayed with souvenirs for those
•
Andrew Mills of 1970 Kansas. Son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs. in attendance.
Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and Roger Sanders of 274 Weaver. CHURCH
Mrs. Jackson Buckner of 641 Daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and Holly Grove Baptist church
Stephens.
Mrs. Robert Armstrong of 1884 had its regular spring festival
Son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs. Rile.
March 28 - April 1. The Rev.
Ruben Franklin of 687 Willing- Daughter, Arnita, to Mr. and Holmes from Memphis was the
ton.
Mrs. Aaron Horton of 571 La- evangelist. Many hearts were
revived and new members addDaughter,
Catrina,
to
Mr.
and
mar.
•
'
. to the church roster.
Mrs. Novell Cook of 2158 Erie. Daughter ,Wintra, to Mr. and et
Daughter, Adrain, to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Gray of 278 Mul- VISITING
Mr. and Mrs. John Wesley
Mrs. Lenard Williams of 227 Till- berry.
man.
Daughter, Willie Mae, to Mr. Halliburton, jr., and Mr. and
Daughter ,Anita, to Mr. and and Mrs. John Dean of 1133 Mrs. Claxton Halliburton of Detroit, Mich., were here to atMrs. James Walker of 850 Dal- Pearce.
tend the funeral of their mother,
Mrs. Maudine Halliburton.
Crese Burlison, jr., of Mem•
Pe_
tpru
hid
seviB
sirtoedi
d eh.is aunt, Mrs. Ger-

20% DISCOUNT

SKAGGS MFG. CO.

TOOTH
ACHE

;hrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

;tops Itch—Relieves Pain

ORA-JEL8
'

4/10.80We

HEADACHE
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Radio 148, It's Great!
LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
GIRL
BOB
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•

HUN KY
DORY

DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.-6:30 P.M.

GRAND OPENING!
DOLLAR GENERAL STORE
1321 POPLAR NEAR CROSSTOWN

Plenty of Free
Off-Street Parking

4 Other Convenient
Easter Shopping
4ocations

SLEEP 8 HOURS—
WAKE UP TIRED? !AWAKE!
Discover the Wonderful Blood-Strengthening
Action Of This Women's Iron Tonic!
After a pod night's sleep, do you strengthen your blood within one
still feel tired out? Often this day! Thus quickly help build rich,
run-down feeling is due to "Iron- red blood ... to restore strength
Hungry Blood" ('simple iron and energy so you feel fine again
deficiency anemia). Then it's fast! If your blood is so starved
needless for most women to suffer for iron that you just drag
such awful weariness.
through the day, get wonderful
Take Lydia E. Pinkhs.m Tab- Lydia N. Pinkham Tablets from
any drug store today. Then just
iron
tonic
made
espelets, only
cially for women. Rich in Iron. see if you don't soon feel like a
Plnkham Tablets start to "new" woman again.
FEMALE AILMENTS — Famous Lydia Z. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound (Liquid) also brings blessed relief from the miserable disocmzrt.of change-of-114 and monthly pain.

People of Tenn., Miss., & Ark.
YOU ARE NEVER HELPED
UNLESS YOU TRY.

BLESSINGS
to 3 day Special Blessings
Available Start '60 Right!
For information Write to:

JOHN STARR Obis

P.O. Box 1922, Cleveland 6,
8141-9400

,

fich.-tock, tick-tock...
the BOURBON that didn't watch the dock
for seven iong, years!

Imagine you have Kentucky's Finest Bourbon to start with . then
you let time tick by as it slowly ripens to perfection. kemetnber the best
whiskey you have ever tasted and imagine one mellower and smoother
Do all these things. .then taste Old Charter!

OLD CHARTER

eielEasT 11,..aLtellisaN
KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY •7 YEARS OLD • db PROOF ULD t;HARTER DISTILLERY ..,;(). _UUISVILLE, KY.
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